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Abstract
The aim of the thesis is to explore pregnant women's decision-making and
major influences on their preferences for a place of delivery. The study was
prompted by the UK government's policy of a woman centred maternity service
(Department of Health 1993b), and the observation that studies had concentrated
on professionals' rather than women's views about the place of delivery. Two
factors were considered to have potential influence in decision making, one being
the individual woman's risk perception related to the process of childbirth, and the
other, knowledge about available options for place of birth. First, a systematic
review was conducted, looking at available studies on women's views about the
place of delivery. Only 9 studies were found, suggesting a need for more studies.
Secondly, a primary study was conducted using in-depth interviews with 20
women planning a hospital birth, and 13 planning a home birth to explore factors
that led to their respective choices.
Results from the primary study indicate that women were not offered
information about the availability of home birth. Consequently, 90% of those
planning a hospital birth did not give thought to where they were going to have
their babies, but assumed they were going to go to hospital. On the other hand,
those planning a home birth found information privately and discussed the options
with their husbands before making a decision. Additionally, results exposed
differences in perception of safety concerning childbirth for subsequent deliveries
according to planned place of delivery. Control of the birth process and
environment was also found to be important for women planning a home birth.
Risk perception and information about available options were found to influence
decision-making about the place of birth, thus supporting the hypotheses of the
thesis.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The topic of place of birth is hotly debated, both in academic journals
(Chamberlain 2000; Chamberlain, Wraight, and Crowley 1997; Cole and
Macfarlane 1995; Draper 1997; Drife 1999; Drife 2000; Education and Debate
1996; Jowitt 1998; Macfarlane, McCandlish, and Campbell 2000; Settatree 1996;
Springer and van Weel 1996; Young and Hey 2000), and in the press (Alibhai-
Brown 1999; Newburn 1999; Rakshit 1997; Rogers 1998; Young 1999).
However, the debate is about which venue is safer, and professionals, according to
their preferences for home or hospital, lead the debate.
Many research studies on the subject of place of birth have also focused
mainly on safety (Ackerman-Liebrich, Voegeli, Gunter-Witt et al 1996; Bastian
1998; Northern Regional Perinatal Mortality Survey Coordinating Group 1996;
Wiegers, Keirse, van der Zee et al 1996; Woodcock, Reid, Moore et al 1994).
Beyond the crucial issues of mortality and morbidity by place of birth which are at
the centre of the debate about the place of birth, it is essential to investigate
consumers views and preferences. What motivates prospective parents to reach
particular decisions about where to have their babies? What is missing from the
debate and available studies is a knowledge base of women's own perceptions of
the childbirth process, their views about the place of birth, and factors that they
consider of significance when deciding about where to have their babies. Except
for one identified study (McClain 1983) the literature has not yet touched on how
women as consumers of childbirth services view risks and benefits of home or
hospital birth, and whether risk-benefit analysis as might be applied by women
may have any role to play in their preference or choice of either home or hospital.
The lack of studies about women's views is perplexing inasmuch as the United
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Kingdom is a pluralistic society, with women from diverse cultures and beliefs,
which determine their way of life, and therefore the kind of care they expect.
Additionally, the UK government advocates a woman centred maternity service
(Department of Health 1993b). One obvious question to ask in the light of the
dominant debate about the place of birth is how it is possible to meet the
Department of Health's aim of a woman centred maternity service if the views of
the women are not known. The only way to provide woman centred care is first
to determine from the women what normal care is, according to their beliefs and
individual circumstances.
It is with the above background that this thesis was undertaken. The thesis
examines how much is known about women's views of the process of childbirth,
and goes on to investigate from women significant factors they consiCier when
thinking about where to deliver their babies. First, a history of the traditional
place of birth, which is the home, and factors which led to the change from home
to hospital birth in the United Kingdom is reviewed. NHS policy about maternity
care is discussed because policy determines how care is organised and therefore
sets the standards for consumers about what to expect as normal care.
In other disciplines, such as psychology (Kahneman and Tversky 1984;
Tverslcy and Kahneman 1974), economics and business (Schwing and Albers, Jr.
1980) where an element of risk is involved, decision-making is thought to be
influenced by the individual's perception of the risk. Since childbirth involves
some risk, it is surprising that such an approach has not been employed to
understand women's preferences for different childbirth options. The thesis
reviews risk-perception literature as used in the disciplines named above, and
makes an effort to determine whether the principles could be applied in childbirth
to explain the difference in preferences for home or hospital birth.
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Two studies form the foundation of the thesis; one is a systematic
literature review of women's views about factors influencing their choice of place
of birth, to demonstrate how much research is available, and therefore how much
work still needs to be done in the area. Additionally, the review aims to highlight
factors consistently found to influence women's choice of place of birth. The
second is a primary qualitative study of women's perceptions of the process of
childbirth, as well as their views about factors influencing their choice of place of
delivery. It is important to conduct such a study because caring for women in a
pluralistic society requires knowledge of the diverse factors influencing their
preferences for care.
To set the scene, the thesis starts by reviewing the history of trends in
place of birth. It is thought that this might help to determine the validity of the
move, and suggest ways to redress the situation.
In most cultures, childbirth was traditionally seen as a normal
physiological event, which occurred at the woman's own home with the assistance
of other women. However, this view gradually changed, and pregnancy and
childbirth were increasingly viewed as pathological events. In Britain, birth took
place at the family home until the end of the 19th century but by the end of the
20th century, barely 1% of all births in Britain took place in the woman's home
(Tew 1990). The overriding reason for this shift in place of birth was a concern
with safety. Pre-occupation with safety during childbirth was prompted by high
levels of maternal mortality in the 1930s which resulted in professional and
political organisations, followed by the women themselves, demanding hospital
deliveries because they considered them to be safer than home births (Symonds
and Hunt 1996). In 1970, the government accepted a recommendation of 100%
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hospital delivery following a review of maternity services (Department of Health
and Social Security 1970).
On the other hand, statistical evidence did not lend support to the premise
that hospital birth was safer than home birth (Campbell and Macfarlane 1994;
Russell 1982; Tew 1977; Tew 1978; Tew 1981; Tew 1985; Tew 1990). The
scientific justification for the trend towards hospital deliveries was questioned,
and consumer organisations such as the National Childbirth Trust (NCT) and the
Association for Improvements in Maternity Services (ALMS) became actively
involved in informing women about their maternity care rights. The Netherlands
was held up as an example of a country with low perinatal mortality rates despite
a high home birth rate (Lovell 1996).
In the midst of the confusion about home and hospital birth, the Expert
Committee of the Department of Health was set up in 1992 to review policy on
National Health Service (NHS) maternity care, particularly during childbirth, and
to make recommendations (Department of Health 1993b). This was a sequel to
the Government response to the Select Committee's report (House of Commons
Health Committee 1992), which had suggested that the medical model of care that
encouraged all women to deliver in hospital could no longer be justified on the
grounds of safety. The expert committee's efforts culminated in the production of
the policy document Changing Childbirth (Department of Health 1993b), which
advocates maternity care that is appropriate, accessible, and effective. The
document aims to make care during pregnancy and childbirth more woman-
centred by setting targets for implementation and recommendations for good
practice. The report stresses that:
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"Women should be given unbiased information and an opportunity for choice in
the type of maternity care they receive, including the option, previously denied to
them, of having their babies at home or in small maternity units." page I, para 4.
The following section will trace government policy relating to the place of
birth, which contributed to the move from home to hospital birth.
Events leading to the move from home to hospital
deliveries
A brief history of the trends in the place of birth since the Second World
War shows a rapid decline of non-institutional births in the US from 44% in 1940
to less than 1% in 1970. Whilst the drop was slower in Britain, reducing from
50% in 1940 to less than 10% in 1970, it was slowest in the Netherlands, falling
from 70% in 1963 to 32% in 1982, and gradually increasing to 35% in 1990
(Wagner 1994).
Factors leading to the shift from home to hospital deliveries in the United
Kingdom is detailed by Campbell and Macfarlane (Campbell and Macfarlane
1987; Campbell and Macfarlane 1994). The historical account shows that the
decline in the home birth rate was a result of successive government reports. A
discussion of the reports thus follows, which exposes the origins of assumptions
and misconceptions that have influenced thinking about the place of birth.
The Cranbrook report (1959)
The Cranbrook committee was appointed by the Minister of Health in
1956 to review the organisation of maternity services in England and Wales and
to make recommendations. The chairman of the committee was Lord Cranbrook.
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The committee issued a press notice informing the public of their terms of
reference, and invited individuals and organisations to submit their views to them.
In addition, some individuals and organisations such as the Association of
Supervisors of Midwives, Medical Practitioners Union, Catholic Women's
League, National Birthday Trust, British Dental Association, College of General
Practitioners, Royal College of Midwives, Royal College of Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists were personally invited to give their views. The report of the
committee was published in 1959 (Ministry of Health 1959).
The evidence about the place of confinement came from representatives
from women's organisations, Regional Hospital Boards, and the Royal College of
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists. The consensus of those who gave evidence
was that there was an unsatisfied demand for hospital confinements. However,
the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists is singled out as having
"emphasised that in their opinion hospital confinement offered maximum safety
for the mother and the baby" (para 53). The report goes on to express that many
of the witnesses were concerned about risk of infection to mother and baby, and
considered that the risk might be higher in hospital than home confinement. Some
of the witnesses felt that beds in general hospitals were provided for sick persons
and should be used for that purpose rather than to meet the convenience and
preferences of women, who could safely be delivered at home (para 54).
Many other reasons, presented in paragraph 55 of the report, were given in
favour of home confinement. For instance, the report states that nearly all
witnesses recognised that up to 20% of women preferred a home confinement,
and many pointed out the important physical and psychological advantages when
a normal confinement takes place at home. Such advantages include the fact that
the relationship between the mother and baby developed better, breast-feeding
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could be more readily maintained, risk of infection to the baby was reduced,
family life is not disrupted, and less noise and activity at home promoted the
mother's rest. Even the College of General Practitioners expressed the view that
many women would prefer a home delivery if assured of its safety.
However, it would appear that the influential evidence was that from the
Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (RCOG), who testified that
the hospital provided maximum safety over home birth. In their deliberations, the
committee recommended that a sufficient number of beds should be provided to
allow for 70% of deliveries to take place in hospital. According to Chamberlain
et al (1997), the institutional delivery rate at that time was 54%, they go on to
argue that this figure of 70% hospital deliveries was a repetitim of an tallies
recommendation by the Royal College of Obstetricians and GynaecolOgists. In
their report, the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists had stated that
from the figures of women wanting a hospital confinement at that time, it would
seem wise to make provision to begin with for about 70% of all births to take
place in institutions (Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists 1944).
The rate of institutional deliveries at that time of the RCOG was 51%, and,
therefore, 70% was about 20% more (Chamberlain, Wraight, and Crowley 1997).
The report of the RCOG did not refer to any evidence supporting the need to
increase institutional delivery rate to 70% and neither did the Cranbrook
Committee when they reiterated the recommendation. On the other hand, the
Cranbrook Committee disregarded the evidence highlighting the advantages of
home deliveries. It would appear therefore that recommendations were made
without any scientific evidence for any benefits, but rather from the views of
medical practitioners.
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The recommendations of the report underlined the need for more women
to deliver in hospital, but still made provision for domiciliary maternity services
to continue. There is a suggestion that the committee may have made an over-
provision to employ the principle of "always asking for more than you need in
order to get enough" (Chamberlain 1997:10). Another argument is that the
Cranbrook Committee was following trends when it made its recommendations as
public pressure for hospital births had grown, and more births were already
classified as high risk (Lewis 1990).
The state of maternity service in the next ten years led to another review of
maternity service by the Peel Committee.
The Peel report (1970)
The Peel committee was set up in 1967 as a sub-committee of the Standing
Maternity and Midwifery Advisory Committee under the chairmanship of Sir
John Peel. Sir John Peel was at that time the president of the Royal College of
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, which, as discussed above, had made
recommendations to the Cranbrook committee that the hospital was a safer place
to give birth than home. The task of the Peel committee was to consider the
future of the domiciliary midwifery service and the question of bed needs for
maternity patients, and to make recommendations. The committee made their
recommendations in 1970 (Department of Health and Social Security 1970).
Medical Officers of Health, Chairmen of Local Medical Committees, the
Central Midwives Board, and the Senior Administrative Medical Officers of
Regional Hospital Boards (para 5) completed questionnaires for the committee.
On the question of continuance of domiciliary midwifery service, 59 % of
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Chairmen of Local Medical Committees wanted home confinements to continue.
They, however, stressed the need for women to choose whether they wanted to
have their babies at home, and for proper assessments to be made to ensure the
woman's home is safe. In paragraph 9, the report states that "the majority view
was, therefore, that domiciliary midwifery should continue."
In its interpretations of the Medical Officers' views, the Peel Committee
states that:
"...notwithstanding the majority of responding Chairmen recording views in
favour, or acknowledging a need for continuance, of domiciliary midwifery, no
extremity of view is prevalent. General practitioners are clearly aware that the
indications, both medical and social, for home confinement need to be much more
stringently assessed than those for a hospital confinement, in which risks are
minimised" (para 145).
There is no indication, from the summary of the chairmen's responses, that
they considered hospital to have fewer risks than the home. On the contrary, the
summary states:
"Some [chairmen] expressed the view that the present trend towards hospital
confinement is largely the result of a misleading pressure on the public,
encouraging them to believe that hospital confinement is always better. They felt
that this was not necessarily true" (para 5).
It would appear from the chairmen's submissions that they were against
the discontinuation of domiciliary midwifery. They felt that it was
psychologically better for a woman to have her baby at home, that the birth of a
child is a family matter, and should if possible take place in the shelter of the
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home. They also put forward the fact that if the woman has other children at
home, then it is better that she is not taken away from them for the period of
confinement. Since the Chairmen of the Local Medical Committees did not
express the view that hospital was safer than home, it could be argued that the
Peel Committee were expressing their own views, possibly instilled by the
recommendations of the Cranbrook committee, that hospital was safer than home.
When the Peel committee reviewed maternity policy, the home birth rate
was 12.4%. The committee considered hospital confinement safer than the home
for the mother and baby, and therefore concluded that the situation justified the
earlier recommendation by the Cranbrook report to provide sufficient facilities for
an increasing number of women to have hospital confinements. They went on to
recommend a 100% hospital delivery, thus phasing out home birth completely.
The committee felt that even without specific policy direction, the institutional
birth rate was showing every sign of going towards total hospital delivery, and
therefore the discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of home or hospital
birth was academic (para 248).
The main argument for the recommendation of a universal hospital birth
was the safety of mother and child. The conclusion that the hospital was safer
than the home for delivery was reached without any supporting evidence. This
assertion of safety in hospital became the focus of the debate on the place of birth,
which is continuing up to now. There was no consideration for other factors that
might influence women's preferences for home or hospital birth.
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The Short report (1980)
The Short report was a name given to the House of Commons Social
Services Committee report under the chairmanship of Mrs Renee Short. The
committee took over and completed work begun by an earlier committee, to
perform an inquiry into perinatal and neonatal mortality. The Social Services and
Employment Sub-Committee, that was originally going to do the inquiry, was
prompted to do so by increasing public concern that babies were unnecessarily
dying or suffering permanent damage during late pregnancy and early infancy
(House of Commons Social Services Committee 1980). The committee was also
worried that the mortality rates in England and Wales were falling more slowly
than in other developed countries. In addition, there were wide differences in
mortality rates found in different socio-economic groups and different areas in
England and Wales (para 1).
The investigation embraced a number of aspects of maternity care,
including the question of place of birth. Evidence was received from mothers,
Royal College of Midwives, and the Royal College of Obstetrics and
Gynaecologists. Evidence from women, who are the consumers of the service,
showed that they were in favour of delivering at home or in GP units (para 53-54).
Women in the study were described as having strong views, and that it was not
only the middle-class that had such strong views. On the other hand, the Royal
College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists argued that GP units did not meet the
college's minimum standards for safety.
When the committee made their recommendations, women's views did not
carry much weight. The committee felt that "...the understandable preferences of
mothers in regard to place of delivery may not be compatible with the
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requirements for the maximum lowering of perinatal and neonatal mortality" (para
64). The expert advisors, who were professors of Obstetrics, Paediatrics, and
Clinical Epidemiology, influenced the committee's recommendations. It has been
argued that these consultants were more interested in the protection of policies
already agreed upon in their own profession, which outweighed their loyalty to
the task of producing factual evidence (Sandal] 1997; Tew 1998). Indeed the
committee referred to the Peel Committee's recommendation for 100% hospital
birth for increased safety of mother and baby, which was based on obstetricians'
recommendations. For their part, the committee further recommended "increased
concentration of births into larger, fully equipped and properly staffed consultant
units" (Paragraph 55). The committee wanted home births to be phased out
further. The Short committee is criticised for failing to consider statistical
analyses already in print, which pointed out that mortality was higher in obstetric
hospitals (Royal College of Physicians of London 1988; Sinclaire, Torrance,
Boyle et al 1981).
Enquiries into maternity services did not end with the committees
discussed so far. There were further investigations, led by dissatisfaction from the
consumers and their representatives. A significant volte-face from complete
hospital birth for all women was advanced by the publication of two Department
of Health documents that recommended a woman centred maternity service
(Department of Health 1993b; House of Commons Health Committee 1992). The
two documents' main message is encapsulated in the following quotation:
"Women should receive clear, unbiased advice and be able to choose where they
would like their baby to be born. Their right to make that choice should be
respected and every practical effort made to achieve the outcome that the woman
believes is best for her baby and herself" (Department of Health 1993b): 25.
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The above quote represents the department of health's change of emphasis
from purely safety and professionals' views about what is best for consumers of
health care, to one in which consumers should be given information to empower
them to make choices about their care. This position of the government regarding
information-giving during childbirth can be traced back to the Winterton report
(House of Commons Health Committee 1992) and the Cumberlege report
(Department of Health 1993b; Department of Health 1993c).
The Winterton report (1992)
The Winterton report resulted from a review of maternity services that was
conducted in 1991 led by Mr Nicholas Winterton. The committee was stimulated
into conducting the inquiry by the general dissatisfaction with maternity services;
and the realisation that women's needs were not being met (House of Commons
Health Committee 1992). The committee had an advisory panel made up of an
Independent Midwife, representative of the Royal College of Midwives,
Consultant Obstetrician, Professor of Paediatrics, Professor of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology, and a General Practitioner.
The committee starts the report by giving their view of childbirth.
"We set out on this inquiry with the belief that it is possible for the outcome of a
pregnancy to be a healthy mother with a healthy, normal baby and yet for there to
have been other things unsatisfactory in the delivery of the maternity care.
Women want a life-enhancing start to their family life, laying the groundwork for
caring and confident parenthood.." (para 3).
The Winterton committee believe that although avoidance of death is very
important, it cannot be the only determinant of satisfactory maternity care.
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Previous committees had made their recommendations on the basis of more safety
for mother and baby (Department of Health and Social Security 1970; House of
Commons Social Services Committee 1980). This committee was different from
its predecessors because it was made up members of parliament of all parties, and
it had an advisory panel named in the opening paragraph of the discussion of the
report above, which helped to interpret the evidence.
The committee heard evidence and views from a wide spectrum of
organisations and individuals representing the views of women. For example,
they considered Mrs Marjorie Tew's analysis of statistical evidence, which led her
to conclude that there was no causal connection between the fall in mortality rates
in the 1950s and hospitalisation. Tew was challenged on her assertion that there
was a negative correlation in the decrease in perinatal mortality rates and
increases in the level of hospitalisation. However, her work is thought to have set
in motion the search for the truth about the safety of home and hospital births
(House of Commons Health Committee 1992).
The work of Campbell and Macfarlane, together with their critique of
Tew's work was also considered. Campbell and Macfarlane, in their submission
to the committee, expressed the view that there is no evidence in support of the
claim that the safest policy was for all women to give birth in hospital. The Royal
College of Midwives (RCM), the Association of Radical Midwives, Maternity
Alliance, NCT, Association for Community-Based Maternity Care and the
Association for Improvements in Maternity Services, echoed the view and gave
evidence to the Winterton committee.
The review was carried out in just less than a year, and the committee's
analysis of the evidence from individual women and organisations representing
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them revealed the following elements, which greatly influenced the committee's
recommendations:
• Need for continuity of care
The Association for Improvements in Maternity Services (AIMS) drew out
the importance women place in the continuity of the carer to the attention of the
committee. It cited the Know Your Midwife Scheme, Effective care in Pregnancy
and Childbirth, and a survey in Lothian Maternity Services which all attest to the
importance women place upon continuity of carer (para 43). It was evident that
women wanted continuity of care and carer at all stages of pregnancy and
childbirth. The majority considered midwives as the group best placed and
equipped to provide this.
• Desire for women to have more choice
Maternity Alliance stated during its submissions that every woman should
have the opportunity to choose the place of birth and person to care for her. This
was in line with the government's position that women should, as far as
practicable, be able to choose and have access to the type of care which they feel
is best suited to their needs.
The evidence the Committee received from both women and the
organisations representing them was that the available choices were often more
illusory than real. The Committee, therefore, concluded that there was
widespread demand among women for greater choice in the type of maternity care
they receive, and that the present structure of maternity services frustrates, rather
than facilitates, those who wish to exercise their choice.
• The right for women to have control over their own body at all stages of
pregnancy and birth.
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The majority of those interviewed felt that women want to feel in control
of themselves and what happens to them during childbirth, and that they are
satisfied if they feel in control, and perceive themselves as partners in their care
rather than passive recipients. The emphasis of the Winterton report is that
women should have more choice and control in their care as captured in one of
their conclusions:
"We conclude that there is a widespread demand among women for greater
choice in the type of maternity care they receive, and that the present structure of
the maternity services frustrates, rather than facilitates, those who wish to
exercise this choice" (House of Commons Health Committee 1992) para 52.
The committee disputed the recommendation reached by the Maternity
Services Advisory Committee, that birth in a consultant obstetric unit provided the
best guarantee for a healthy baby, and therefore all births should be in hospital
(Maternity Services Advisory Committee 1984). The Winterton committee felt
that the recommendation had led to the situation of 98% of women in England
giving birth in NHS hospitals, while there was no evidence to support the claim of
more safety in hospital than at home. Such a policy, the committee felt, was
misguided and regrettable. They concluded that:
"On the basis of what we have heard, this committee must draw the conclusion
that the policy of encouraging all women to give birth in hospitals cannot be
justified on grounds of safety" Page xii para 33.
The Winterton Committee diverges from recommendations of previous
committees which favoured hospital delivery (Department of Health and Social
Security 1970; House of Commons Social Services Committee 1980; Maternity
Services Advisory Committee 1984; Ministry of Health 1959). It is more
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discerning of women's desire for continuity of care and carer throughout
pregnancy and childbirth.
The government responded to the specific recommendations and
conclusions of the Winterton report, and set about addressing wider issues in the
organisation of maternity care. A report of the government's response was
published (Department of Health 1992). A departmental task force was
established, which set up a number of studies to address issues such as team
midwifery (Wraight, Ball, Seccombe et al 1993) and midwifery-led and GP-led
units (Department of Health 1993a). Of more relevance to the present discussion,
the Expert Maternity Group was set up to review policy on NHS maternity care,
particularly during childbirth, and to make recommendations. The work of the
Expert Maternity Group, also known as the Cumberlege committee, will be
discussed next.
The Cumberlege Report (1993)
The Cumberlege Report, commonly known as Changing Childbirth,
(Department of Health 1993b) is a result of work done by the Expert Maternity
Group that was established in October 1992 under the chairmanship of Lady
Cumberlege, Parliament Under Secretary of State for Health. The members of the
committee included women using NHS services, professionals providing the
service such as a Midwife, General Practitioner, Obstetrician, Paediatrician,
Midwifery professor as well as other members of the public such as a National
Childbirth Trust representative, a journalist, and a management consultant. The
report is considered a document for change, while the Winterton report (House of
Commons Health Committee 1992) mapped the future of maternity services.
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The Expert Maternity Group gathered evidence from a wide range of
organisations, professional groups and individuals interested in maternity care.
Women using the service gave oral evidence, while anaesthetists, general
practitioners, midwives, obstetricians, paediatricians, other health professionals,
and professional and other organisations gave written evidence. As an integral
part of gathering evidence the group visited consultant maternity units, small
maternity units, and midwifery schemes.
In addition to information provided by known organisations and groups,
the committee wanted the views of others not linked to such groups. They
therefore commissioned a study by the Market and Opinion Research Institute
(MORI) of mothers who had given birth in England since April 1989. The survey
found that most women felt they were given little choice about the place of birth.
The majority reported that delivery in a consultant unit was the only option fully
explained to them. Ninety-eight percent of women gave birth in an obstetric
hospital, and 72% would have appreciated a choice. Of those wanting an
alternative, 22% would have considered a home birth and 44% a midwife-led
domino delivery.
A consensus conference was organised for the Department of Health by
the Kings Fund Centre, a policy research group, to help explore the issues further.
The conference panel produced a consensus statement, highlighting women's
wishes for a safe and kind maternity service that offers continuity of care and
carer, inspires confidence, responds to individual needs, and enables women to
feel in control. The service must also make possible informed choice about the
available options. The panel felt that professionals had no right to arbitrarily
impose their views even when the women's views contradicted theirs.
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Like its predecessor, the Winterton Committee, the Cumberlege committee
was not just influenced by views of consultants about the most appropriate care
for women. On the contrary, it gives more weight to the preferences of women, as
they believe that "no-one cares more about achieving a safe and happy outcome
to a pregnancy than the pregnant woman and her partner. Women want healthy
babies and also to be healthy themselves after they have given birth. But this
incorporates their desire to experience pregnancy, childbirth and the early days
of parenthood as positive and fulfilling" (Page 9 para 2.1.2).
The Cumberlege report recommends that maternity care must be woman-
centred, concentrating on meeting the needs of the women for whom the service is
intended. It also endorses the importance of continuity of carer. Chapter 1 of the
report starts by laying out important components of a woman centred service,
which include the following:
Components of a woman centred service
• Every woman has unique needs. In addition to those arising from her
medical history these will derive from her particular ethnic, cultural, social and
family background The services provided should recognise the special
characteristics of the population they are designed to serve. They should also be
attractive and accessible to all women, particularly those who may be least
inclined to use them.
• Information about the local maternity services should be readily available
within the community. The woman should be able to choose whether her first
contact is with a midwife or her general practitioner, and should feel confident
that she will receive accurate and unbiased information from the professional that
she chooses.
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• The woman and, if she wishes, her partner, should be encouraged to be
closely involved in the planning of her care. It should be clear to her that her
views and wishes, including her desire for a safe outcome, are important and
respected Antenatal care should be designed to ensure that professionals who
are acceptable to her, and who have the appropriate skills and expertise required
care for the woman in her circumstances. She should not feel that she has to
choose from one profession and exclude all others. Women should be encouraged
to use the service fully and to their advantage.
• The woman should feel secure in the knowledge that she can make her choice
after full discussion of all the issues with the professionals involved in her care.
She should feel confident that these professionals would respect her right to
choose her care on that basis, and ensure that the services provided are of the
best quality possible (Department of Health I993b) pages 5-6.
The above components of good maternity care as set out by the
Department of Health highlight the importance that must be placed in
individualised care for each woman. The components also stress the importance
of giving women information to afford them informed choices about their care.
The Expert Maternity Group is concerned that women are not given
adequate information about the childbirth options available to them, which may
result in them going for the only option which is promoted. Their main concern
therefore could be seen to be 'how can women choose if they don't know what to
choose from?' The government wants the woman to be the one to choose what
she thinks is appropriate for her and her unborn baby.
The committee feels that the lack of agreement about whether a mother
with an uncomplicated pregnancy is putting herself and her child at any greater
risk by not having her baby in a hospital maternity unit suggests that there is no
clear answer (Department of Health 1993b). The committee expresses the view
that the professional cannot quantify the enriching experience felt by those who
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have their babies where they choose, and therefore the professional's job should
be to provide the woman with as much accurate and objective information as
possible, while avoiding personal bias and preference.
Although the Cumberlege committee addressed the issue of the safest
place to give birth, and referred to the reasons for and against hospital delivery,
the committee has been criticised for failing to take a decisive stand and offer
women their explicit support (Tew 1998).
As Chamberlain, Wraight, and Crowley (1997) have observed, the history
of the place of birth has been driven by opinion rather than being led by evidence.
Home birth used to be the only alternative; then other choices emerged often
supported by pressure groups of doctors who used the argument of safety. Each
side involved in the debate considers the other as obdurate and claim to represent
what is best for the women.
Summary
National Health Service (NHS) policy with regard to the place of birth was
considered important because successive committee recommendations resulted in
a situation where home birth was nearly phased out. However, the recent policy
aims to have a woman centred maternity service. The question for this thesis is
whether the view given by successive committees, which painted home birth as
unsafe and promoted the hospital as the safest place, could be seen to influence
the situation today. The question of the safety of home versus hospital birth has
been studied (Campbell and Macfarlane 1994; Tew 1977), and will therefore not
be the focus in this study. The main theoretical underpinning for the thesis is that
of risk perception, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 2: Risk perception
Chapter overview
The previous chapter discussed successive government reports that led to
the move from home to hospital deliveries for all women (Department of Health
and Social Security 1970; House of Commons Social Services Committee 1980;
Ministry of Health 1959). It then went on to illustrate how the department of
health has revised its view on maternity care and is now recommending a woman
centred maternity service (Department of Health 1993b; House of Commons
Health Committee 1992). With the revised position, the emphasis is on
information giving and choice during childbirth.
Chapter 2 discusses risk perception in general, and then tries to apply the
principles to childbirth, which might explain the differences in women's
perceptions of the childbirth process and how they might lead to differences in
choice of place of birth. The chapter starts by recalling the NHS policy on
maternity care changes over the years, and how this might be a factor in the
situation of place of birth today. A brief definition of the concepts of risk and
perception, and how the concept of risk perception developed follows. Some
approaches to the study of risk, such as behavioural decision theory, prospect
theory, and the precaution adoption process, are also discussed. The chapter
closes with a discussion of some risk perception studies, and assesses their
relevance to childbirth.
Introduction and definitions
The National Health Service view on maternity care in general, and place
of birth in particular, from the end of the 1950's until 1970 considered the hospital
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as a safe place for women to give birth, as it reduced the mortality and morbidity
for both mother and baby, while the woman's home represented risk. This view is
reflected in successive government committees that gradually recommended
moving childbirth away from the woman's place to the hospital (Department of
Health and Social Security 1970; House of Commons Social Services Committee
1980; Ministry of Health 1959).
The thesis proposes that the view introduced by successive government
committees that the woman's place was unsafe might still influence how women
view childbirth today. The thesis postulates that the difference between women
who plan to have their babies at home and those planning a hospital delivery
might be a result of how they perceive childbirth, and the risk they attach to
delivering at home and vice versa. The concept of risk perception is explored, and
an attempt made to identify any similarities with childbirth.
Risk is a term derived from the French word risque, and was first used in
England in the early nineteenth century (Moore 1983). According to the Concise
Oxford dictionary, it means —a chance or possibility of danger, loss, injury, or
other adverse consequences" (Thompson 1995). The term in the thesis is used to
refer to the possibility of adverse consequences.
The word perception implies a potential gap between objective
information about the world, and the representation of that world which each
individual constructs for himself from direct sensory input, externally supplied
information, and from their own inference processes and selective attention
(Thomas and Otway 1980). Risk perception is therefore subjective, relating to the
individual's evaluation of potential hazards and how they are likely to be affected.
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From the health practitioner's perspective, risk assessment is the
identification of causes of particular conditions/illnesses and the ability to make
accurate predictions about the chances of people being affected (British Medical
Association 1987; Douglas 1986; Hayes 1992; Lee 1981). Such risk assessment
knowledge is also used to educate people and attempt to change their behaviour.
For example, information about the relationship between smoking in pregnancy
and risk of small-for-dates babies may be used to encourage pregnant women not
to smoke. The expectation is that people's awareness of the dangers of their
behaviour may help make them change or reduce their exposure to the risk.
However, it has been observed that in real life people do not always react in such
a rational manner to information about exposure to risk (Bagnall and Plant 1987;
De Haes 1987; Regis 1988). Some authors argue that health education programs
such as that of drugs and alcohol are actually counter productive (Bandy and
President 1983; Kalb 1975; Kinder, Pape, and Walfish 1980; Schaps, Dibartolo,
Moskowitz et al 1981).
According to the cultural theory, people select certain risks to take, and
others to avoid, depending on their social or cultural circumstances (Douglas and
Wildavsky 1982; Johnson and Covello 1987). Palmer (1996) argues that cultural
theory provides a functional explanation for risk perception, and suggests that
people fear what they do because it justifies and maintains their way of living.
Ordinary people's perceptions of risk are often dismissed as failing to grasp the
implications contained in the experts' objective information on the probability of
given risks (Denscombe 1993), or as inadequate, muddled or mistaken (Offer
1989). Denscombe (1993) considers the dismissal of people's perceptions of risk
as a dangerous trap to fall into. It has been suggested that to communicate
successfully and be in a position to assist those in their care, health care workers
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need to understand the basis of the beliefs of their patients (Sjoberg 1980). It is
therefore important to understand what each individual perceives to be safe or
risky. The point is that not only do lay people differ in their perception of risk
compared to experts, but people exposed to the same extent of risk from a
particular danger may well differ in terms of their reaction to that risk (Douglas
and Wildavsky 1982; Johnson and Covello 1987). For some, the risk may be
unpalatable and unacceptable, as they consider it to have a great probability of
harm on them whilst for others it may be tolerable and worthwhile, because they
may consider the risk to be quite small (Palmer 1996).
Much of the original work on perception of risk comes from psychology
(Kahneman and Tversky 1984; Tversky and Kahneman 1974), economics and
business (Schwing and Albers, Jr. 1980). In the health field, the concept is new
(Kronenfeld and Glik 1991) and has been used in environmental hazards
(Crawford 1987; Johnson and Covello 1987), safety (Slovic 1978; Slovic,
Lichtenstein, and Fischhoff 1984), and AIDS (Abraham, Sheeran, Spears et al
1992; Dawson and Cynamon 1988; Richard and van der Plight 1991; Richard, van
der Plight, and de Vries 1995). Most studies in risk perception have concentrated
on the cognitive processes people employ in making decisions. As a result, there
are several approaches to the study of decision-making process, such as, the
behavioural decision theory, prospect theory, and the precaution adoption process.
Behavioural Decision Theory may be either normative or descriptive
(Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein 1977). The normative aspect prescribes
courses of action believed to conform most closely to a rational decision-maker's
point of view. The descriptive aspect, on the other hand, describes the values,
beliefs, and the way in which they are incorporated in decision-making. Prospect
theory, also known as judgement under uncertainty (Kahneman and Tversky
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1979), is a second approach to understanding decision-making. Prospect theory
posits that biases, rather than rational judgements, characterise decision-making.
It has been used to demonstrate that people show systematic biases when making
decisions by overestimating the probability of rare, serious events, and
underestimating the probability of common, less serious events (Kahneman and
Tversky 1979). According to prospect theory, most people perceive their chances
of avoiding risk as being high (Weinstein 1982), and therefore are reluctant to
take precautions, such as wearing seat belts. They also under weigh probable
outcomes, in contrast to those that are certain (Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein
1978).
The third approach to the study of decision-making is the precaution
adoption process (Weinstein 1980; Weinstein 1988), which is divided into stages.
In the first stage, people must recognise that a hazard exists; a failure to protect
oneself is a reflection of ignorance of the threat rather than an underestimation of
the threat. Next, additional hazard messages and hazard experience must
convince them that the risk is significant, and that any precautions would be
effective. In the third stage, the belief that the precautions would be personally
effective is emphasised (Weinstein 1988). The second and third stages are often
characterised by denials that one is personally at risk, and this happens especially
in rarely encountered occurrences (Crawford 1987). After the necessary
requirements, perceived risk is a function of the individual's perceived severity of
the consequences for one's health and the efficacy and cost of preventive
behaviour (van der Plight 1998).
The precaution adoption process attempts to merge a number of theoretical
approaches within health education. The approaches are the health belief model
(HBM), theory of reasoned action (TRA), and social learning theory (SLT). The
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HBM emphasises the value placed by an individual on a particular goal and the
individual's estimate that the likelihood of a given action will achieve that goal
(Becker, Heafner, Kasl et al 1977; Janz and Becker 1984; Kronenfeld and Glik
1991; Maiman and Becker 1974; Rosenstock 1974). The HBM is widely used to
explain preventive health behaviour by describing conscious decisions about the
cost and benefits of specific actions, and attempts to distinguish factors assumed
to influence the adoption of protective action (Janz and Becker 1984; Maiman and
Becker 1974). Examples include beliefs and self-protection from REV infection
(Abraham, Sheeran, Spears et al 1992), precautionary health behaviour as applied
to issues such as polio vaccination, preventive dental care, hypertension-control
and medical check-ups (van der Plight 1998). Precautionary behaviour is thought
more likely if perceived severity of consequences and vulnerability are high.
Kronfeld and Glik (1991) argue that the health belief model contains an explicit
conceptualisation of risk beliefs, and that in a narrow perspective belief about
susceptibility to a health danger is a risk perception. It has been argued that most
studies of HiBM are retrospective rather than prospective (van der Plight 1998),
and that in retrospective studies it is often impossible to determine whether beliefs
shape behaviour or whether people adapt their beliefs to be consistent with their
behaviour (Calnan and Moss 1984).
A second theoretical approach incorporated within the precaution adoption
process is the theory of reasoned action (TRA) (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980;
Fishbein and Ajzen 1975). The TRA is based on an assumption of rationality of
choice and systematic use of available information. According to the TRA, a
person's intention to perform an act is the immediate determinant of the action.
Behavioural intentions are seen as a function of two factors. The first factor is the
individual's subjective attitude towards the behaviour, and the second is the social
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normative factor. The individual's attitude towards the behaviour is a function of
the belief that the behaviour will lead to a certain outcome, along with the
importance placed upon that outcome by the individual. The social normative
factor emphasises the influence of the social environment, and the person's
immediate reference group upon behaviour (Kronenfeld and Glik 1991). Risk
perception as a construct could be seen as part of the attitudes toward performing
a health related behaviour in TRA (Kronenfeld and Glik 1991). Risk perception
together with the normative beliefs predicts the intention to behave. The theory of
reasoned action approach, therefore, attempts to explain behaviour, unlike the
health belief model that contains explicit risk belief components (Kirscht 1989).
Social learning theory (SLT), also known as social cognitive theory
(Bandura 1977) is the third component in the precaution adoption process. The
SLT argues that expectancies and incentives determine behaviour. Three types of
expectancies are isolated: those related to environmental cues; those about the
consequences of one's own action; and those about one's competence to perform
the behaviour needed to influence the outcomes (self-efficacy). Incentives, on the
other hand help to regulate behaviour, but only if the consequences are interpreted
and understood by the individual. In the health field, social learning theory
emphasises the incentives to act in a given situation, and the balance of immediate
incentives against the balance of more distant ones (Kirscht 1989). For example,
the balance of the immediate gratification of smoking could be balanced against
the distant gratification of longer life if one stops smoking.
The precaution adoption process (Weinstein 1980; Weinstein 1982;
Weinstein 1988) combines the above approaches in an attempt to understand why
people adopt or fail to adopt precautions. Weinstein (1980) argues that people
demonstrate unrealistic optimism, whereby they believe that negative events are
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less likely to happen to them than to others, while positive things are more likely
to happen to them than to others. Weinstein maintains that the greater the
perceived probability of the event and the more personal experience the individual
has with an event, the greater the tendency to believe that the person's own
chances are greater than average.
The theories discussed so far reveal a complex relationship between
perceptions of risk and actions taken to reduce them. Kronenfeld (1991) argues
that if risks are perceived, and actions are taken to reduce them, the relationship
between risk perception and risk reduction action should show an inverse
relationship. The next section will discuss some studies using the risk perception
construct, and how the results could give insights about risk perception in
childbirth.
Risk perception in applied research
When talking about the social and cultural construction of risk, Johnson
and Covello (1987) have said that decisions must be made about which risks are
important to an individual, and which risks they feel they can safely ignore. The
challenge is that there is often no consensus as risks considered by some
individuals to be tolerable and acceptable may be unacceptable to others. The
thesis proposes that the same is true in childbirth, what some women consider
risky, others may not regard as such. The process of childbirth has some inherent
risks and uncertainty. One never knows how the process is going to proceed until
it has ended. Choosing a place of birth may suggest that the individual concerned
has appraised information about risk and safety, and come to a conclusion about
what possible risks there are, and how best to deal with them. The individuals
therefore are thought to define risk, selectively choose what they consider risky,
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and then choose the place they consider best placed to deal with their
circumstances of labour and delivery. The process differs for different people as
risk is not an objective reality but a social process (Douglas and Wildavsky 1982).
It has been argued that people use rules of thumb or heuristics by which
they arrive at their assessments of risk (Kahneman, Slovic, and Tversky 1982).
The heuristics involve simplifications of information by comparison of new risk
information with other more familiar risks to assess the severity of the risk. The
significance of the heuristics is that they involve consistent biases away from what
is known to be objective facts about the extent of the specific risk. The result of
this is that for different individuals, certain kinds of risk appear to be more likely
to happen than they actually occur. They see other kinds of risk as less probable
than would otherwise be predicted by the experts.
An example from the Lele tribe of Zaire (Douglas and Wildavsky 1982)
illustrates how different social principles that guide behaviour may affect the
judgement of what dangers should be feared most. The tribe is said to be
susceptible to many diseases and illnesses, such as, gastro-enteritis, tuberculosis,
leprosy, ulcers, barrenness, and pneumonia. However, it focuses on only three
risks: being struck by lightening, barrenness, and bronchitis. When these events
occur they attribute them to some moral transgression or defect rather than to a
physical cause. Douglas and Wildavslcy assert that whatever cause is blamed,
society generates the type of accountability and focuses on particular dangers.
They go on to suggest that people's concerns and fears about different types of
risks could be seen more as ways of maintaining social solidarity than as
reflecting health or environmental concerns. They suggest that such concerns
must not be taken at face value, but there should be an analysis to determine what
social norms, policies, or institutions are being attacked or defended. They assert
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that each form of social life has its own typical risk portfolio. Common values
lead to common fears and, by implication, to a common agreement not to fear
other things.
In the United States and other industrialised societies, the issue of
increasing concern with cancer risk from industrial pollution is seen as being
partly the result of the rise in prominence of environmental groups. Such groups
function as contemporary sects with a secular rather than a religious orientation
(Cohen 1982). They use the risks as a means for holding the groups together, and
for attacking the establishment groups that they oppose. Using the example of the
proposed study, since hospital birth is now the norm, those who choose to deliver
at home might be seen to be attacking modern obstetrics, and using the iatrogenic
risks of the hospital as a means of group solidarity. For example, in one study,
obstetricians referred to women who chose to have their babies outside the
hospital as feminist-oriented or anti-establishment (Cohen 1982).
Another factor thought to play a role in risk perception is the way
information is presented. For example, in a case study about a community whose
water supply was contaminated by a carcinogen, trichloroethylene (TCE)
(Fitchen, Heath, and Fessenden-Raden 1987), the local health officials made a
broadcast through the local radio and printed a warning in the local newspapers
that water should be boiled before drinking or cooking with it. The local officials'
statement was that they were acting in a precautionary manner to protect the
people, and hoped that the problem would soon be resolved and the nuisance of
boiling water ended. Residents never actively sought information about the health
risks, and never demonstrated any anger, accusation, or serious worry. At public
meetings, questions and comments by the public indicated that the community's
interest was not on the health risk itself, but the publicity surrounding it. For
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example, they worried that the value of their properties might fall because of the
publicity surrounding the contaminant.
The above case study shows an example of a high level of trust by the
public for their officials, which resulted in the distortion of the perception of the
risk they faced. However, in some cases the response may be quite different from
the above. For example, in another case study, residents of a neighbourhood
adjacent to the Love Canal chemical landfill in Niagara Falls, New York, were
notified by their state health officials of the grave and imminent peril posed by
exposure to its leaching contents (Fowlkes and Miller 1987). From the outset, the
homeowners of the Love Canal were divided into two major and opposing
factions of perception and response to the situation facing them. One third of the
homeowners randomly sampled were of the opinion that chemical contamination
from the landfill was probably limited in scope with little, if any, serious
consequences for health. The other group felt that the chemical spill extended
throughout and beyond the entire area that was eventually declared eligible for
relocation. They also thought that serious health risks in all likelihood parallel the
migration of the chemicals (Fowlkes and Miller 1987). The first group did not
want to move because they had invested in the area and the other group had young
children and were worried about the children's health.
The two groups' perceptions of the same potential risk were vastly
different owing to their different interests, and therefore different definitions of
risk. They must be understood as equally and simultaneously subjective and
rational in the context of the respective considerations and concerns that gave rise
to each perspective (Fowlkes and Miller 1987). As Douglas and Wildavsky
(1987) have observed, when choosing between risks, subjective values take
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priority and it is a travesty of rational thought to pretend that value-free decisions
are taken.
Risk perception in childbirth may similarly be influenced by the way
information is presented by caregivers as well as by the interests and cultures of
those concerned. For example, women looked after by obstetric consultants may
tend to view childbirth as pathological and may be more likely to accept that they
need interventions during labour. Those cared for by midwives, on the other
hand, may tend to see childbirth as a natural process (Howell-White 1997).
Additionally, it is also proposed that women are unlikely to consider the risk or
safety of an option that is not explicitly made available to them.
In social psychology research, attention has been drawn to a number of
key aspects of what was referred to as heuristics (Denscombe 1993; Slovic,
Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein 1980; Thaler 1983), which reveal that perceptions of
the extent of risk are crucially affected by a number of factors. The factors
include fear of the severity of the damage that could result from the incident if it
were to happen, called the dread factor. The dread factor strongly influences how
people perceive the level of risk posed by a specific threat. For example, lay
people regard potential global catastrophes such as nuclear accidents as more of a
risk than do experts (Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein 1980). This study
hypothesises that in the same way, in childbirth, emergency caesarean section for
conditions such as foetal distress might strongly influence people with regard to
where they should have their baby. This might be especially true for women who
have experienced the complication before, or know someone who experienced it.
The vividness of the risk also affects lay people's perceptions of level of
risk, for instance, people are more likely to regard themselves as at risk where
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they can easily imagine or recall a potential danger (Denscombe 1993). In
childbirth, if a woman can recall a previous incident where she or someone close
to her experienced problems requiring urgent medical attention, she might
imagine the same risk when deciding about the place best suited to have a baby.
This is referred to as personal experience of the potential danger, and makes the
risk more foreboding (Denscombe 1993). The vividness of the potential risk may
also be brought about by exposure to information about the particular risk (Thaler
1983) and how that information is presented (Combs and Slovic 1979; Fitchen,
Heath, and Fessenden-Raden 1987).
Perceptions of risk are sometimes affected by a sense of invulnerability,
where people have the attitude that it would not happen to them. As Douglas
(1986: 29) has observed, "the best established results of risk research show that
individuals have a strong but unjustified sense of subjective immunity". In the
precaution adoption process discussed earlier, the sense of invulnerability is called
unrealistic optimism (Weinstein 1980). Slovic and colleagues (1978) have
observed that when assessing a risk such as the chances of being involved in a car
accident, people focus on the times they have driven cars safely as assurances that
accidents will not happen to them. In this way, they reduce the level of perceived
risk connected with a given event. If the situation is applied to childbirth, when
deciding about where to have a baby, a woman might acknowledge potential
problems that may require urgent medical attention at home. However, she might
decide that since she has not had any problems before, it will therefore not happen
this time. For example, it is thought that a woman who has previously had a
successful hospital or home birth might be led by her experience to think that she
will never experience any complications in childbirth, and therefore decide to
have a home birth.
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The thesis considers childbirth risk to have two dimensions. The first
concerns the uncertainty of the process itself as problems could develop at any
time. For example, a woman who did not have any problems at all during the first
stage of labour may suddenly develop postpartum haemorrhage and collapse in
shock during the third stage. It is possible that women who plan a hospital birth
will be concerned about the uncertainty of the process. The other dimension
could be risk due to technology, and modern medicine. For example, a woman
who labours in hospital might be given an epidural for pain relief, which might
then be followed by a caesarean section because she was not able to push when
required to give birth. If the same woman had laboured at home, she may
possibly have avoided the operation. Women who plan to have their children at
home might be more concerned about the iatrogenic risks of the hospital. An
important factor in the differences could be the perception of benefits (Starr
1969). If people perceive the benefits of their decision as great, their tolerance of
risk is higher (Kahneman, Slovic, and Tverslcy 1982). It has been argued that
factors such as personal relationships, control over events, and the importance of
general happiness may also influence how one perceives risk (Crawford 1987).
For example, a woman who desires to have a family experience of childbirth,
where she is also in control, might worry less about the risk of childbirth.
Individual women's childbirth risk perceptions can only be understood in
the light of their social, cultural, and religious norms, as well as their individual
beliefs. Douglas and Wildavsky (1987) argue that there is no single correct
conception of risk, and that there is no way to get everyone else to accept it. They
take the view that people must decide which risks to fear most, which risks are
worthy of attention and concern, which are worth taking, and which can be
ignored. They also point out that the risks that are finally selected for attention
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are not necessarily chosen because the scientific evidence is solid. On the
contrary, the selected risks may have little relation to real danger, and be the least
likely to affect people.
In the area of public health, the importance of cultural factors (Crawford
1987), and the role of communication (Nellcin 1989), and publicity (Kirscht 1989)
have been emphasised in risk perception. Media presentations are thought
capable of creating an image of risk about an event where none existed, often
shaped by interest groups that have a stake in heightening perceptions of risk
about certain issues (Kirscht 1989; Nelkin 1989). Chapter 1 of this thesis showed
how successive government reports (Department of Health and Social Security
1970; House of Commons Social Services Committee 1980) created an image of
risk about home births, by declaring it unsafe, and recommending more hospital
deliveries. This resulted in women and women's groups fighting for more beds to
be available in hospital for delivery.
Summary
The chapter reviewed a number of theories, which gave different views
about risk perception and its role in decision-making. The aim of the thesis is to
identify what theories could be employed to explain women's decision-making
about where to have their babies. The thesis proposes that the following
hypotheses derived from risk perception theories may apply in relation to
childbirth:
The cultural theory suggests that people select what risks to take or avoid
depending on their social and individual circumstances (Douglas and Wildavsky
1982; Johnson and Covello 1987). Each individual's decision-making could
therefore only be understood against the backdrop of their characteristics, which
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may influence their perceptions. Another factor identified by the cultural theory
to influence decision-making is the way information is presented, which may
influence how people react to it, and therefore how they make decisions (Douglas
and Wildavsky 1987; Fowlkes and Miller 1987; Nelkin 1989). If the view of the
cultural theory were applicable in childbirth, then women planning birth in
different venues would make their childbirth choices according to reasons that are
specific to their individual circumstances. For example, one woman might choose
to go for a hospital birth because she does not want her other children to witness
the birth, while on the other hand another might want a home birth because she
wants her other children to witness the process. In the same way, while one
woman might choose to have her children in hospital because of the proximity of
doctors and emergency equipment, another might choose a home birth precisely to
be away from doctors and equipment because she fears that she might be
unnecessarily interfered with.
Secondly, as regards information giving and presentation, a woman who is
given a choice of two hospitals is likely to choose one of the two rather than
something else that was not offered to her, for example, she is unlikely to choose
a home birth unless she has knowledge that it is open to her. Additionally, a
woman who is told only about what is likely to go wrong with a birth and
therefore what a good idea it is to be near a hospital might trust the judgement of
the professionals and go along rather than consider what other alternatives are
available. Conversely, a woman who is told about the good things about a home
birth and nothing about the hospital is likely to go along with a home birth.
Prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) posits that biases rather
than rational judgements characterise decision-making. This implies that people
might be easily influenced by events that are either favourable or unfavourable to
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make decisions that are not necessarily objective. Decision-making in this case
might be affected by a number of factors commonly referred to as heuristics
(Denscombe 1993; Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein 1980), such as, the dread
factor, the vividness of the risk, and a sense of invulnerability.
The dread factor may manifest where a woman imagines having
complications that require medical interventions during childbirth. For example,
she might imagine giving birth to a severely asphyxiated baby, or suddenly
collapsing during the second stage of labour and needing to go for an emergency
caesarean section. If a woman has such a picture of childbirth, she is unlikely to
want to be too far away from emergency equipment. The vividness of the risk is
similar to the dread factor, because it is thinking in reference to a major
complication, but in this case the individual can actually recall an incident where
she or someone she knows had experienced a complication. For example, in
childbirth, a woman may have previously had to go for an emergency caesarean
section because the baby was severely distressed, or she might know someone
who had experienced some kind of complication that required urgent medical
intervention. Such experience would make the fear of the risk more ominous for
the individual, and she might not want to take any risks by choosing a home birth.
The other side of the coin in the use of heuristics in decision-making is
when the individual feels a sense of invulnerability, where although she may
acknowledge that problems could occur, she somehow thinks it would not happen
to her (Douglas 1986). The sense of invulnerability in childbirth could result
because the individual concerned has previous experience of a birth, either at
home or in hospital that went extremely well, and she takes that as some
assurance that she will not experience any problems in childbirth, and therefore it
is okay to have a baby at home.
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The theory of reasoned action suggests that when making decisions,
people show rationality of choice and systematic use of available information
(Ajzen and Fishbein 1980; Fishbein and Ajzen 1975). The theory proposes that
an individual's attitude towards a behaviour (decision) is related to their belief
that the behaviour will lead to a certain outcome, and the importance they place on
the outcome (Kronenfeld and Glik 1991). The social environment and the
person's immediate reference group are thought to influence what choices the
individual makes. The theory of reasoned action could apply in childbirth where
women have access to information about what is available to them and they
consciously make their decisions based on what outcomes they aspire to and what
they know about the available options. For example, if women are told that they
could have a home birth or a hospital birth, and what facilities are available with
the two options, they could then match their needs with the options. For instance,
they could be told that at home, they could have their families with them, but they
could not have epidural analgesia or electronic foetal monitoring. On the other
hand, they could be told that in the hospital, they have all the pain medications
and emergency equipment, but they might experience shortage of staff if it is too
busy, and there is a limit to how many family members could stay with them in
the ward.
In an effort to explain women's decision-making about the place of birth,
the thesis reports two studies. The first is a systematic literature review of
women's views of factors affecting their choice of place of delivery, and the
second is a primary qualitative study using in-depth interviews involving women
planning a hospital birth, and those planning a home birth to determine from them
factors that influence their choice. The report starts with the first study, which is
reported in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3: Systematic review of factors
affecting the choice of place of delivery
Introduction
The previous two chapters discussed, in order of succession, first the NHS
policy on maternity care, which, through recommendations of successive
government health committees, encouraged the move from home to hospital
deliveries (Department of Health and Social Security 1970; House of Commons
Social Services Committee 1980; Ministry of Health 1959). The view that the
woman's place was unsafe gradually changed, and the latest policy is to empower
women to make choices about their care by giving them information about all
options available to them (Department of Health 1993b; House of Commons
Health Committee 1992).
The second chapter discussed the concept of risk perception (Denscombe
1993; Douglas and Wildavsky 1982; Johnson and Covello 1987), and considered
how it could be applicable in childbirth. The thesis investigated government
policy on the one hand, and risk perception on the other, as possible influencing
factors in women's choice of the place of delivery by conducting two studies.
The present chapter discusses the first study of the thesis, a systematic
review of the literature to identify factors affecting the choice of place of delivery.
First, a general discussion of the rationale for systematic reviews, and comparison
with the traditional literature review, also known as a narrative review, is
presented. The objectives of the present review, methods employed in its
conduct, and the results are then described. The chapter ends with a discussion of
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the state of research on the topic of women's views regarding decision-making
about the place of birth, and some recommendations.
Rationale for undertaking a systematic review
Systematic reviews of the literature are a scientific method used to
summarise, evaluate, and communicate results and implications of studies in a
particular subject. In the health field, systematic reviews are commonly employed
to verify effectiveness, such as when there is uncertainty regarding potential
benefits or harm of an intervention, when there are variations in practice, when a
decision concerning the provision of a health technology is being proposed or
when research is being planned or practised (NHS Centre for Reviews and
Dissemination 1996). Systematic reviews are favoured in preference to traditional
literature reviews, also called narrative reviews, because systematic reviews are a
rigorous method of reviewing research evidence relating to questions of direct
relevance to a chosen topic to promote the implementation of evidence-based
practice. Systematic reviews summarise large bodies of evidence in a rigorous
way, and help to explain differences between studies on the same question.
The review process itself is a form of research, with a pre-planned method
and an assemblage of original studies, which serve as subjects for the study. The
compound of primary studies that address the relevant question are combined by
using scientific strategies that limit bias in their collection, critical appraisal and
synthesis (Cook, Mulrow, and Haynes 1997). The strategies involve a
comprehensive search of all potentially relevant articles, and the use of explicit,
reproducible criteria in the selection of articles for review by giving the principles
for inclusion and exclusion. Both published and unpublished studies are
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considered. Primary research designs and study characteristics are evaluated, data
are blended and results interpreted.
There are two types of systematic reviews, qualitative and quantitative
(meta-analysis). In a qualitative systematic review, results of primary studies are
summarised but not statistically combined, whereas a meta-analysis uses
statistical methods to combine results of two or more studies. Systematic review
results are used to develop evidence-based practice guidelines, which are
appropriately tailored to local circumstances (Cook, Greengold, Ellrodt et al
1997). On the other hand, traditional literature reviews usually address a broad
range of issues related to a given topic as opposed to dealing with a particular
topic in-depth (Mulrow 1987). For example, a review about control of labour
pain in a textbook (Mander 1997) would cover a number of aspects of pain
control, such as, pharmacological and non-pharmacological methods. The
traditional literature review therefore is useful for providing a broad perspective
on a topic.
Differences between systematic and narrative reviews
Literature reviews, whether systematic or traditional, are retrospective
observational research studies, and for that reason are liable to systematic and
random error (Cook, Greengold, Ellrodt et al 1997). The quality and worth of the
review is dependent upon the extent to which scientific review methods are
employed to reduce error and bias. This is the main differentiating feature
between traditional literature reviews and systematic reviews. The following
table, adapted from Cook, Mulrow and Haynes (1997), presents a comparison of
features of a traditional and a systerhatic review.
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Table 1: Difference between Traditional and Systematic
Reviews
Feature	 Traditional Review	 Systematic Review
Question	 Often broad in scope	 Often a focused clinical
question
Sources and search	 Not usually specified, potentially	 Comprehensive sources
biased
	
and explicit search
strategy
Selection	 Not usually specified, potentially	 Criterion-based selection,
biased	 uniformly applied
Appraisal
	 Variable	 Rigorous critical
appraisal
Synthesis Often a qualitative summary Often a quantitative
summary, but can be
qualitative
Inferences	 Sometimes evidence-based
	 Usually evidence-based
Systematic reviews answer specific, frequently narrow clinical questions
vigorously. For example, they can address various topics such as the following:
• Specific population and/or setting (Chamberlain, Melia, Moss et al 1997;
Davies 1997; McQuay and moore 1998; McQuay, Moore, Eccleston et al 1997;
Richards, Deeks, Sheldon et al 1997; Seymour, Thomason, Chalmers et al 1997;
Snowdown and Stewart-Brown 1997).
• Condition of interest (Ebrahim 1998; Johnson, Sirnnett, Sweetenham et al
1998)
• Exposure to a test or treatment (Crow, Gage, Hampson et al 1999; Faulkner,
Kennedy, Baxter et al 1998; Murray, Cuckle, Taylor et al 1997; Petiticrew, Watt,
and Sheldon 1997; Selley, Donovan, Faulkner et al 1997; Song and Glenny 1998)
• Research methods (Britton, McKee, Black et al 1998; Edwards, Lilford,
Braunhltz et al 1998; Murphy, Dingwall, Greatbatch et al 1998).
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If the question of the review is not clear, and there is no method section
included, the review in question is likely to be a traditional rather than a
systematic review (Bangert-Drowns 1995).
Critique of Systematic reviews
Systematic reviews help to summarise the otherwise overwhelming
volume of literature on a subject and provide a précis that can be used for quick
reference. Well-conducted reviews have the potential to delineate what is known
and what is not known and therefore can be used to keep practitioners up to date.
The method can be used to critically examine primary studies, and thus expose
inconsistencies among diverse pieces of research. Reviews of several studies give
a better evaluation of whether findings can be applied to specific subgroups of
patients. In the absence of systematic reviews, researchers may miss promising
leads or, in their quest to undertake research, may duplicate work already
undertaken. Results of systematic reviews may also help practitioners generate
clinical policies that optimise outcomes using available resources
However, while systematic reviews can aid, they can never replace clinical
reasoning. Clinical decisions are made about individual patients on the basis of
analogy, experience, heuristics, and theory as well as research evidence (Cook,
Mulrow, and Haynes 1997; McDonald 1996; Naylor 1995; Tanenbaum 1993). As
Cook, Greengold et al (1997) have observed, although systematic reviews can lay
the foundation for practice guidelines, they are not a panacea. The most
fundamental limitation is that systematic reviews do not obviate the need for at
least some critical appraisal of the original studies to understand the
circumstances of the individual study results. Knowledge of the effectiveness of a
treatment, as can be gained from results of such review, does not confer awareness
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about how to use that treatment in caring for individual patients. On the other
hand, evidence without critical appraisal and application can lead to bad practice
(Naylor 1995). A conscientious practitioner is one who tries to understand the
complexities of medical or midwifery decision-making and appreciates the way in
which knowledge skills, values, and research evidence are integrated in each
patient-clinician encounter. The key is to use the available knowledge and
research evidence to provide individualised care.
Furthermore, systematic reviews, and therefore, the practice guidelines
based on them may require modification as new evidence continually emerges.
Multiple reviews may challenge guideline developers if they generate conflicting
conclusions (Cook, Crreengold, Ellrodt et al 1997), which would call for careful
critical appraisal of each review (Oxman, Cook, and Guyatt 1994), by considering
the focus of the individual review compared to the specific purpose of the
guideline to be developed. Particular emphasis should also be paid to issues of
clinical and statistical heterogeneity of the reviews (Jadad, Cook, and Browman
1997).
The present review was undertaken because although the topic of place of
birth is often written about as discussed in the introductory chapter, women's
views have not been made clear. It was therefore felt necessary to determine how
much research has dealt with women's views, and to determine whether there
were any gaps in knowledge about their views.
Methods
Before commencing the review, a check was made to determine whether a
similar up-to-date review already existed, or had been commissioned or was in the
process of being prepared. The verification was made in April 1999 in the
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Cochrane Database of Systematic reviews (The Cochrane collaboration 1995), the
Database of Abstracts or Reviews of Effectiveness (DARE) (NHS Centre for
Reviews and Dissemination 1995) and the National Health Service National
Research Register (NRR), (NHS Executive 1995). The databases were checked
because they publish existing and commissioned research in the area. No such
review was identified.
The literature search was performed in the Bath Information and Data
Services (BIDS) database, using the Institute of Scientific Information (1ST)
Science, ISI Social Science, EMBASE (Excerpta Medica Online) and MEDLINE
(Index Medicus Online) databases. The MIDlRS midwifery database, PsychLit,
and a new database, the ISI Web of Science were also searched. The Web of
Science consists of three large, multidisciplinary databases of Science Citation
Index, Social Sciences Citation Index, and Arts and Humanities Citation Index
that may be searched individually or in any combination. All three were searched
in combination. The Cochrane database, which is popular for systematic reviews
of health care research was also searched, but only had a meta-analysis of the
safety of home versus hospital birth, which was not relevant to the present review.
The idea was to amplify the search as much as possible to avoid missing studies.
The search was done for articles from the last twenty years, from 1980 or date
first available until July 2000. Reference lists of all the relevant papers were also
examined to identify any studies not reached via the electronic search. An
Internet search was done via homebirth homepages to identify any unpublished
studies.
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The search strategy
The aim of the search is to provide as comprehensive a list as possible of
both published and unpublished studies on the question of choice of place of
delivery. The search strategy must be as unbiased as possible, to minimise the
possibility of weakening the conclusions of the review through publication bias
(Easterbrook, Berlin, Gopalan et al 1991). There are some online databases such
as Medline, EMBASE and the others, mentioned above, that are useful for
locating medical literature. However, they do not record all publications from all
journals (Dickersin, Scherer, and Lefebvre 1994), and, therefore, it is important to
use several databases to maximise coverage of the search. It was decided in this
review that to avoid missing potential papers, the search should begin by being
very wide, and would include all studies about the place of delivery. It would
then be trimmed down to include only those studies dealing specifically with
women's views of factors affecting choice of venue. The search strategy was
divided into three stages.
First stage
The first stage was an introductory tour of the area to discover the
different studies about the place of birth, the volume of literature available in the
topic of interest, and the study designs employed. During the first stage, the main
issues and controversies about the topic of place of birth were discovered that
served as a guide to the specific questions to be addressed, and the outcomes to be
measured.
The following table shows the search terms employed during the first
stage:
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Table 2: Search terms used
Search term Medline Web of Science Bids-Pascal Totals
1980-2000 1981-2000 1984-2000
Childbirth* 19,075 2349 592 22,016
Home childbirth* 722 2 0 724
Home birth* 183 180 24 387
Homebirth* 50 33 7 90
Hospital birth* 285 137 45 467
Place of birth* 348 0 310 658
Natural childbirth* 309 47 6 362
Home delivery 135 84 31 250
Hospital delivery 261 71 31 363
Hospital childbirth* 28 0 0 28
Grand total 25,345
*wild card symbol for truncation of terms, for example, birth* would
search for birth, births, birthing etc.
The advantage of using the above search terms was the potential to cover a
wide area on studies about childbirth. The main disadvantage was the number of
irrelevant studies retrieved, which had to be sifted to identify the relevant ones.
Although indexing terms such as the Medical subject headings (MESH) can be
used to minimise the problem (Lowe and Barnett 1994) it was felt in this review
that the search should be widened as far as possible to extend coverage before
becoming more focused. The identified papers were mainly from UK and the rest
of Europe, USA, Canada, New Zealand, and Australia. During this stage, search-
terms were assessed according to the number of relevant references they produced
and the number of duplicate references already retrieved by other search terms.
For example, the search term childbirth was too wide as it produced 22,016 hits.
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A quick scan of the studies discovered that most did not address the subject of the
review. The search term childbirth was, therefore, excluded.
Another finding during the first stage of the search was that the database
Bids ISI duplicated references retrieved using the Web of Science database. As
Bids ISI database was going to terminate services at the end of July 2000, it was
dropped from the list of databases to search. In addition, The Web of Science
database identified extra studies not retrieved using Bids ISI. In short, therefore,
the preliminary stage paved the way for the second stage of the review, where
decisions about the specific question to address and how to go about it were made.
Second stage
During the second stage, a research protocol was developed to guide the
review. The protocol defined the question and methods to be used, as a way of
avoiding bias (Mohar and Olkin 1995). Criteria for inclusion and exclusion of
studies were laid down. Search terms and databases to be included were also
refined. The main question for the review was to identify studies looking at
factors seen by women as influential in the choice of place of delivery.
Inclusion Criteria
The studies considered for inclusion in the review were all primary studies
about choice of place of delivery, regardless of design.
In addition to the search strategy described in the first stage, the journals
kept at the University of Surrey library and shown in Table 3 were hand searched:
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Table 3: Journals that were hand searched
British Journal of Midwifery 	 British Journal of Nursing
British Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology	 British Medical Journal
International Journal of Nursing Studies 	 JAMA
Journal of Advanced Nursing 	 Lancet
Midwives
	
Midwifery
Nursing Times	 Social Science and Medicine
The reason why the journals shown in Table 3 were hand searched was
because they publish research articles related to the subject of the review. It was
felt that hand searching might identify references missed in the electronic
searches, or those not yet included in the electronic databases. Further studies
were discovered by exploding references from already identified individual
studies.
Third stage
The third stage concentrated on reviewing papers that were retrieved using
the search terms, and selecting those that would be included in the review. To
assist in handling and organising the review data, three databases were created
using reference manager 8.5. One was the main database, called systematic
review, where all retrievals were initially stored. From this database, duplicate
references were transferred to a database called duplicate and irrelevant ones to
the third database called irrelevant. Studies were assessed based on their
relevance to the review question, and the method of conducting and reporting the
study using the appraisal criteria shown in Box 1 below.
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Box 1: Items used to assess the quality of the studies
The appraisal criteria was used to evaluate the quality of studies to avoid
selection bias, which may result when decisions to include studies are determined
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solely on the basis of the study results. Figure 1 is a representation of the
procedure followed for eliminating irrelevant papers.
Figure 1: The paper elimination process
Preliminary review
10 key words used
	
- 25,345
hits
Term "childbirth"
eliminated
Non-childbirth
studies
eliminated
3,329
477
	 150
Duplicates
eliminated
NcA addressing
choice of place
eliminatedRebating
wcrn en's views
abcut childbirth
venue
16
Aim to investigate
reasons for choice
d venue
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The 10 key words used in the search identified 25,345 studies. The search
term childbirth was then eliminated as it was too wide, reducing the number of
hits to 3,329. The 3,329 studies were stored in the systematic review database,
and all duplicate references identified and transferred to the duplicate database,
leaving 477 studies in the main database. All studies that did not relate to
childbirth were transferred to the irrelevant database, leaving 150 studies in the
pool. The title and abstract of each was read, and if it did not address the issue of
choice of place of delivery was considered irrelevant and sent to the irrelevant
database, leaving 25 studies for the final review process.
Whole documents of the 25 papers were retrieved, and the studies read in
detail applying the inclusion criteria, which specified that studies had to address
women's views on factors affecting their choice of place of birth. Nine studies
failed to meet the inclusion criteria and were removed, leaving 16 that reported
about women's views about the place of birth. Of the 16 studies, only 9 had
aimed to ask women about their reasons for choosing their place of delivery. The
other 7 studies reported women's views although they did not set out to determine
reasons for choosing the place of birth (Bastian 1993; McClain 1983; McClain
1987; Morison, Percival, Hauk et al 1999; Ogden, Shaw, and Zander 1997;
Townsend-Fullerton 1982; Waldenstrom and Nilsson 1993). The 7 studies were
therefore eliminated from the review. The 9 remaining studies that met the
inclusion criteria, and specifically reviewed reasons for choosing a place of
delivery are summarised in Table 4.
Information abstracted from the studies and included in Table 4 comprises
the study, and where it was conducted, to determine the coverage of studies in
different countries. It also includes the study sample, i.e., who is included, how
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they were recruited, at what stage of pregnancy, the size of the sample and
whether they were followed up. The study sample information was used to
determine whether like was being compared with like, and the possible influence
of the situation of the sample on the results. Further information included in the
tables covers key characteristics of the study (for instance, the data collection tool,
and the nature of the question about the place of birth), and, outcome measures.
For the purpose of the study, outcome measures are the main reasons given by
women in favour of a home or hospital birth. Summary information about the
studies is presented in Table 4 which follows:
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Findings of the review
One of the aims of the review was to assess the state of evidence regarding
women's views about factors influencing their preferences for home or hospital
birth. As is true for all researches, the weight of evidence is built up by
repetitions and replication of studies in different locations, with diverse
populations and by employing different methods. Four studies were conducted in
the United Kingdom, two in the United States of America, one in Australia, one in
The Netherlands, and one in Canada.
Five studies indicated that women choosing out of hospital birth were
hoping to have more flexibility, choice and control of the birth process (Davies,
Hey, Reid et at 1996; Fordham 1997; Kleiverda, Steen, Anderson et al 1990;
Mackey 1990; Soderstrom, Stewart, Kaitell et at 1990). Eight studies found that
most women planning a hospital birth were concerned about safety (Chamberlain,
Wraight, and Crowley 1997; Cunningham 1993; Fordham 1997; Jones and Smith
1996; Kleiverda, Steen, Anderson et at 1990; Mackey 1990; Mather 1980;
Soderstrom, Stewart, Kaitell et at 1990). In one study, women chose hospital
because they wanted the availability of pain relief (Soderstrom, Stewart, Kaitell et
at 1990). Previous experience with a facility, was found in five studies to
influence choice (Chamberlain, Wraight, and Crowley 1997; Jones and Smith
1996; Mackey 1990; Mather 1980; Soderstrom, Stewart, Kaitell et at 1990). Two
studies mentioned the doctor's suggestion of a hospital birth (Cunningham 1993;
Jones and Smith 1996), and two mentioned preference for attendance by a doctor
(Mackey 1990; Mather 1980) as having influenced their choice. In four studies,
women wanted a home birth because they wanted the presence of their family and
friends at the birth (Cunningham 1993; Davies, Hey, Reid et at 1996; Kleiverda,
Steen, Anderson et at 1990; Soderstrom, Stewart, Kthtell et at 1990).
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Quality of studies included in the review
The quality of the nine studies included in the review was assessed using
criteria listed in Box 1. Generally, the studies met the criteria; they clearly
described the purpose, importance of the studies, the study samples, and how they
were selected. The studies also indicated when, how and where, and in most
cases the time span within which data were collected. The previous literature and
gaps in knowledge were discussed. However, there were a few exceptions, for
example, the study by Davies et al (1996) states that six anonymised
questionnaires were used to collect data, but it does not say at what stage of the
pregnancy, or at what time intervals the questionnaires were administered. Only
one study (Chamberlain, Wraight and Crowley 1997) discussed justification for
the method used to collect data.
Six studies out of nine used questionnaires as the data collection tool
(Cunningham 1993; Davies, Hey, Reid et al 1996; Fordham 1997; Jones and
Smith 1996; Mather 1980; Soderstrom, Stewart, Kaitell et al 1990). Only two
studies used interviews (Kleiverda, Steen, Anderson et al 1990; Mackey 1990).
Interviews give participants a chance to express their own views about the
research topic, and may touch on issues that the researcher had not considered.
They are therefore a preferred method of data collection in new areas of research
such as the one under discussion.
Two studies collected data once during pregnancy (Fordham 1997;
Kleiverda, Steen, Anderson et al 1990). When data is collected only once and
there is no follow-up, the results will indicate the participants' original intentions,
but without any indication of whether there were any change of plans along the
way. Only two studies (Mackey 1990; Chamberlain et al 1997) interviewed
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women during pregnancy and then again after delivery. Such an approach gives
the women a chance to give their views before delivery and then to determine how
the experience of labour and delivery may possibly have affected their views.
Two studies collected data after delivery (Cunningham 1993; Davies, Hey,
Reid et al 1996). Results in retrospective studies could be marred by what
actually happens during the process of labour and delivery. For example, when
women are asked about their preferences for home or hospital birth following
delivery, their responses might be indicative of their experiences during the
process rather than what initially motivated their choice.
One study included women who were intending to be pregnant in the next
ten years (Mather 1980). Women who are not yet pregnant may have different
views about childbirth, which might change when they are actually faced with the
situation of pregnancy and the prospect of giving birth.
Data collection for most studies was conducted during the second or third
trimester of pregnancy. This is an appropriate time as the pregnancy is more
likely to be stable. Women are also likely at the second and last trimester to be
considering where they might want to give birth.
Discussion
The aim of the systematic review was to identify studies about women's
views regarding the place of birth, in terms of how much work has been done, and
to identify gaps, if any, in the literature. The theoretical framework derives from
risk perception (Douglas and Wildavslcy 1982; Johnson and Covello 1987;
Kahneman and Tversky 1984; Schwing and Albers 1980) and considered that
women's views of risk and safety related to the process of childbirth might have a
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role to play in their preferences for home or hospital birth. NHS latest policy on
childbirth was also considered, which calls for women to be given more
information to allow them to make informed decisions about their care, including
where they want to give birth (Department of Health 1993b)
The questions to ask, therefore, in the light of the review, are, firstly,
whether there is evidence for risk perception as having an impact on the choice of
place of birth. Secondly, did the review provide evidence about whether women
are aware of options available to them about the place of birth? The review did
not find answers for either question. The reason for this is that, regarding the first
question, there is a dearth of studies looking at expectant women's views about
why they choose to deliver where they do. Secondly, and most significant, is a
lack of exploratory studies to determine the women's views. The few available
studies used questionnaires, with specific questions that the researchers wanted to
investigate about decision-making regarding the place of birth. The method of
data collection used in the studies did not allow for spontaneous responses that
might give an indication of women's perceptions of risk related to childbirth.
However, eight out of the nine studies included in the review indicated
that women planning a hospital birth were concerned about safety. Secondly,
previous experience with a facility influenced where the woman planned to have
her baby. For example, some who had previous complications chose hospital in
case there was a repeat of the last experience while those who had a good
experience of home chose home again. The fear of complications and resultant
choice of hospital birth, and the choice of place of birth according to previous
experience could be seen to be an expression of perception of risk, resulting in the
choice of place perceived to be better equipped to deal with potential problems.
As regards the second question, the studies did not give an indication of whether
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women had information about what options were available. The paucity of
exploratory studies about reasons for preferences of home or hospital birth is a
surprise finding, especially in the United Kingdom because the government
recommends a woman centred maternity service, which could only be possible if
the views of the different women are known.
Only nine studies were identified looking at women's views about the
place of birth. Out of the nine studies, six used questionnaires to tackle the
question. It could be argued, therefore, that the studies expressed the investigators
views about what women consider when contemplating about the place of birth.
When questionnaires are used, the questions might address issues that women did
not consider, but which they might nonetheless answer. A more suitable approach
would be to conduct a series of exploratory studies first, to determine what the
views are before focusing on specific questions about the views. There is
therefore clearly a need for further research about factors influencing choice of
place of birth. Results of such studies would be useful in understanding women's
views of the process of childbirth, and their preferences for home or hospital birth,
and thus assist in planning individualised care as recommended by the
Department of Health (1993).
Limitations of the search strategy
The study used electronic databases, the MIDlRS literature search service,
exploding references from identified studies, and hand searching of some journals
at the University of Surrey library. There were no personal contacts and literature
from conference proceedings, and therefore it is possible that important
unpublished studies may have been missed.
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The next chapter discusses methodology of qualitative research, which is
recommended for areas of studies where little or nothing is known about the
subject of the research.
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Chapter 4: Qualitative Research
Introduction
The previous chapter presented the first study of the thesis, a review of
literature about the choice of place of birth, and identified not only a dearth of
studies, but also, a weakness in the choice of methods used to collect data. Six
out of nine studies included in the review used questionnaires. The thesis
identified the use of questionnaires as inappropriate because the area has not been
well researched. As a result, a recommendation was made that exploratory studies
would be more appropriate.
The task of the thesis, in the light of the results of the systematic review, is
to contribute to existing knowledge by employing an appropriate method to
determine women's views about factors influencing their preference for home or
hospital birth. The thesis considered that a qualitative method would be more
appropriate to study women's views, as it allows participants to tell their story in
their own way without any suggestions from the investigator. Before a discussion
of the qualitative study, it seems appropriate to first illuminate qualitative
research, by discussing the paradigm of naturalistic inquiry, from which
qualitative research derives. It is hoped that the discussion of qualitative research
in the present chapter will attest to its appropriateness in the investigation of
women's views.
Qualitative research is a form of social inquiry that studies the way people
interpret and make sense of their experiences, and the world in which they live.
Descriptive data, in the form of people's own written or spoken words and
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observable behaviour are used (Holloway 1997; Taylor and Bogdan 1984). The
aim is to obtain nuances of descriptions from the participants' perspective about
the subject of the research.
The view of qualitative research is that human behaviour can be better
understood in the setting in which it occurs (Guba and Lincoln 1994; Lincoln and
Guba 1985). It is necessary, therefore, to describe experiences within their natural
context to generate theory capable of explaining that behaviour, while at the same
time preserving the meaning of the experience. Qualitative research is inductive;
concepts, insights, and understandings are developed from patterns in the data
(Taylor and Bogdan 1984).
Qualitative research derives from the qualitative paradigm (Creswell 1994;
Patton 1991), which is informed by the naturalistic or constructivist approach
(Guba 1993; Lincoln and Guba 1985). Naturalistic inquiry is explained in terms
of how it addresses questions concerning four philosophical categories of
ontology, epistemology, logic and teleology (Creswell 1998; Maylcut and
Morehouse 1994). The questions are answered by a set of postulates, or axioms,
which make a claim for a way of conducting research. A postulate is something
that is stipulated and given the status of acceptance in order to get on with the task
at hand (Maylcut and Morehouse 1994). Postulates, therefore, provide the
platform for conducting research, by shaping the way researchers approach
problems, the methods they use to collect data, and the type of problems they
choose to investigate.
The first philosophical area is ontology, which deals with assumptions
relating to the nature of reality. One key ontological question is about the nature
of reality. Naturalistic inquiry posits that there are multiple realities, which are
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socio-psychological constructions, forming an interconnected whole (Maykut and
Morehouse 1994). The multiple realities are constructed by those involved in the
study, such as the researcher, participants in a study, and the reader or audience
interpreting the study (Creswell 1994; Creswell 1998).
In keeping with this view, qualitative research is informal and exploratory
in nature (Dey 1993; Mason 1996; Patton 1990). It consists of loosely structured
conversations with participants, either individually or in small groups. The aim of
the interaction, which is modelled after a conversation between equals, is to throw
as much light as possible on participants' images, values, and attitudes, together
with the motivations behind their behaviour. Each participant is allowed to
express their views in their own way (Taylor and Bogdan 1984). The result is a
medley of ideas and impressions, from which patterns are distilled by careful
analysis.
The aim of qualitative research is to get an impression or understanding of
the lived world or reality of the participant; therefore, it is not desirable to provide
ready-made responses, which could strip the participants' responses of their
originality. The qualitative researcher is required to record the realities, using
extensive quotes from participants, presenting themes that reflect words used by
participants, as well as recording his or her own feelings, and observations during
the process. It is argued that the results in a naturalistic inquiry are literally
created through the hermeneutic-dialectic interaction between and among those
involved in the inquiry (Guba 1993).
The second category relates to epistemological assumptions that deal with
the origins and nature of knowing, and the construction of knowledge (Guba
1993). Questions raised are: what is the relationship between the knower and the
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known? What roles do values play in understanding? Naturalism holds the view
that the knower and the known are interdependent, and knowledge is constructed
(Creswell 1998; Maykut and Morehouse 1994). This would therefore mean that
the knower could not be totally separated from the known and vice versa, as what
is known is subjective to the views of the one who knows.
Values, according to the naturalistic view, mediate and shape what is
understood. Maykut and Morehouse (1994) contend that the role played by
values can be understood in reference to postulates relating to the nature of reality
and knowledge. They argue that values are embedded in the topic chosen for
examination, and the way the topic is examined. Therefore, if reality is
constructed, and the knower and the known are inseparable, then values 'come
with the turf. The researcher in a qualitative study admits the value-laden nature
of the study, and, therefore, exposes his or her values and biases as well as those
contained in the information from participants (Creswell 1994; Creswell 1998).
The purpose of the interaction between the researcher and participants in
qualitative research is for participants to describe their experiences and for the
researcher to give meaning to those descriptions. Descriptions of the lived
experiences are specific to the participant and not general opinions (Patton 1990).
The researcher, on the other hand, exhibits openness to new and unexpected
phenomena. There are no ready-made categories for interpretation of the data.
The interview itself is focused on particular themes according to the aims of the
research, but it does not have strictly structured questions, neither is it entirely
non-directive (Kvale 1996; Patton 1990; Wiersma 1995).
The interview is an interpersonal situation as much as it is an interaction
between two or more people. The researcher and the participant act in relation to
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each other and may influence each other. The interview situation is therefore
specific to the moment and the people involved. The interpersonal dynamics of
the interaction should be taken into consideration during the time of the interview,
and subsequently during the analysis (Dey 1993; Kvale 1996; Sapsford and Jupp
1996). Kvale (1996) argues that the reciprocal influence of interviewer and
interviewee on a cognitive and emotional level is not necessarily a source of error,
but can be a strong point of qualitative research interviewing. The emphasis
therefore should not be on reducing the impact of the interaction, but rather to
recognise and apply the knowledge gained from the interpersonal interaction.
Maykut and Morehouse (1994) maintain that if the knower and the known are
interdependent, there must be integrity between how the researcher experiences
the participants in the study, how the participants experience the situation and
their participation in it, and how the results are presented.
Logic is the third category, and it deals with principles of demonstration or
verification. Pertinent questions about the logic of inquiry are: Are causal links
between bits of information possible? What is the possibility of generalisation
(Maykut and Morehouse 1994)? The view of the naturalistic approach is that
events shape each other, and that multidirectional relationships can be discovered
within situations.
Qualitative research is context sensitive, that is, a phenomenon is studied
in all its complexity and within a particular situation and environment.
Generalisation of a qualitative theory would therefore be restricted within the
same context, but should fit all scenarios that may be identified in the larger
population. The theory is also considered applicable beyond the immediate group
to similar situations, questions, and problems (Morse 1999c). To demonstrate
generalisability of qualitative research, a study on privacy conducted in an all-
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male nursing home is used (Applegate and Morse 1994). In that study respect for
privacy norms occurred whenever people treated one another as they would treat
another human being, friend or stranger. If they treated one another not as
humans, but objects, then violation of privacy norms occurred. This meant that
the type of inter-personal relationships provided the context in which privacy
norms are respected or violated. Results are considered applicable to any context
in which the problem of privacy violation is a concern.
The last category, teleology, is concerned with questions of purpose. The
main questions are: What is the contribution of research to knowledge? What is
the purpose of research? The contribution of the naturalistic inquiry to knowledge
is through its discovery of salient propositions by observation and careful
inspection of patterns, which emerge from the data (Maykut and Morehouse
1994). The discovery comes from the carefully selected, usually small sample in
a qualitative inquiry, which is studied in-depth.
The sample size in a qualitative study is relatively small; 6-8 participants
for homogenous samples, and 12-20 for maximum variations (Zyzanski,
McWhinney, Blake et al 1992). Each participant is selected purposefully for the
potential contribution they can make to the emerging theory (Kvale 1996; Mason
1996; Patton 1990). The selection ensures that the theory is comprehensive,
complete, saturated, and accounts for negative cases (Morse 1999b). The
purposeful selection of participants for the contribution they could make in a
research study is called theoretical sampling (Glaser and Strauss 1967;
Hammersley 1985; Miles and Huberman 1994; Strauss 1987; Strauss and Corbin
1990) and is the cornerstone in qualitative research.
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Theoretical sampling refers to selecting the sample based on their
relevance to the theory, research question, theoretical framework, or the
explanation being developed (Lincoln and Guba 1985; Mason 1996; Morse 1995;
Taylor and Bogdan 1984). The selection of participants is lead by the research
question, or theory, which allow for preliminary decisions about the boundary of
the investigation. After completing interviews with the first few participants, the
type of people interviewed are varied until the full range of perspectives is
unearthed, signalled by no new information being uncovered (Miles and
Huberman 1994; Taylor and Bogdan 1984). The crucial questions for the
researcher in theoretical sampling are: which sources are information-rich?
Whom should I talk to, or what should I look at first (Kuzel 1992)?
As theory develops, additional questions arise, such as, which data sources
may confirm, challenge or enrich my understanding (Glaser and Strauss 1967;
Guba and Lincoln 1985; Guba and Lincoln 1989; Kuzel 1992)? The participants
that are initially interviewed help in determining whom to interview next. The
theory in a qualitative inquiry is not fixed, but subject to modification or
confirmation in the context of the study (Kuzel 1992). Theoretical sampling gives
the study direction, and may help the researcher to have more confidence in the
categories developing from data as they are constantly and selectively
reformulated as the study progresses. Mason (1996) advises against picking only
cases that will support the argument and disregarding the inconvenient ones. She
asserts that cases should be selected not only to build the theory but also to test it.
One way of building and testing the theory is by using procedures of analytic
induction (Denzin 1989), where negative or contradictory cases in relation to the
developing constructs are sought.
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The procedure ensures a vigorous search for instances that may not fit with
the developing theory. If such negative cases cannot be found despite looking in
places where they are likely to occur, the explanation is strengthened. On the
other hand, if some negative cases are found, then the explanation needs to be
modified. Sampling in qualitative research continues until saturation is reached
(Morse 1989). An edict of qualitative research is to collect data until saturation
occurs. Saturation is defined as data adequacy and operationalised as collecting
data until no new information is obtained (Morse 1995). One indication of
saturation is the repetition of themes already identified. No published guidelines
exist in qualitative research for estimating the sample size required to reach
saturation, unlike in quantitative research where there are formulas designed for
the purpose. Saturation is therefore determined by the researcher and can be
discerned from the adequacy and comprehensiveness of the results (Morse 1995).
In qualitative research the social process under investigation determine the
sample size (Bertaux and Bertaux-Wiame 1981). The sample variation in terms
of demographic variables is also important. According to Bertaux and Bertaux-
Wiame, sampling is continued until a picture of what is going on emerges and the
data does not yield anything new about the social process. During the first few
interviews, data appears diverse and disconnected, but in the process of saturation,
patterns begin to form that make sense. However, there are no specific guidelines
for a priory estimation of how much data is required in each category. The
principle is to illuminate the questions under study, and to increase the scope of
range of data exposed to uncover multiple realities (Kuzel 1992).
As data collection and analysis progress, replication of data occurs,
signalling saturation. The quantity of data is not important to the process of
saturation. Detailed description and not the number of times something is
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mentioned make for richness of data (Morse 1995). Morse suggests important
questions that may arise about saturation, such as: How does the researcher
recognise when results are complete? How does the researcher know when
enough data are enough? The answers to the questions lie on the careful and
theoretically justified delineation of the sample. When the sample is tight and
restrictive, and the domain is clearly delineated, saturation is likely to be reached
faster. However, in reality studies begin broad and focus as the investigation
continues and interesting aspects are discovered. When enough data to build a
comprehensive theory have been collected, data collection ceases, and that is
when saturation has been achieved (Morse 1995).
Research inquiries are conducted for the purposes of adding to current
knowledge, or to solve a particular problem. For an investigation to athieve this,
it must be seen to be credible. The manner of communication of the inquiry must
be transparent, so that the findings and the inquiry process by which they were
obtained could be checked (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper et al 1993). The
transparency of the conduct of the research adds to the study's trustworthiness
(Guba 1981; Guba and Lincoln 1989; Lincoln and Guba 1985). The basic issue in
relation to trustworthiness, according to Lincoln and Guba (1985), is how a
researcher can persuade the audience that the findings are worth paying attention
to, and worth taking into account. Trustworthiness limits the chances of results of
an investigation being erroneous, although it is impossible to establish the truth of
any research beyond reasonable doubt (Murphy, Dingwall, Greatbatch et al
1998). Four criteria have been suggested to establish trustworthiness (Lincoln and
Guba 1985).
The first criterion for establishing trustworthiness is credibility, or truth-
value, which relates to the degree of confidence that the findings of an
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investigation have for the participants involved in the study, as well as the context
within which the study was conducted (Lincoln and Guba 1985). Truth-value is
demonstrated by showing that the multiple constructions of those involved in an
investigation have been adequately represented, and that the reconstructions
arrived at in the inquiry are credible to the constructors or participants in a study.
A description developed through the inquiry in a particular setting must ring true
for those who are members of the setting. People in a given setting will perceive
different constructed realities, therefore, a credible outcome is one that adequately
represents both the areas in which the realities converge, and the points on which
they diverge (Denzin and Lincoln 1994; Erlandson, Harris, Skipper et al 1993).
It is argued that a credible inquiry has a mosaic image on its readers, by being
imprecise in terms of defining boundaries and specific relationships, but rich in
providing depth of meaning and richness of understanding (Erlandson, Harris,
Slcipper et al 1993).
Participant check for trustworthiness of findings has been recommended
by some authors (Beck 1993; Guba 1981; Guba and Lincoln 1985; Guba and
Lincoln 1989; Sandelowski 1986). According to the recommendation, analyses of
findings are given back to participants in a study to judge their adequacy, and the
ultimate test of validity lies in isomorphism between a study's findings and
participants' perceptions. Member checks are intended for correction of errors of
fact and interpretation, for obtaining additional information, for putting the
participant on record for having agreed that the results are correct, for
summarising the findings, and for judging the overall adequacy of the study
(Guba and Lincoln 1989).
However, some researchers have disputed the use of participants to check
for trustworthiness of findings (Bloor 1983; Bryman 1988; Emerson 1988;
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Hammersley 1992a, Hammersley 1992b; Morse 1998; Sandelowslci 1993;
Silverman 1985). Sandelowsld (1993) suggests that participants may forget what
they said and therefore are not in a position to verify the accuracy of researcher's
accounts. They may also change their mind about what they gave in an interview
afterwards. Another argument is that results of a study should be given to
participants for their information, use and application, and not for verification
(Morse 1998). Morse further argues that good qualitative research involves
processes of synthesis, conceptualisation and abstraction. It involves extensive
knowledge of the topic, the setting, and social science literature. The researcher
uses this education to identify and create new knowledge. Participants, on the
other hand, who are usually lay people, do not have these abilities. Additionally,
research results are a synthesis of multiple participants' views which one
participant may not understand. Morse (1998) considers verification by
participants an extraordinary and unrealistic expectation. Furthermore, it is
argued that participants cannot be relied upon to read the draft of the analysis with
the same kind of critical spirit necessary for the task to be carried out successfully
(Emerson 1988). Finally, Bloor (1983) suggests that member checks are limited
to asking members to judge whether a researcher's account represents a legitimate
elaboration and systematisation of the member's account.
Another method suggested for improving the trustworthiness of a research
investigation is triangulation (Hammersley 1992a; LeCompte and Goetz 1982;
Lincoln and Guba 1985; Marshall and Rossman 1989; Sandelowski 1986).
Triangulation refers to employing more than one method in data collection and
analysis. Four types of triangulation have been identified, they are method, data,
investigator, and theoretical (Campbell and Fiske 1959; Denzin 1970; Goodwin
and Goodwin 1984b; Webb, Campbell, Schwartz et al 1981).
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In method triangulation, different methods are used to address the same
problem, in data triangulation, different data sources are used, in investigator,
different investigators are used, while in theoretical triangulation different
theoretical models are used. The aim of triangulation is to establish the
convergent validity of findings from complementary approaches. It is argued that
triangulation balances distorting effects of any single approach and permits data
collected in one way to be used to check the accuracy of data collected in another
(LeCompte and Preissle 1993).
Some authors agree on the use of multiple methods in qualitative research,
especially to extend the comprehensiveness of findings. Murphy et al (1998)
argue that the use of multiple methods may encourage researchers to pay attention
to the different perspectives that may be held, and the ways in which results are
inevitably the product of the context in which they were produced. Additionally,
it is thought that when data from two sources or methods produce dissimilar
results, the researcher is prompted to consider how the differences came about,
which enriches the analysis (Jick 1979). Similarly, it is argued that differences
between two sets of data are just as important as the similarities (Hammersley and
Atkinson 1995), and when the use of multiple methods uncovers discrepancies,
they call for more investigation, which may lead to deeper understanding (Bryman
1988; Janesick 1994). Furthermore, multiple methods are thought to uncover
some unique variance that may otherwise have been neglected by a single method
(Oiler 1993). Although generally critical of triangulation, Silverman (1993)
acknowledges the usefulness of multiple methods in overcoming the
incompleteness of data drawn from a single source.
On the other hand, some authors have warned against using triangulation
as an end in itself, or looking at it as an inherent good (Knafl and Breitmayer
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1991; Stake 1994). It is argued that if used inappropriately, triangulation may
compound the weaknesses of a project instead of strengthening it (Knafl and
Breitmayer 1991). Secondly, triangulation is thought to assume that there is a
single point upon which data collected from different sources or using different
methods converge. It also seems to contradict the view of naturalism that there
are multiple realities, and there is no single objective or true reality to be
confirmed (Richardson 1994; Smith 1984). Similarly, Silverman argues that
analysis of data in the context in which it was collected is at the heart of
qualitative research, and the fundamental problem with triangulation is that is
seeks to overcome the context-boundedness of data (Silverman 1985; Silverman
1993). Additionally, it is argued that the pursuit of trustworthiness through
triangulation may lead some researchers to search for a master reality or objective
truth in their analysis (Dingwall 1981). Although triangulation may be used to
assess the likely truth of a claim, it is argued that it cannot be treated as a simple
test of validity (Hammersley 1990a; Hammersley 1990b; Hammersley and
Atkinson 1995).
The second criterion suggested for establishing trustworthiness of an
inquiry is transferability or applicability. Transferability is concerned with the
extent to which findings of a particular inquiry can be applied in other contexts, or
with other participants (Lincoln and Guba 1985). In a naturalistic inquiry, the
transferability of findings depends on the similarity between the contexts of the
situations of applicability. It is therefore incumbent upon the researcher to
provide sufficient detail and precision of the context in which the investigation
was conducted to allow anyone interested in making the transfer to determine
whether it would be appropriate to do so (Guba and Lincoln 1989). Erlandson et
al (1993) assert that effective thick description vicariously brings the reader into
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the context being studied. They further add that anyone whose first encounter
with the setting is through the effective thick description has a sense of déja vu
upon actually visiting the setting.
Dependability, or consistency, is the third criterion, and deals with
providing evidence that findings of an inquiry would be repeated if the
investigation were to be replicated with similar participants in the same or similar
context (Lincoln and Guba 1985). In a qualitative inquiry, instability in findings
of an inquiry may be attributed to reality shifts or better insights (Erlandson,
Harris, Skipper et al 1993). The quest is, therefore, not for invariance, but for
traceable variance. Consistency is therefore conceived in terms of dependability,
which embraces stability and explainable changes (Guba and Lincoln 1981). One
way of doing this is by use of an inquiry audit, which is based on the fiscal audit
(Guba 1981). The fiscal auditor examines the process by which the accounts were
kept, to determine the fairness of the representation of the company's fiscal
position. The auditor examines the records for accuracy, by checking that every
entry in the account ledgers can be justified, and by sampling entries in the journal
to ascertain whether they could be supported by corroborative documents (Lincoln
and Guba 1985). In the same way, the researcher must make it possible for an
external check to be conducted on the inquiry process. An audit trail, which
provides documentation of the process of inquiry, allows for the check to be done
(Erlandson, Harris, Skipper et al 1993; Lincoln and Guba 1985). The
documentation would attest to the study's dependability. The product of the
investigation, i.e., the findings, interpretation and recommendations, must attest
that it is supported by data. This would also establish the study's confirmability,
which is the fourth criterion for establishing trustworthiness. Dependability and
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confirmability can therefore both be established by a single audit (Lincoln and
Guba 1985).
Confirmability or neutrality, the fourth criterion, relates to the degree to
which findings of an investigation were determined by its focus rather than by the
biases of the researcher (Lincoln and Guba 1985). The aim is not to ensure that
results are free from contamination by the researcher, but rather to ensure
confirmability of the data themselves so that constructions can be tracked to their
sources (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper et al 1993). This can be achieved by keeping
a detailed report of the process of investigation, sometimes called audit trail. The
report of the investigation must provide in detail the process by which data were
collected (Beck 1993; Glaser and Strauss 1967; Guba and Lincoln 1981; Jensen
1989; Silverman 1989).
The logic used to assemble the interpretations must also be both explicit
and implicit (Guba and Lincoln 1989). Full descriptions of the circumstances and
methods of the research enable readers and other researchers to judge the evidence
upon which claims are based. The judgements will take account of the range of
events the researcher saw, who was interviewed, the kind of experiences
encountered, and the feelings that the researcher had.
Athens (1984) argues that scientific credibility is achieved, and not
ascribed, therefore, a study is neither intrinsically credible nor incredible; it is
incumbent upon the researcher to make it so. To give an accurate account of the
process of the inquiry, a researcher must pay particular attention to describing
details of how access was obtained to the participants of the study, and how the
access was maintained or increased during the period of the study. The argument
for this is that formal permission to conduct the study does not necessarily bring
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access to all settings, and the data that is collected is limited to what the researcher
is allowed to access, and what the participants are willing to share (Athens 1984).
Secondly, the researcher must describe in detail the means by which data
was obtained. For example, if in-depth interviews were conducted, the
description must include the questions put forward to the participant, and the
environment in which the interviews took place (Altheide and Johnson 1994;
Athens 1984). It is argued that methods should be explained such that the original
report could be used as an operating manual by which to replicate the original
study (Howe and Eisenhart 1990; Jensen 1989).
However, it is worth bearing in mind that the formulation of the truth will
not necessarily follow from following certain procedures or guidelines
(Hammersley 1992b). Judgement should always be used even in the application
of any criteria. The risk of checklists is that they can become rigid constraints,
which become ends in themselves rather than assisting to increase the
trustworthiness of a study (Marshall 1985). Marshall also argues that guidelines
may lead to defensive behaviour among researchers and produce sanitised results
that have no value. This, however, does not mean that guidelines should be
disregarded completely, but that judgement should be applied in how they are
used.
Critique of positive features of qualitative research
The strengths of qualitative research can be classified into three; the ability
to access participants' definitions and interpretations, penetrating participants'
public accounts as far as is possible, and flexibility (Murphy, Dingwall,
Greatbatch et al 1998). These will be discussed and reference made to
researchers in support of them.
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The first is ability to access participants' definitions and interpretations.
Qualitative research is credited with offering the possibility of exploring the way
that participants define the experiences and practices which are the purpose of the
research (Crabtree and Miller 1991; de Vries, Weijts, Dijkstra et al 1992; Jensen
1989; Paget 1983; West 1990). The method is thought to be appropriate because
it is seen to uncover the insider's perspective (Jensen 1989), and how participants
understand their world (Merriam 1988; Oiler 1993; Secker, Wimbush, Watson et
at 1995).
The qualitative interview is also found to be useful in cases where the
researcher cannot observe that which needs to be studied, such as, thoughts,
feelings, intentions, and experiences (McCracken 1988; Patton 1980). Silverman
argues that data generated from interviews grant authentic insights into
participants' experiences (Silverman 1993). Additionally, skilful interviewing
helps to uncover the meanings, beliefs, understandings and cultures of
participants' that help to counter those of the researcher (Secker, Wimbush,
Watson et at 1995), as well as preventing imposition of those assumptions upon
participants' view of the world (Britten 1995). The use of qualitative interviews
also allows the participant's perspective on the subject of interest to unfold as the
participant views it (Marshall and Rossman 1989). It is argued that highly
structured methods of data collection can prevent the range and depth of
participants' feelings and opinions from being uncovered, which may be more
accessible through qualitative interviewing (Pill 1995).
The second strength of qualitative research is that it penetrates participants'
public accounts (Murphy, Dingwall, Greatbatch et al 1998). It is argued that
qualitative methods of interviewing are more likely to uncover a true version of
events (Denzin 1970). Qualitative interviewing is also credited with the ability to
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access participants' private accounts as maximum rapport may be established
(Secker, Wimbush, Watson et al 1995; West 1990).
Some authors have given different views about the value of qualitative
research in creating a conducive environment for participants to tell the absolute
truth. For example, it is argued that such interviews do not necessarily lead to the
exchange of unique human experiences (Silverman 1993). Silverman contends
that the approach seems to blend a self-evident truth about humanity with political
correctness about the need for mutual understanding and dialogue. Another view
is that however informal, an interview is not the same as a conversation because
participants are 'put on notice' to talk about something, which may or may not be
of interest to them (Dingwall 1997).
The third quality of qualitative research is flexibility, which makes
qualitative studies to be especially suitable for exploratory or hypothesis
generating enquiries. With qualitative interviews, the researcher is able to open
up new dimensions and follow interesting leads which may not have been
anticipated before the start of the interview (Britten 1995; Burgess 1982; Denzin
1970). The power of qualitative research to generate ideas and theories is attested
to in a study of health education programmes (de Vries, Weijts, Dijkstra et al
1992). In another study looking at lay beliefs and responses to hypertensive
therapy, the qualitative interview was shown to be very flexible, allowing the
researcher to explore lay logic underpinning their decisions to act in a manner
contrary to the advice of their doctor (Morgan and Watkins 1988).
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Critique of constraints of qualitative research
One of the questions raised about interviews in general is how one can be
sure that what participants tell represents reality (Murphy, Dingwall, Greatbatch et
al 1998). It is argued that qualitative interviews are contextual interactions
providing opportunities for participants to present themselves as in control to
those interviewing them (Goffman 1983). When research interviews are treated
as social interactions, interview data are then treated not as accurate reports of
external reality, but as occasions for participants to give accounts of their
situations or their perception of reality (Dingwall 1997; Murphy, Dingwall,
Greatbatch et al 1998).
In a study that combined participant observations with interviews in
general practice consultations, inconsistencies were found between reports given
by patients about interactions with their doctors with what was actually observed
(Stimson and Webb 1975). The patients were observed to be passive and rarely
giving open expressions of disagreement or dissatisfaction in the presence of the
doctor, on the other hand, patients themselves reported atrocity stories, which
presented them as active, and the doctor as passive.
While the inconsistency between the interview and observation could
discredit the interview data as biased, Stimson and Webb (1975) took a different
view in the analysis of the interview, and considered what the participants could
be seen to be doing in giving the accounts that they did. They argue that the
atrocity stories help to make the patient appear sensible and balanced, and thus
help to redress the imbalance between patient and doctor (Stimson and Webb
1975).
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There is an argument for analysing what people are doing in interview
talk, rather than taking the data as representation of reality (Baker 1984;
Silverman 1985). In this way, interview data would be analysed in terms of the
assumptions, and moral and cultural forms that they display (Dingwall 1981;
Silverman 1985). Murphy et al (1998) cite Silverman's work of contrasting two
studies of children with serious diseases to illustrate the difference between
treating interview data as representing reality versus analysing the data. One of
the two studies involved parents of children with cystic fibrosis (Burton 1975),
and the other included parents of children with congenital heart disease (Baruch
1981).
Both studies reported that parents had expressed concerns about their
children to health professionals before the children's diagnosis was made, and in
both cases their concerns were dismissed as groundless. Approaches to the
analysis of data in the two studies were different. In Burtods study, at
interactionist approach was taken, and the reports were viewed as accurate
representations of external events (Burton 1975). In contrast, Baruch (1981)
analysed the interview data in terms of what the parents could be seen to be doing
in the interviews. His argument is that the interview data represent parents'
display of their moral responsibility. Murphy et al (1998) note that Baruch, like
Stimson and Webb, was concerned with functions of the accounts rather than as
straightforward reports of what happened.
Hammersley and Atkinson (1995) do not accept that interview data may
never be read for what they tell about the subject to which they refer. They
contend that the trustworthiness of interview data should not be taken at face
value, but understood in the context in which it was produced. By so doing, they
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argue that the inquiry can anticipate potential biases that may threaten the
trustworthiness of the information.
The bottom line in the two arguments about interview data is that
information is grounded in the context of its production. Caution is recommended
in the analysis of such data, but not total abandonment of the use of the method
(Hammersley and Atkinson 1995).
Qualitative Data Analysis
The analysis of data in a qualitative study is an ongoing process, and not a
one-time event. It is geared towards making sense of the data generated by
interviews, which have been described as voluminous, unstructured, and unwieldy
(Bryman and Burgess 1994). Data analysis occurs simultaneously with data
collection. In the adage of the mountaineer (Maxwell 1996), the experienced
researcher is likened to an experienced climber, who begins lunch immediately
after finishing breakfast and continues eating lunch as long as he is awake,
stopping briefly for dinner (Manning 1960). Maxwell (1996) maintains that in the
same way, the experienced researcher begins data analysis immediately after the
first interview, and continues to analyse as long as he or she is working on the
research, stopping briefly to write reports and papers.
The pattern of data collection-analysis-collection-analysis, ad infinitum is
the most significant feature of qualitative research (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper et
al 1993; Morse 1999b). It involves a cognitive work of inquiry, in the form of
observing patterns in the data and asking questions about the patterns. There is
construction of conjectures, deliberate selection of participants to collect data
about specific topics, to confirm or refute the conjectures, then continuing
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analysis, asking additional questions, and seeking more data. The process goes on
repeatedly until the end of the investigation (Morse 1999a).
Data analysis is an emergent product of a process of gradual induction.
Guided by the data being gathered and the topics, questions, and evaluative
criteria that provide focus, analysis is the field-worker's derivative ordering
(Lofland and Lofland 1995). A number of different strategies exist for the
analysis of data, but the process is open-ended in character, and is very much a
creative act (Lofland and Lofland 1995). The researcher, therefore, must devise
an approach that is flexible and adaptive to the question under study. An
important point to note in qualitative data analysis is that the aim is to elicit the
richness and vividness of descriptions of phenomena as provided by participants.
A popular approach to analysis is through coding the data (Charmaz 1983;
Cuba 1988; Strauss and Corbin 1990). A code is a tag or label for assigning
meaning to information compiled during a study (Charmaz 1983; Miles and
Huberman 1994). Such organisation of patterns of data has also been referred to
as thematic analysis (Aronson 1994; Leininger 1985; Taylor and Bogdan 1984).
Lofland and Lofland (1995) suggest asking questions about discrete items in the
incoming flow of data, the answers to which will be codes for the data. Such
questions could be: of what category is the item before me an instance? What can
we think of this as being about? What is this? What does it represent? (Strauss
and Corbin 1990) What is this an example of? (Cuba 1988).
Coding is done in stages (Lofland and Lofland 1995; Strauss 1987; Strauss
and Corbin 1990), the initial stage is about discovering what the data has to offer
(Charmaz 1983). Lofland and Lofland (1995:192) call this "the emergent
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induction of analysis", and say it is where "the rubber hits the road". The
research objectives, researcher's interests, expertise, and skills lead the coding.
An important consideration in qualitative data analysis is the conscientious
search for, and presentation of negative or deviant cases, i.e., cases that oppose the
emerging analysis (Athens 1984; Glaser and Strauss 1965; Henwood and Pidgeon
1993; Lincoln and Guba 1985; Marshall 1985; Mechanic 1989; Phillips 1987).
Failure to address negative cases may be a threat to the validity of findings as it
introduces holistic bias. Holistic bias is defined as making the data look more
patterned than they are (Sandelowski 1986). One of the ways of facilitating the
search for negative cases is the use of theoretical sampling as participants are
chosen specifically to confirm or refute the findings (Dingwall 1992; Glaser and
Strauss 1965; Goodwin and Goodwin 1984a). Deviant cases should be carefully
examined to determine how they could be incorporated in the analysis (Secker,
Wimbush, Watson et al 1995). The inclusion of negative cases strengthens the
credibility of research findings (Silverman 1989), and explains any apparent
inconsistencies (Secker, Wimbush, Watson et al 1995).
While some authors argue for inclusion of all cases in the analysis (Secker,
Wimbush, Watson et al 1995), others contend that the aim should not be to
account for all cases, as this would be a rigid goal (Guba and Lincoln 1989;
Lincoln and Guba 1985). The analysis, they argue, should account for most of the
available data. The most important elements of the analysis therefore are the
systematic coding and analysis of the data, inclusion of disconfirming or
exceptional cases, and the modification of the analysis in the light of contrary
evidence (Murphy, Dingwall, Greatbatch et al 1998). Such an approach to
analysis has been likened to the careful search for falsifying evidence in science,
which adds weight to the truth claims of an investigation. Phillips (1987) argues
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that while such an approach can never guarantee truth, it supports the elimination
of error.
It has been argued that since qualitative researchers are committed to
making public the private lives of participants, it is ironical that their own
methods of analysis remain private and unavailable for public inspection (Chenail
1995; Constas 1992; Harries-Jones 1995). Constas contends that the provision of
detailed descriptions of the development of categories will help dissipate the
notion of qualitative research being half science and half chimera, while the
absence of such information may vitiate the clarity of a given empirical
presentation. Analytical rigour in qualitative research is defined as an attempt to
make data and the schemes used to organise it as public and replicable as possible
(Denzin 1978). Additionally, Chenail (1995) argues that in a well-done
qualitative study, the reader should have many opportunities to examine the
particulars of the inquiry, such as, the processing and analysing of the data. He
maintains that it is in this spirit of openness that trust is built between the
researcher and the reader.
Summary
Chapter 4 has discussed the general theory behind the methodology of
qualitative research. The main positive features of qualitative research were
identified as, firstly, the ability to access participants' definitions and
interpretations (Crabtree and Miller 1991; de Vries et al 1992; Jensen 1989; Paget
1983; West 1990), thus helping the investigator to be part of the participants'
world. Secondly, qualitative research is useful in studying thoughts, feelings,
intentions, and experiences which otherwise would not be open to study
(McCracken 1988; Patton 1980; Silverman 1993; Secker et al 1995). Another
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positive feature of qualitative research is flexibility, which makes it suitable for
exploratory or hypothesis generating studies (Britten 1995; Burgess 1982; Denzin
1970). These qualities make qualitative research the method of choice in the
study of women's views of the place of birth.
In the next chapter, the method used in the second study of the thesis,
looking at women's perceptions of the childbirth process, and factors affecting
their choice of place of birth, is described. An effort is made to apply the
principles of qualitative research discussed in the present chapter.
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Chapter 5: Qualitative Study of Women's
Views of the Process of Childbirth, and
Factors Affecting Their Preference for A
Place of Birth.
Introduction
The previous chapters collectively laid down the background and
theoretical underpinning that inform the thesis. Chapter 4 focused on a discussion
of qualitative research, which is the method employed in the present study of
women's perceptions of the process of childbirth and factors that influence their
preference for home or hospital birth. The present chapter addresses the research
design, methods used, and experiences of the researcher in the field while
conducting the qualitative study.
Research design
The aim of the study was to determine pregnant women's perceptions of
the childbirth process, and factors they consider important when deciding where
to have their babies. The study considered the views of a diverse population of
pregnant women of different parities, gestations and backgrounds who were
planning home or hospital delivery. The reason for choosing to include a cross-
section of pregnant women of different backgrounds was to endeavour to explore
their perceptions broadly. The aim was also to explore the effect of different
circumstances on views about childbirth and the place of birth.
The researcher decided, in the light of the results of the systematic review
reported in chapter 3, to use a method that would allow women to express their
own views as much as possible. Therefore, a qualitative design using the
grounded theory approach was chosen. With the grounded theory approach
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(Glaser and Strauss 1967), the researcher begins with an area of study, and issues
relevant to the area are allowed to develop from the data as data collection and
analysis progress (Strauss and Corbin 1990). Two techniques are regarded as
being at the core of grounded theory. The first is the constant comparative
method (Glaser and Strauss 1967), where data that is collected is coded, and then
compared to those from previous interviews. Data collection ceases when
saturation, which is when no more new data is forthcoming, has been reached
(Morse 1995; Morse 1998). The second technique is theoretical sampling (Guba
and Lincoln 1985; Kuzel 1992; Morse 1989; Patton 1980; Strauss and Corbin
1990), where subsequent participants are chosen because of the possible
contribution they can make in the already developing story line. The constant
comparative method and theoretical sampling were both used in the study.
The next section discusses issues of obtaining ethical approval to conduct
the study, access to the study population, sampling, contacting the participants and
the actual interview process.
Access to participants
Ethical considerations
During the planning stage of the research, the researcher wrote a letter to
the directors of midwifery at the two hospitals where she wanted to conduct the
study. The letter explained the purpose of the study, and included a short
proposal. The directors advised the researcher to also inform the women's
General practitioners about the study, and they together gave their support to seek
ethics approval for the study. The ethics committee approval was obtained, the
process involved submitting a research proposal according to the requirements of
the committee. The proposal included information about the aims of the study,
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potential participants, as well as information about the protection of human
subjects. Information about the protection of human participants, as presented in
the consent form (see Appendix 3a and 3b), addresses the participants' right to
voluntarily participate in the study, and to withdraw at any time during the
process. The consent form also included the central aim of the investigation,
procedures used in data collection, confidentiality and any known risks associated
with participation in the study. Details of the pilot study were included in the
proposal. One of the conditions of the committee when they gave their approval
was that the consent form should be in two parts. The first part, to be signed prior
to the interview, indicating the women's consent to be interviewed (Appendix 3a)
and, the second part, to be signed after the interview, representing women's
agreement that information obtained from their interview can be used in the study,
and stored for a specified period for research purposes. The committee also
recommended that women should not be contacted directly by the researcher in
the first instance, but by their midwives. They felt that this would ensure that
only those women who are interested in the study have contact with the
researcher.
Once ethical approval was obtained, the researcher met with community
midwives at the two hospitals to discuss details of the study and how it was to be
conducted. Only the midwives who were on duty on the day of the meeting
attended. It was decided that since the ethics committee advised against the
researcher contacting women directly, midwives would act as gatekeepers for
access to the women. The plan was that they would distribute information leaflets
about the study (Appendix 1) to all pregnant women who did not have any
complications. Those women who expressed an interest in taking part in the study
would inform them, and give their written permission to be contacted by the
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researcher through the telephone (Appendix 2) to arrange an interview meeting.
A file was opened which was to be used for storing details of women who were
interested in participating in the study. It was agreed that the researcher would
telephone the ward every Monday, Wednesday and Friday to check if any women
had enrolled and the ward clerk would check the details in the file and then the
researcher would go to the hospital to get the names and telephone numbers.
After the meeting, the researcher wrote a memo to all midwives, explaining about
the study and how it was going to be conducted. The letter also thanked the
midwives for agreeing to distribute information leaflets to women. The other
purpose of the letter was to inform those midwives who did not attend the meeting
about what was agreed.
Pilot study and Gate keeping Issues
During the first week following the meetings with the midwives at the two
hospitals, a pilot study was conducted to determine the feasibility of the chosen
approach. The strategy agreed at the meeting, that midwives would distribute
information leaflets to potential participants fell through. The initial enthusiasm
shown by the midwives to help in the study waned, and they did not give out
information leaflets, with the result that no women enrolled in the study after one
month. The researcher lost control of the situation; the midwives that were
contacted about the matter said they were very busy as there was a shortage of
staff in the ward. The situation was brought to the attention of the nursing sister,
who reiterated that the midwives were very busy because of staff shortages. She,
however, suggested choosing representatives from different teams who would
help with the study. The representatives would be the contact people for
communicating with the researcher about the study and they would encourage
others in their teams to recruit for the study. This second strategy did not work
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either. Three months passed, there was no progress with recruitment, and it was
difficult to get hold of the nursing sister. There was a genuine staff shortage
problem at one of the hospitals and the hospital even started recruiting midwives
from overseas. At the other hospital, the main problem for the study was the fact
that there were no women booking for home birth.
When the researcher was eventually able to meet the midwives again, she
proposed to be given access to the antenatal registers so that she could select
women who could be potential candidates herself. After identifying the women,
the researcher would then ask the particular midwife looking after the woman to
give the information leaflet to that woman. The researcher felt that in that way
she would be freeing midwives from the task of selecting the women. All they
would have to do was inform the already identified women. The researcher would
also be dealing directly with a particular midwife and could establish rapport with
her, which would make follow up easier.
Midwives and the nursing sister agreed with the proposed plan. The ethics
committee was informed and the chairman gave permission to proceed with the
proposed strategy. The new plan worked fairly well, although some midwives
still did not contact the women, the majority did.
Pilot Study Sampling and interviews
The pilot study eventually involved three women, two planning a hospital
birth, and one planning a home birth. The interviews started with women
planning a hospital birth. The researcher chose one woman from the antenatal
register; there were no criteria for picking the first woman. She was planning to
have her baby at the hospital, was married and expecting her third child.
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After choosing the woman, her midwife was asked to give her an
information leaflet (Appendix 1) explaining about the study, as was the
agreement. The woman was interested in participating in the study, so she gave
the midwife permission to pass her details to the researcher to contact her by
phone to arrange an interview using the consent to be contacted form (Appendix
2).
However, women's indication of interest in the study, and their agreement
to see the researcher, was not perceived as consent to participate, but merely as a
desire for more information. Those who made an appointment to see the
researcher had the study explained to them verbally, in addition to the information
leaflets they had been given by the midwives. The verbal explanation included
the purpose of the study, the estimated amount of time that might be needed to
complete the interview, the fact that the interview would be tape recorded, and
how the results of the study were going to be used. All were informed that they
could terminate the interview at any time if they changed their minds. They were
given an opportunity to ask questions, and if they were still interested, asked to
sign the first part of the consent form (Appendix 3a). Following the interview, if
they were happy, they signed the second part of the consent (Appendix 3b).
The first woman in the pilot study preferred to be interviewed at the clinic
following her next appointment with the midwife. At the meeting the researcher
introduced herself and gave information about the study. During the interview,
the researcher made observations of the participant's behaviour, surroundings, and
was aware of her own feelings and interaction with the participant. This was
important to help in the analysis of the interview later. At home, the interview
was listened to, and more notes made about it.
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The interview was transcribed the same evening it was conducted and then
analysed to get a general idea of what was expressed as having influenced her
choice of place of delivery. The researcher then made a summary of the analysis.
During the analysis, the researcher went through the interview process and
determined whether there were any questions that should have been addressed that
were not addressed. The researcher also assessed the style of questioning, to
determine whether she perhaps did not listen as much as she should have, or
whether there were any interruptions that could have led to incomplete narratives.
This was to study the data at hand, and try to anticipate what was coming and plan
for the next interview so that important questions could be followed up, and the
style of questioning improved.
The next woman to be interviewed was selectively chosen to ensure that
she was planning a hospital birth, unmarried, and expecting her first baby. This
was to get a feel of decisions by women of different circumstances, but who were
both planning a hospital birth. Like the first participant, she preferred to be
interviewed at the clinic following her next appointment with the midwife. The
same procedure followed as for the first one. The transcript was compared with
that of the first participant to determine any similarities and differences in factors
influencing their decision and in the way they conducted themselves during the
interview.
A common factor with the two interviews was the fact that it was difficult
to get a spare room in which to conduct the interviews, background noise in the
clinic, and the fact that the two women appeared in a hurry to go home, which did
not afford a relaxed environment for interviewing.
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The third participant was the only one in the antenatal home birth register
at that time. The woman was married, and pregnant with her fourth child. The
procedure followed for recruiting and interviewing was the same as for the other
two, i.e., after her name was identified from the register, the midwife looking after
her was asked to extend an invitation to her to participate in the study, and to give
permission for the researcher to contact her and arrange for an interview. The
woman agreed to participate and preferred to be interviewed at her own home as
she was receiving her antenatal care from home.
The interview was very relaxed, the woman offered a cup of coffee, which
was accepted, and the interview was conducted in her sitting room. After
agreeing to participate and signing the first part of the consent form, the woman
was asked to relate the events that led her to choose a home birth. She gave
intimate details of her two previous pregnancies and the kind of treatment she
received in hospital, which was unpleasant, and appeared agitated as she related
the events. She also talked about her relationship with her husband and about her
previous marriage. She appeared relaxed except when she talked about her
previous experiences of hospital births.
It was difficult to control the interview, as it was not easy to anticipate
how relevant the information she was giving was going to be. A decision was
made to let her recount what she thought was relevant to her decision to have a
home birth. The interview lasted one hour and thirty minutes and she was still
willing to go on. She offered to be contacted again if more information was
needed. She raised many issues, which were useful for subsequent interviews,
because it was easier to anticipate the kind of topics the other women might touch
on, and to probe for more information. Issues not cleared at the pilot interview
could also be brought up with other women to determine how they might be
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relevant. The environment of the home interview appeared relaxed and easy
compared to the two clinic interviews. As a result, it was decided to conduct all
interviews at the women's own homes if they did not object. The transcript of the
interview is displayed in Appendix 4. This transcript serves as a model for all the
home birth interviews because it contains all the elements that were subsequently
mentioned by others planning a home birth. The interview was also analysed
together with the others for the main study.
After the three interviews, the main study was commenced.
The main study
Sample size
The main study followed procedures described in the pilot study, all
interviews took place at the women's own homes. Thirty-three women
participated, thirteen that were planning to have a baby at home, and twenty
planning a hospital birth. The initial plan was to enrol forty women, twenty
planning a home birth and twenty planning a hospital birth. However, after
interviewing the tenth participant in each group, no new information was
forthcoming, but women were giving different versions or explanations of the
same themes. Nevertheless, interviewing was continued beyond the point at
which repetitions began to emerge. In the hospital birth group, as it was easy to
get participants, twenty women were interviewed. In the home birth group,
thirteen women were interviewed. The women were recruited at different stages
in their pregnancies. All women invited to participate in the study agreed. This
may be an indication of the appeal of the subject of the study to those who took
part.
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The qualitative nature of the study meant that only a limited number of
women could be enrolled as they were going to be studied in-depth (Kvale 1996;
Mason 1996; Miles and Huberman 1994; Patton 1990). Qualitative studies yield a
lot of data, and too many cases can become unwieldy (Bailey 1982; Miles and
Huberman 1994; Sapsford and Jupp 1996). The key point in qualitative research
is to stop when data saturation occurs (Morse 1995).
Sampling
Following transcription and analysis of the first few interviews, there were
some emerging story lines and themes. The researcher used the story lines for
selecting the next participants to be interviewed. This method of choosing
participants according to emerging theory, aims of the study, or theoretical
underpinning, is referred to in qualitative research as purposive or theoretical
sampling (Guba and Lincoln 1985). For example, in the study, the two first-time
mothers who were interviewed seemed concerned that they did not have any
experience of labour and delivery to have made an informed decision about where
to have their babies, they just assumed hospital would be best. The researcher
wanted to explore the finding further, hence, in the next two interviews, she
purposely chose women who were having subsequent babies. This was an
attempt to determine whether there was more to the decision than just the lack of
experience.
Other variables included as the interviews progressed were mothers that
were not married and women of different ages and educational status. For
example, one of the women interviewed in the hospital group, who was single,
mentioned that she had not discussed where she was going to have the baby with
her partner. This was an interesting point, and another one that the researcher
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wanted to explore. Consequently, the researcher made a conscious decision to
select a married woman to find out from her how the husband was involved in the
decision. This was in an effort to understand the emerging construct by looking at
different instances of it. The questions that came to mind were: did the woman
not discuss the matter with her partner because they are not married, and therefore
did not feel obliged to do so? Alternatively, is there another explanation? Would
a married woman have behaved differently? Would another unmarried woman
approach the issue in a similar fashion?
Another example is a woman whose baby needed resuscitation. The
woman, in the hospital group, had previously had a hospital birth. At that time,
she was given pethidine during labour, and proceeded to deliver a baby who
needed resuscitation. The woman felt that she was lucky to have been in hospital
at that time because at home there would have been no suitable resuscitation
equipment. She therefore felt that it was best that she was going to have her baby
in hospital because any problems will be immediately attended. AnotheT woman
with a similar past history who was also planning a hospital birth was interviewed,
followed by yet another with a comparable history, but who was planning a home
birth. Sampling continued in such a fashion until data collection was completed.
Procedure of interview
Data were collected by means of an open interview; the opening for all
women was "please tell me about your decision to have your baby at
home/hospital". In some women, the question was enough to get them talking in
detail about their decision and factors that contributed to it. In others, however, a
lot of probing was required for them to give the information. If this happened,
information about factors mentioned by others in previous interviews was used to
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introduce a topic. The following excerpt of a transcript illustrates how probing
was done:
Researcher: What is the state of hygiene in the hospital?
"R>othepha: oh, it's appall-14g, this was [name of hospi,tall be-Fore the new
unit was built, and it was just di,abolizat.. There were cockroaches 144 the toilet, (
am not joki-ne! The food, well, what on yx. I sau about the food? Thee had these
lioriible ad bri-ght orange and purple curtai.ns, uou IR.nOW, that uou pun. round
that vuust have been. 100 dears old. This was [name o-F hospital] Literallu just
before thee iznociRtd it down, si.x months before thee kvtocIR,ea it down and built
the vteW unit. The bath, well I had to take antiseptiz stuff Ana clean the bath
before I could get 1.n. it. t wouldn't sit on the toilet seat, ( l'enow so mane people
that went home with i.infectlons. you know, it was unbetlevable and that WAS a
big factor LA. thi.o.121,Kg I don't want to go intar a hospital, Psalm.. 	 ecause eou
are more lIkele to covue home ill than. eou are, uou IzvLow. oh it WAS appalling, I
meat& the nurses avta everethtng had good standards o-F hugitne and there was
a cleaner. t was 1-n. a ward with, t thi.n.k. there was about 10 of vs at Least. sohke
people comi-no and gang, and visitors and uou Iznow, so it was appaLli.ng.
The researcher asked Bothepha the question about hygiene towards the
end of the interview, and it is thought unlikely that Bothepha would have
discussed hygiene without being prompted. However, following the question she
discussed hygiene in detail, and even said it was the main reason she was planning
a home birth. This would suggest that issues raised in previous interviews, which
seem important, could produce valuable leads for subsequent interviews.
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Most women offered coffee or tea, and in all cases the offer was accepted.
This was usually followed by small talk about the weather, and the woman's
health. Issues such as how far they were in their pregnancy, and how it had
progressed were raised before the actual interview started. In one case, the
woman offered coffee and then went on to talk about her recent house move, the
people that sold them their new house, and about their neighbours. She seemed to
want to talk about everything else except the subject of the study. Eventually she
was asked whether she wished for the interview to begin. She was a bit hesitant at
the beginning and wanted to change the subject again. The researcher explained
to her that she was not at all obliged to take part in the study, and that she could
change her mind about giving the interview if that was her wish.
The woman then started to talk, reservedly at first, and then became more
involved in what she was saying. It became apparent that she had been planning a
home birth, and just two days before the interview, she was informed that she
could not go ahead with her plan because her baby was too big. This happened
two weeks before her expected date of delivery. The equipment to assist at the
birth, which had already been delivered to her home, was taken away. The
woman was still very angry and disappointed and found it very difficult to discuss
anything to do with the birth. However, as the interview progressed she relaxed
into it.
Demographic data about the women were collected directly from their
obstetric records to avoid long interview sessions with them. All interviews were
tape recorded and later transcribed for analysis. After the interview, reflective
notes were written about how the interview had progressed and about the
impression given by the participant during the interview (Appendix 5). The
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researcher wrote her reflective notes when she arrived at the car after the
interview, and/or immediately after arrival at home.
At the researcher's home, the interview tape was listened to, and more
notes made about the interview. After this, the labelled tape was sent for
transcription. The transcribers were given instructions to type everything
verbatim. When the transcribed interviews arrived, they were read again, and all
were compared with the original tape to check for consistencies in the
transcription, mistakes were immediately corrected.
The influence of the researcher
In a qualitative investigation, the researcher's role is more than just data
collection. His or her background, gender, social class, ethnicity, curiosity in the
subject under study, relationship with participants, and style of collecting and
analysing data all have a bearing on the final product of the investigation (Sword
1999). It is therefore important to be aware of the possible influence of the
researcher on the results of the investigation.
In the present study, the researcher is a midwife, who has not practised as
a midwife in the United Kingdom, and who belongs to the black ethnic minority
group. All women were informed of the researcher's status, as regards midwifery
practice. It was explained to the women that the researcher was not a proponent of
any particular place of delivery, but wished to understand factors women
considered of significance in planning where they wanted to have their babies.
The researcher's background may have had an impact on the way women
interacted with her during the investigation.
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All women who participated in the study were white, except one who was
of Indian origin. They all seemed relaxed and appeared to talk candidly about
their decision-making and previous experiences of childbirth. Some of the
women asked about the situation of childbirth where the researcher had worked,
but the questions were general and not about the subject of the study. The
questions were usually asked after the interview. It is argued that women felt
more at ease talking to someone who they may have felt was not part of the
establishment about which they were reporting.
The researcher's anxiety in anticipating the interviews was whether women
participating in the study would regard her as an outsider, and also whether they
would perceive the research as worthwhile. However, the anxieties were expelled
soon after the first few interviews by the spontaneity of the women's responses to
the research question, the way they shared some very personal information, and
by offering to be contacted again if more information was needed.
In an attempt to promote acceptance, and create rapport, the researcher
dressed in a smart, but casual manner for the interviews, and initiated casual
conversation before the interview commenced. The conversation advanced to
asking them about how their pregnancy had progressed up to that point. If there
were children in the house, the researcher also interacted with them according to
their age. The dialogue with women appeared to be easy and spontaneous,
suggesting that they were comfortable with the researcher's presence. A decision
was made to tape record the interviews and not to write notes, as this would allow
more attention and eye contact with the women, which may signify an interest in
what they were sharing.
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As the women's stories unravelled, some provoked unanticipated feelings
from the researcher. Two women particularly described the difficulties, and
sometimes cruelty, they experienced at the hands of their carers. The researcher
felt much compassion for the women, and sometimes felt a sense of sadness at the
hopelessness of some of their situations, and the fact that the researcher could not
take active responsibility in helping, except to refer them to appropriate agencies.
Although there was a lot of emotion experienced in the course of the interactions
with women, it was important to maintain a neutral attitude (Patton 1990).
In the study, the researcher empathised with the participants, but did not
give any opinions as to how the women's cases should have been handled. The
women were just asked about how they felt about the situation and whether they
would want to talk to someone about it, in which case the appropriate person was
informed, and the woman handed over to them.
This section has described the processes used to collect data for the study,
the next section will discuss how the data was handled and analysed. The two
processes of data collection and analysis in a qualitative study are interactive,
which makes it difficult to talk about one without mentioning the other.
Data Analysis
Methods used to analyse the data are presented, using as much raw data as
possible to give the reader an idea of the type of information that was collected,
and the procedures used to analyse it. The extensive use of raw data helps to
make public the style and process of analysis. Participants' names are replaced by
Setswana (researcher's language) names to protect their identity. The present
study tried to follow principles of qualitative data analysis, especially the
grounded theory approach (Glaser and Strauss 1967).
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The process of analysis was iterative with data collection. During the
interview, the researcher listened, as well as observed, the surroundings and
participant's non-verbal cues. In this way, the context in which the research took
place and aspects of non-verbal communication could be recorded. Points raised
during the interview were clarified at appropriate times, for example, periodically,
what the participant said was re-phrased and repeated to her, or she was asked
additional questions. This kind of questioning and confirming were geared to
understanding the participants, to avoid misinterpreting them in the formal
analysis. The following example illustrates questioning to get a meaning of the
participant's expression:
Nozipho: whetA. I've goiAt up to the hospItcfl, or to the vulotwi,fe with hku
partmr, I mean, he has been totaLLu Lonored. It's LLIe,e, u0a 12,VLOW , it olLot talze
two you are not hkade to feel..., not specLaL, that's a loft otravikatiz, but uou're
LL1R,e a coin.Ver beLt, it's Wu, next, and, I guess uou're -Fvue, Off UDR SO. AKA I
tliLmle that because it Ls such a speciAL thi,vtg, it, u out shouts( be made to feeL
perhaps A LittLe ',wore uOu }tow, theft wkOlt Uou're acing Ls ctuLte LnoredLbLe avuot
nt.ade to feeL that Lt Ls reaLLu.
Researcher: When you say you are like a conveyor belt, what does it
mean?
Noziplio: it Ls n.ore, RVIA. Let's sau for exampLe at the cli,nit„ the run the
flu. aid/Liz, uou. Venow, uou have peopLe conti.vto IAA, theu're lit:RA-n.0 theLr Liajecti,ovt
anol it is nothi.vtg else to the oroli.voru A IAA, avt.ol uou're havi.vue Dot -person 1,14,
after another. tA.0.4., and that's fLne for A flu i.vjecti-oin, but wilco, uou're CiattASILLU
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uou .now, uou're carruimg a loab um, A VLO{ especLatiu if it Ls jour -first tLme,
to uou. it Ls miraculous.
Nozipho used the expression conveyor belt to put across that care was very
impersonal and hurried at the clinic, without any consideration as to how she felt
about her pregnancy. It was necessary to understand the phrase the way she
meant it. Other women used the same expression in the same way.
In another example, Mmaoshadi was asked to isolate what she thought
were the main reasons why she preferred to have a home birth:
Researcher: If you were to isolate just one or two a reasons for
choosing home birth, what would they be?
mmaoslicidi.: The-fa Vultlaritu, vt.ot having to Leave im, the middle of it cll.
It was all much more relaxed, not havi-ng to pacIR, mu bags, and mu children as
well. I had one sizlz child the Last ti.m.e, who on.0 mum, came to Loolz after and
she wouldn't have anutlii-ng to do with. she was too ill, di.dn't want anubodu
but vue and I would have worrLed about her, if I'd have been. LK, hospLtal even just
for a clau. i would have worritd about her because I lenew that she wasn't
getti.o.g..., she was throwLng strops ever u ti.me muii& tried to do a mutleliNto for
her, evev. hku husband she wasn't particularlu Lnterested LA.. It was me She
wct lilted, a AA I would have worrled a bout that 1 thi,n1R,. yes, so there's vto brea IR, in
it for them., she wolee up tn the morning, she'd beeh, awaIze oluri-ng the night but
she wo1ze up LK. the morning the babu was there. i hadn't had to go awau, there
was no IR,Lnd of trau.ma for her either, but, dou feel LK control, uou feet. that
d owre doi.K.0
 it all at our pace. yes, that's probabiu the maLnIzi-nol of thi-ngs,
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h4,u husbovzi would sou thnt lie feLt wtore L& comtrol, not hk.u.ch more 1.K.voLved 1,v.
the whoLe thLiko beiNto here.
Such questioning helped to check the participant's response against the
information they had already provided. In the above example, Mmaoshadi had
already given the same reasons without any prompting, therefore, the response to
the question served as confirmation. Some words used by the participant serve as
in vivo codes, i.e., codes constructed using elements from participant's own
speech (Strauss and Corbin 1990). These are the underlined words in the
quotation above.
Immediately following the interview, when the researcher arrived home,
and sometimes in the car, before going home, notes were made about the
interview situation. The notes included anything noteworthy that was observed,
or anything surprising or unexpected that the participant mentioned or seemed to
concentrate on during the interview. The interview style was also reflected on to
determine whether it could have been better, and how it could be made more
effective in subsequent interviews. After Nnese's interview, the following notes
were made:
Nnese seems upset about her husband's lack ofsupport for a home birth, but
determined to have her baby at home. It was a bit difficult to conduct the interview
because Nnese's son was in the room and wanting attention from her, or making too
much noise. However, despite this, Nnese put her point or view across clearly.
Perhaps I did not give N nese adequate time to discuss all factors affecting her decision,
or maybe I did not use the right prompts?
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As soon as the tape recorder was switched off, she talked at length about the
things she does not like about the hospital. These included cleanliness, which seems to
be the main Factor. She says the toilet and bath are not cleaned properly, and that too
many people use the bed linen. She also talked about shortage (Distaff which often
results in women not having any midwife with them during labour, and she did not
want that to happen to her. Noise From other women's babies was another factor she
did not like about the hospital environment.
In the coming interviews, perhaps I should prompt for these issues lithey are
not spontaneously mentioned. The interview was interesting because Nnese is a
midwife, so it was interesting to hear her give the same reasons as other women for
wanting a home birth. It was also interesting to hear about how midwives may feel
about providing home births, having at one point opposed home births herself.
During the interview, Nnese maintained that her only reason for choosing
to have home delivery was her son, as there was no one to look after him if she
went to hospital. However, as the interview progressed she gave other reasons,
including the fact that she did not want to be left alone during labour, and that the
hospital was a clinical environment (See Appendix 6 for Nnese's full interview
transcript).
Each interview was transcribed as soon as possible following the
interview. Those transcribed by the researcher were done on the night following
the interview, while the interview situation was still fresh. However, because of
the workload, some of the transcription was done by a secretarial service. The
tapes were handed to them on the day of the interview, and it took 2-3 days to get
the transcripts back. After transcription, the researcher proof-read all the
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transcripts and compared them with the interview tapes to correct mistakes. This
also served to make the researcher familiar with the transcripts.
Following transcription, each interview was analysed using line-by-line
open coding (Glaser 1992). In this type of coding, there are no preconceived
codes, the data themselves suggesting the type of code (Appendix 7). Single
words, phrases and sentences were closely examined to give them a label. The
following is an example of open coding for part of Nnese's interview transcript
(see Appendix 6 for the full transcript).
My decision is purely convenience, (oovtvevaelAze)
my partner and I aren't ofthe same vein on this, but he is soon to be (partwer
disagrees)
working away on a weekly basis, Monday to Friday, and
I have 18 month old son and trying to find someone to take me (cowcerw for sow)
into hospital and someone to look after him is just going to be
so difficult in the middle of the night
a nd I labour very quickly. I had an hour and a half labour with Ter° (clulolz Labour)
and I want the reassurance that I am not going to be on my own. (oioesw't wawt to be
a Lo)
So it is really convenient that I call out someone a nd I know (oowvewitwoe)
I can have a good midwife here within half an hour to help me.
And those are really my reasons.
I have had lots of friends in the area who have had home births 
and had really really good experiences and I thought I would do it myself. (vve.taKze
o-F fri.ewds)
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The hospital birth I had was very fortunate in that I had chosen a midwife
who was a very good friend of mine who came to deliver me (had favvti.i.i.eir midwife)
and it happened very very quickly, but it was a bit dramatic at the time
and a bit clinical, but it had to be (previous quick, dramatic and clinical birth in 
hospital) 
and my husband was very frightened, 50 it had to be in hospital (iusloawd fri-ektemd)
and now that I have a very rapid labour. I think I would like to do it at home. (has
rapixi Labour)
I didn't have much pain relief last time and there is no need for me
to go in and be in that clinical environment if I am such a low risk category, (Low risie
oategord IAA weed for hospital.)
which I am. But there is nothing with the hospital,
I will go in. Alley want me to go in, I will go in, it is not a problem, (wW. go to
hospitoa. if ',tads be)
but I prefer to have it in a relaxed confines ofmy own home. (ow1A home more ',el-iv:et:0
Analysis of this excerpt led to some patterns of experiences and Nnese's
thoughts being listed. These were thought to be influencing factors in her
decision. The first thing she mentions is convenience, and then she goes on to
point that her husband was not in agreement with her decision. Nnese then
outlines why it is convenient to have a home birth by explaining the situation with
her first son. Another factor she mentions is that she had a quick labour, and that
she did not want to be left on her own. A follow-up question would have
established the significance of a short labour and home birth, this was not done in
this interview, but subsequent interviews with other women indicated that some
feared they might deliver before reaching the hospital, while others thought that
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because they previously had short uncomplicated labour it was an indication that
they would not have any problems if they delivered at home. The point about the
reassurance of not being left on her own was later expanded when Nnese
mentioned the shortage of staff in hospital.
The analysis also reveals that Nnese was influenced by the good
experiences of her friends. She also wants to be cared for by a familiar midwife,
in her previous delivery a close friend assisted. Nnese considers the hospital to be
a clinical environment, and herself to be low-risk and therefore does not need to
be in the clinical environment. She, however, points out that she has an open
mind about the hospital because if there is a need to go in she would.
The categories generated by the analysis therefore are:
Convenience
Partner disagreement
Quick labour
Influence of others
Familiar midwife
Clinical environment
No need for pain relief
Own environment
Open mind about the hospital
The purpose of initial analysis was to discover issues that were raised
during the interview, and therefore what to anticipate and follow up in subsequent
ones. The data gave indications of who to interview next and who might help in
clearing issues raised in the present interview (Boulton and Hammersley 1996;
Denzin and Lincoln 1994; Strauss and Corbin 1990). Many categories of analysis
were made as suggested by the data at that time. Issues raised in the previous
interviews were followed up in subsequent ones. If not spontaneously mentioned,
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probes and/or questions were used to get the participants' view on the issue.
There was an active search for negative cases.
A sample of the transcripts were given to a second person to analyse to
check that the researcher was making an objective analysis of the interviews. The
second person was a nurse lecturer, and she was only given the aims of the study
and asked to analyse the transcripts to see what categories she could come up
with. There was a remarkable similarity between the themes that the researcher
and the second person produced. This was taken by the researcher as an
indication that the analysis was objective and therefore she continued with the rest
of the transcripts.
Summary sheets in the form of mind maps, depicting the categories that
developed were made for each transcript. Figure 2 is an example of a mind map
that was made.
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Figure 2: Analysis mind map
Scums of donation
Otter womenHospital factors
Very technbal
very cinical
bath taken away from you
tapped down in bed
cortinuous monitoring
hospital busy
aftended by strangers
shanties
busy
restricted *king furs
formol
bss of control
strict rodines
Home factos
more personal
do what you want
have a bath anytime
take your time
known midwife
more cortrol
more comfortable
somethirg different
more relaxed
easy going
more explanotion
freedom to move about
flexibb
special
Other factors
preWous good lobar
lack of donation
pregnancy factors
second pregnorcy professional factors
good midwife
experienced niclide
supportive midwife
Partner factors
prefers home
support
sister bed home birth
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A mind map is visually similar to a diagram, and is used as an ocular
representation of relationships between concepts (Straus and Corbin 1990). It has
also been described as a visual format that represents information systematically
so that the user can draw valid conclusions and take needed action (Miles and
Huberman 1994). The mind maps used in the present analysis allowed one to see
a summary of all categories derived in an interview at a glance. It also made it
easy to compare codes from different transcripts without having to read through
the mass of data to identify them.
The process of data collection and analysis is recursive and dynamic in
nature, but, it does not follow that the analysis is finished when all data has been
collected (Merriam 1988). On the contrary, analysis becomes more intensive
once data collection is finished. In the present study, when all the interviews had
been completed, all the transcripts and summary maps were revisited to compare
the codes and themes that had developed. This is called focused coding, and it
has been argued that as a corpus of initial coding accumulates, it becomes itself an
object that should be reviewed (Lofland and Lofland 1995). The more frequently
used codes are identified, the less used ones also noted. Relationships between
codes were also identified so that they could be brought together under common
names that encapsulated a common meaning.
Once similar themes had been combined, the researcher decided to list all
the final themes and then go back to the transcripts to identify the excerpts that
contributed to the theme formation. This was to attempt to ensure that the themes
related directly to the raw data and that the raw data would attest to the
genuineness of the themes. The theme was therefore listed, followed by some
quotations from different transcripts with pseudonyms and location of the
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quotation in the transcript, denoted by line numbers (Appendix 8), to make it easy
for a quotation to be traced back to its original transcript.
There are different ways of conducting qualitative data analysis. In the
study, subsequent to focused analysis a more in-depth analysis was done
following an example from the literature (Rose and Webb 1998). In the example,
an excerpt of a poem by Yeates was used to illustrate how analysis could be
conducted. The example follows:
An aged man is but a paltry thing,
A tattered coat upon a stick.
Yeates (1972) quoted by Rose and Webb (1998)
The key to understanding the extract lies in understanding the meaning of
the symbol, the old man represented by a tattered coat on a stick, representing a
scarecrow (Rose and Webb 1998). The scarecrow in relation to old age represents
emotions, for example, loss, poverty of spirit, and loneliness (Rose and Webb
1998). Without an understanding of what a scarecrow is, one would not make
sense of the image. Furthermore, more cognitive processes are involved to
connect the image of the scarecrow to the experience of old age. The language
used and the image it conjures combine to bring out the general category of old
age.
Rose and Webb (1998) assert that a researcher should be able to make a
more sensitive and sympathetic analysis of interview data by using a comparable
intellectual technique. The reader of the poem can reach a more profound
understanding of what the poet is attempting to convey than merely stating that
the poem is about old age (Rose and Webb 1998). The point made by the
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illustration is that data analysis is much more than just quotations of participants'
words. Additionally, the poem stands to illustrate that the analysis must be made
in the context of the data at hand, and not in general terms. A full description of
the circumstances under which the data was collected is therefore an integral part
of the analysis.
An approach similar to the one above was taken in an attempt to analyse
the transcripts in-depth to try to understand the decision-making process. The
following quotation is used as an example of how this was attempted:
aoLape: I thLnIR. Lf,	 uou're at kovue, 1 uean don't quote me o this
after i've had the bb u (Laughs). I thi.n1R, at home things are actuaLLu Less
LL..eLu to go wrong, thLs	 vuu personal. opLikLon, because 	 yLow, uhk vt.ot so
vuuch of it bo, because Lt was a veru easu bixth. "&ut with Emu two ,gLrLsJ,
was a case of, theu are standLng there, avx.ol thee are sauLng uou. l'enow, the
babu Ls	 olLstress, f UOc don't hurru up Glvtd push UOIX ODIANLCI have to have
forceps. And thee show eou what thee are and uou're thiAkIR,Lng, oh, mu oo4!
you know alkol uou are gettLng uourseLf, so, I got hkuseLf so worized up, uou
Iznow because, dow. lenow I've seem these thi.ngs, and I thought, oh LO, theu're,
goi.ng near me. yolX. 10W A Vt01 I ftlAZI I WAS vere vere panizized the ftrst two
ti.vues, eou }R,L,LOW, and it was a case o-F, ees, just push for dear Li-fe and ees, wi.th
the ft.rst two gi-rls I ended up with a Lot and Lot o-F stitches. And uecili, ueah,
with vmu bou, it was a case 0-F, because, eeah, prcii-se not vue	 tAmk,
because of how well. she WAS, I meavx. he WAS IlLeCirLU
	
-poixmcis and Lt was
fontastLcI yov IVILOW, K4 stitches, nothi-ng, because there was h-o pressure there.
Whereas ueah, with the two gi.rt.s there was so much pressure that u ow. lzvtow,
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itiust put me off of birth, fuLL stop. Ana jet this time, I thought weLL, at home,
uou Penow, °Laze again. uou're not sang to have that pressure becatASe tined are
ot going to sau to uou, uow kvtow hurru up anol push this thins out because
I've Sot two more Ladies in the next room waiting to give birth, avol can't spend
aLL h,tu ti.vue with uou. .50, I thlz ueah, ct home because feel- uou'LL be a Lot
frikore reLeved, joiCre Less Li.lzeLu for thi,vIgs to go wrong, I mean that's not
sauing theu won't (aoLape).
At casual reading of the extract it appears the woman is simply trying to
justify her decision to have a home birth by saying home is relaxed and things are
less likely to go wrong and even laughing about it. The passage raises a lot of
issues, and the analysis attempted first to get the overall meaning and then to try
and isolate factors, which appear to have influenced her decision to have a home
birth.
Firstly, Gaolape starts the passage by making it clear that she has no
previous personal knowledge of home birth, "I think..". She then acknowledges
that things may not go according to how she thinks they will progress "...don't
quote me on this until after I have had the baby". She talks about her previous
experiences of hospital deliveries, she has had three children in hospital. In the
other two births, she describes scenes of intimidation and blackmail by those
looking after her, "the baby is in distress, i f you don't hurry up and push you going
to have to have forceps! And they show you what they [forceps] are, and you're
thinking, Oh, my God! You know and you are getting yourself so, I got myself so
worked up, you know because, you know, I've seen these things, and I thought, oh
no, they're, not going near me".
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The midwife who assisted her told her to hurry up and push. In reality,
one does not just push when they want to deliver the baby. Secondly, the woman
is shown the forceps, which will be used on her if she does not hurry up and push.
This appears like a threat of a punishment she is going to receive if she does not
follow orders.
In the process, Gaolape became very anxious and panicked. She says it
was a case of "just push for dear life!" The result was that, as she put it, "with the
first two girls I ended up with a lot and lot of stitches" and that "it put me off of
birth, full stop".
On the other hand, she had a hospital delivery where she received better
treatment. That time, although the baby was big, 9 pounds, she did not have any
stitches because she was not pressured and therefore she was more relaxed.
Gaolape believes that if she delivers at home, there will be no pressure, as there
will be no other women waiting for attention at the same time. She finishes by
saying things are less likely to go wrong at home but this is not saying that they
wont. She seems willing to take the risk.
Gaolape had a very bad experience of a first labour. She chose to go to
hospital probably because she trusted everything the hospital represented. She
was let down by the midwives who looked after her, and, when she tried a second
time the same thing happened. She was told that her baby was in distress, that
alone would panic her, but, in addition to that, she is made to feel that it is her
fault that the baby is in distress. In the end, she has many stitches, which was
physical trauma in addition to the emotional trauma. The experience had a lasting
effect on her because she said it put her off having another child for thirteen years.
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Gaolape brought up a number of factors that led her to choose home over
hospital birth such as:
• the ill-treatment
• impersonal and hurried care
• divided attention
• interventions
• victimisation
All interview transcripts were scrutinised in a similar fashion to get to the
core factors that influenced women's choice of place of delivery.
After completion of data collection phase, the researcher wrote to the two
hospitals to thank the midwives for helping in the study. All women who took
part also received a letter thanking them for their participation in the study. The
researcher also offered both the women and the midwives a summary of the
results and asked those who are interested to indicate so that they could be sent
one.
The present chapter has discussed the methods used to collect and analyse
data for the study. It has also given an indication of the findings through some of
the analysed texts. Data analysis and results are intertwined in qualitative
research; a discussion of the analysis is also almost a discussion of findings. The
following chapter addresses the results, and there is a lot of overlap with data
analysis.
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Chapter 6 Results
Introduction
Chapter 6 presents results of the investigation into pregnant women's
perceptions of the process of childbirth, and major influences on their preference
for a place of delivery. In an effort to understand women's decision-making about
the place of birth, theories of risk perception were considered, which, it was
thought, might illuminate how women make decisions about the place of birth.
Examples reviewed in chapter 3, suggested, among other things, that the
perception of risk in decision-making is subjective, depending on the beliefs and
individual or group circumstances of those involved in the decision-making. The
thesis therefore considered that one of the factors influencing women's choice of
place of delivery might be their perception of risk and safety related to childbirth.
The proposition was made because home and hospital as places of birth are very
different in terms of what facilities are available and who is likely to attend the
birth. However, the notion of risk perception was not introduced when
questioning the women, the aim was for the theory to emerge from the data if it
was relevant in the decision-making. It would therefore be picked up in the
analysis.
The present chapter starts by presenting tables of results in terms of
demographic characteristics of those who took part, as well as themes identified
as having had an influence on the planned place of delivery. As in the previous
chapter, raw data are used as much as possible where appropriate. The style
adopted in presenting the results by employing raw data is recommended by
Chenail (1995:7), who believes that the data "should be the star" in that it should
be the focus of the research in all its richness, breadth, and depth. It is also argued
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that presentation of much of the data allows the reader to see what they can see in
the data, and is a way of sharing the wealth and invites others to continue the
inquiry and the conversation (Chenail 1994). Other authors have adopted the
same style (Boydell, Goering, and Morrell-Bellai 2000; Karp and Tanarugsachock
2000; Lavender, Walkinshaw, and Walton 1999; Sandelowski and Jones 1996;
Waitzkin 1991).
When quotations from raw data are used in published papers, the authors
often omit the identifications, normally pseudonyms they used for participants
who provided the particular data (Boydell, Goering, and Morrell-Bellai 2000;
Karp and Tanarugsachock 2000; Lavender, Walkinshaw, and Walton 1999;
Sandelowski and Jones 1996). This would make it difficult to discern whether the
information used is from one participant, or a number of them. In this study,
pseudonyms for participants are used in all the quotations. As well as showing
the variety of respondents who provided the data, it also allows anyone interested
in any particular interview transcript to easily identify it.
The study aims were presented to the women, and the opening statement at
the interview was:
Please tell me about your decision to have your baby at home/ hospital
(depending on the chosen place).
This evoked a variety of responses from the women, covering different
subjects. The next section explores issues raised by women about their decision-
making, but first the demographic variables are presented.
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Home (N=13)	 Hospital (N= 20
2025 	
26 - 31
32 - 37
38 - 43
Findings
Thirty-three women participated in the study, 20 planning a hospital birth
and 13 planning a home birth. The age, educational and marital status, and parity
of those who participated are presented in Tables 5-8.
Table 5: Age and Planned Place of Delivery
Table 6: Educational status
Educational level Home (n=13) Hospital (n=20)
n (%) n (%)
.	 '......
.....	 ............... , .. , ..... ....
..... ..
............. .... . . .."
....	 ....	 .
••	 •
Prixnazy Schoa 	
. .......	 : .	 . ..:.... 	 .
Secondary School 5 (38) 7 (35)
••	 •	 . 	
.	 . .
univerNity or toil aIdegrea
:
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Place of delivery
15 (75)
Single
n (%)
5 (25)
Table 7: Marital status
Table 8: Parity
Planned
venue
Home
(n=i3)
Hospital
20)
G1	 G2	 G3	 G4
".	 "	 ..................	 .....
1 (0
.	 .	 .................... .... 	 .................. ............
.	 . : ... .	 ........................................................	 .
. .....	 .	 .............. .	 ........ .....	 .	 .
:	 .............. 	 ......	 .................
6 (46)	 5 (25)	 6 (30)	 3 (15)
G = Gravida (denotes the number of times the woman has been pregnant)
There were no differences in demographic variables between women
planning a home birth and those planning a hospital birth. This may be because
theoretical sampling was used, which aimed for women with specific
characteristics to match or refute a view raised in a previous interview. There
were, however, some differences in educational status. More women in the home
birth group had sat secondary school and college or university examinations.
Only one woman expecting her first baby was planning a home birth, whereas in
the hospital group there was an even distribution of parity.
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When asked about where they think is the best place to have a baby, 77%
of women planning a home birth and 90% of those planning a hospital birth said
that for a first baby it is better to go to hospital as one does not know what to
expect. This might explain why there was only one woman expecting a first baby
who was planning a home birth. At the time of the study there was no other first
time mother planning a home birth.
The results of the investigation are now presented in tables in the form of
themes expressed by women. It is important to note that the themes express what
women spontaneously expressed, which was then brought together by content
analysis. Table 9 lists themes according to place of delivery they refer to (i.e.
home or hospital) or just the number that mentioned the theme. For example,
looking at the theme comfortable/relaxed, the numbers indicate that 1 woman felt
the hospital was comfortable and/or relaxed while 10 felt that way about the
home. Numbers under themes convenient, emergencies attended faster, partner
against, and safety indicate the number who felt that way about the venue.
However, for the themes first baby best in hospital, good experience/easy birth,
influence of others, information from others and reading, no pain relief partner
involved in choice, pregnancy complications, process uncertain, short labour and
supportive midwife, the numbers indicate the number in each venue who
mentioned the theme (see Table 9).
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Table 9: Themes expressed by women in both groups
Theme Home (n=13) Hospital (n=20)
Comfortable/relaxed 10 (77%) 1 (5%)
Convenience 7 (54%) 2 (10%)
Emergencies attended faster 2 (15%) 14 (70%)
First baby best in hospital 8 (62%) 16 (80%)
Good experience/easy birth 6 (46%) 4 (20%)
Influence of others 8 (62%) 4 (20%)
Information from others and
reading
5 (38%) 11(55)
No pain relief 2 (15%) 3 (15%)
Open mind about pain relief 6 (46%) 9 (45%)
Partner against 1 (8%) 3 (15%)
Partner involvement in choice 13 (100%) 2 (10%)
Pregnancy complications 5 (38%) 6 (30%)
Process uncertain 8 (62%) 16 (80%)
Safety 8 (62%) 16 (80%)
Short labour 8 (62%) 1 (5%)
Supportive midwife 6 (46%) 2 (10%)
Table 10 presents themes denoting what women planning a home birth
found to be negative about the hospital. For example, 77% of the home group felt
that the hospital was an alien environment, and 69% said that there is shortage of
staff in the hospital, resulting in one being left unattended for long periods. Other
negative factors expressed are the fact that one has to change rooms, that the
hospital is a clinical environment that the care is impersonal, that one is more
likely to have interventions, that it is noisy, there is poor hygiene, and that there
are routines in the hospital.
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Table 10: Themes expressed about the hospital
Theme (n=13)
Alien environment 10 (77%)
Busy/staff shortage 9 (69%)
Left alone 9 (45%)
Change of rooms 6 (46%)
Clinical environment 9 (69%)
Impersonal care 5 (38%)
Interventions 4 (31%)
Lack of privacy 5 (38%)
Medicalisation 6 (46%)
Noise/disturbances 6(46%)
Poor hygiene/repairs 8 (62%)
Routines 8 (62%)
Scared/dislike of hospital 2 (15%)
Table 11 presents themes expressed exclusively by women about their
planned venue. For example, 17 women planning a hospital birth thought there
were backup facilities at the hospital in case of emergencies while 9 women
planning a home birth thought they were more likely to get continuous care at
home. Most of the themes in Table 11 express the positive things identified by
women planning a home birth about the home. The only positive feature
expressed about the hospital is to do with safety.
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Table 11: Themes expressed about the chosen Venue
Theme Home (n=13) Hospital (n=20)
Backup facilities 10 (50%)
Continuous care 9 (69%)
Control 11(85%) 1 (5%)
Familiar environment 10 (77%)
Family and friends presence 9 (69%)
Freedom of movement 8 (62%)
Gentle care 2 (15%)
Natural birth 2(15%)
Own environment/facilities 8 (62%)
Privacy 5 (38%)
Proximity to hospital 9 (69%)
Table 12 presents other themes that were identified. Most of them indicate
events leading to a bias towards hospital birth.
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Table 12: Other Themes
Theme Home (n= 13) Hospital (n=20)
Confidence in midwives 9(69%)
First baby 6 (30%)
Given choice of two hospitals 10 (50%)
Gradual process 5(38%)
Home not mentioned 9 (45%)
Lack of information 18 (90%)
Midwife encouraged hospital 3 (15%)
No discussion with partner 15 (75%)
Open mind about hospital 4(20%)
Presumed decision 6 (30%)
Previous bad experience 4 (20%)
Previous home birth 6(46%)
After identifying the themes shown in Tables 9-12 the ones that had the
same meaning were grouped together, and integrated under a common more
abstract theme as illustrated in Table 13:
Table 13: Themes that were combined
Initial themes Core theme
Choice of two hospitals, midwife encouraged hospital, no information,
home not mentioned, presumed decision, normal course of action
Information
Left	 alone,	 busy,	 shortage	 of	 staff,	 safety,	 continuous	 care,
backup facilities, experienced staff, emergencies attended faster, short
labour, good experience, easy birth, clinical environment, interventions,
medicalisation, routines, influence of others, proximity to hospital, first
baby best in hospital, uncertain process, open mind about hospital
Risk
perception/safety
More	 comfortable/relaxed, 	 control,	 freedom
	 of movement,	 own
environment, privacy, familiar environment, convenience, change of
rooms
Control
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The results of the study therefore indicate that women's decision-making
about the place of birth were somehow determined by factors centred on three
main themes of information, risk perception/safety, and control. Most of the
themes were related to risk perception. It would be useful to illustrate how the
themes relate to risk perception.
Most women in both groups felt that a first baby was better in hospital
because one did not know what to expect and therefore it was safer to have the
baby in hospital. Influence of others is related to perception of risk and safety
because others' experiences, whether good or bad, at a particular venue were
shown in the study to influence how women viewed that venue. For example, if
one knew someone who had successfully delivered at home without any
complications, their perception was that they also could have a safe birth at home.
Some women just mentioned that they preferred a venue because of safety. Most
women thought childbirth was an uncertain process and preferred a venue that
they felt would make them safer.
Women planning a home birth talked about staff shortage in hospital, and
perceived that to have increased risk of things going wrong without anybody
noticing on time. They therefore preferred home where they thought they would
have continuous care. To the home birth group, continuous care was
synonymous with safety. Women who had had a good experience at a particular
venue preferred to go back to the same venue. The good experience in most cases
referred to when emergencies were attended faster, or when the midwife was seen
to be caring, and there were no complications. Some women planning a home
birth said they had previously had easy short labour and therefore did not want to
risk giving birth on the way to hospital, or perceived previous safe birth to mean
safe birth this time.
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Some women planning a hospital birth recalled instances when they had
complications. Their perception of the present pregnancy was therefore that it
could also end with complicated or risky labour, and therefore they wanted to be
in hospital where there were emergency equipment or backup facilities and more
chances of any emergencies attended faster. Women planning a home birth, on
the other hand, often mentioned the fact that they lived close to the hospital
(proximity to hospital) and therefore could easily transfer if there was an
emergency. They also felt that because the home was a familiar environment and
they felt comfortable and relaxed, things were less likely to go wrong.
Using similar logic, themes under the umbrella of information, and those
under control were also brought together under a common name. The following
sections present original quotations from transcripts denoting factors contributing
to the planned place of delivery. The factors are denoted by umbrella names of
information, safety and control as shown in Table 13. The quotations are
intended to illustrate how the original responses led to the development of the
themes. They also indicate the different ways that participants expressed the
themes. Quotations have been selected because they capture what was expressed
about the theme by women in exceptional ways. Care is taken to include different
points of view. First, a box of all nom de plumes of those who took part in the
study and their planned place of delivery is presented.
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Box 2: Pseudonyms of study participants and planned
place of delivery
Information about available options
The first noticeable difference between women planning a home and those
planning a hospital birth in the study is the frequency with which women planning
a hospital birth mention that they were not informed about home birth. Most
women planning a hospital birth (90%) said home birth was not mentioned to
them, they therefore assumed they were going to go to hospital. The following
quotations from transcripts of women planning a hospital birth show what some of
them said about their knowledge of what is available:
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Tshi.oll.: Well, 1 am havi.ng i.t at (name of hospital.) because, basizallu
there is nowhere else to have i.t. I don't thi.nlz.
Nozipho: I thi.n1R. at the bookRIng visit I was askeed which hospital. ( would
be gong to, vot have I consislereol a home bi.rth. H-ovue bi.rth oil-di/tit come up at
all, it was just whi.ch hospital. will. uou be goi.ng to. That was the onlu olecLsLoo,
I had to maize real,Lu ... but i feet that it would have been ni.ce if theu could have
menti.oned it, avzi then sai.d, but this is the recisolit whu we would prefer uou. not
to.. .It was aLmost assumed that I would have it 1,LA. hospikal... No One, VW OM
actuallu sort of sat me down and sai.d, well have uou. consixtered a kovue bi.rth?
knk, so,just,just hospital. that was a straightawau decisizn.
%aboetwe: I dovvt izvtow how I cam.e to the deci.sLovt that I am' goLiAg to
have mu locibu LA. hospital.. uvu, (pause) I suppose I probabLu assumed from the
start that ( wouLd. I have alwaus presuvued that it would be at the hospital.. I
di.dn't even thi.vtle about havi.ng it at home, I don't Iznow whu, 1 oli.olnit even
consizier it._ I have never lenow& anubodu to licive theix babu at home before. I
just presume/À that was the normal. thi.ng  to do uou. Iznow.
Segosha: I thi,vtIR. uou just grow up itz.h,owi,Kg uou are goi,h,g to have uour
locibu im, hospi.tal. Just, dour. Iznow, uou Lievt,vutdiAtel.0 thi.n.1z that uov are goi.ng
to licive uokr bcilou 1.n. hospital.. 1 di.dn't reallu gi.ve home bi.rth a thought and I
just had hospital. i.vt mi.not reallu.
montLenuane: oh it's onlu been a choice of hospitaL, I &mkt even.
remember bef,vtg asIzeol the questi.oh, whether I wanted a home bi.rth because I
suppose it's not somethi.ng I wouls1 have thought to GisiZ, It probaloLu wouLdn't
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have registered so I can't remember if I was even asked whether I wanted a hohAt
birth. I wos given. the choice of two hospitals, basicallu [-f or g], but again. I
suppose I was familiar with F, rot had io bbu there I was more thon happ with
the care that I got there so I saw no renson to go and change to a Afrereht
hospLtal.
"R.oithatelo: I wouldn't sou o 1005, but I think the reallu waiAt uott to
go to hospital. I would sou that theu gi.ve the information that theu have to
give, but thee would slightlu, not -force uou., that's the wron.g word, but ivt the
wau that it's presented and the rest of it would encourage uou to go to [name 0-F
hospita0. yes, jot would probablu be encouraged that wou.
.seipciti: I don't even remember talking about home births at all, n think
it alwous comes from the mother. you hove to ask either the vikidwife or sou to
the doctor uou want a home birth, it i.s alwous assumed jot want to go to
hospital unless uou hove made thot first step.
Pedzonl: I at reollu remember onubodu telling me about the optioms
of home and hospital birth. I think it is just presumed that that is the decision.
uou make and if uou are n.ot giving anu other decisions uot,t are sort of rail-
roaded into that scenario and uou don't think of anuthing else.
sponkinuan.a: I think, uou should be given all the options co(n  thee
should be all equollu discussed. The trouble 1,s, it's like the breast feeding
issue. It's Like, breast feeoling, oh des, we will spend two hours talking obout
breast feedii&g, but artificini feeding, which even the wording of it Ls a bit sort
of, uou know, If uou wont to talk. obout dint, we will, but not VLOW. I think that
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es the culture, et Ls wrong en a wau because uou should be geveiA. ALL the
1.1kforvikCiti.oin, anol Lt should be all of equal LKA.portonce. so this Ls all the
enformateon on home berths, not promoteng et, but givens et on a par with
everutheng else rather than sort of, oh ues uou. meght be able to have a home
birth.
One of the participants poignantly articulated the lack of information about
available options when she said
'when someone plants a seed of thought Ln uour head, Leke perhaps home
berth, and gives uou some enfor ywateon., uou mou consider Lt more, bit beacukse
that seed was never planted, I dedn't even consider Le (aboelwe).
Other women expressed similar sentiments about information-giving
regarding home birth:
senuana: I thi.niz womein, don't know about home berths. In genercil, et
Ls not sometheng people thenk, about, but becou_se thee don't hear about et then
thee never conseoler it. Perhaps 1.f thee heard about it more, the theu would
conseder et. i know there Are some areas I. the countru where thee hove got
reallu Vigil home berth rates just because the P vu.einti,ovted when thee were 6
weeks pregnant. The c P
 well sou "would uou lek,e to have a deleveru at home
a vt4 that 1 thenk gives them. About 201 lionte berths. And I thenk, ef that was the
cAse I tki.v012, hA.ore wovuevt. woulo( toke up oLA, it more.
SoLthatelo: EVerdtki.K.0 Ls posetLontd to encourage uou to go to hospetal, I
WORLa SA U. 1 thIMAR, WM WORid hove to be quite strong person to be A bLe to turv.
et round and sou NO, this Ls not for me uou know, I want to hove Lt at home.
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you have to be veru persuasive. herol somebodu eLse sauLng that thee wanted
it at home and the vuldwi.fe trieol to convince her not to have it at home, but she
had insisted. so I dill-K.1z to get it at home	 reollu have to fight.
malpeLo: (thiniz when UOLX are 12 weelzs pregnant uoi . have a Lome time
ahead 0-F uou, and that Ls the timitse to actuallu discuss the optLons avtd the fact
that UDR could have the babu at home, coulol go ln avtd have a six hour
dlscharge whatever. And, reaLLu, unLess uour midwife Ls goi-vtg to actuaiiu
thint about that in advahze am) she Ls pro acti-ve and she is goi.AAg to taLIR, to
uou. about the optlons, the lit• that Ls a missed opportunitu reaLid. thiniz a Lot o-f
them Inkalu avt assuvv.pti.on and thLniz well, des, uou come knder [name of
hospital.] or [another hospitalJ or whatever and sau, "uou wilL be goLvtg aLovvg
there to have the babu, won't uour And, people, unless theu hove specl-ftcoLLu
thought about it and are willing to state, 'well, actuaLLu, no, I won't," then thee
will not get the opti-on at aLl.
icebabonue: i would sau that the source of Lnformati-on abou.t ovailabLe
optLons is not great within the NH-s. I thlnlz thee LlIze to evLcourage ntothers to
have babies in. hospital.. tpresLcv.te theu perceLve that As being the safest option,
but mu bet Ls that it is actuallu protectlng uour turf, because that is what
happened in. New Zealand, it is aimost a covupLete rtplIcatlon of what happened
there. As more women become, weLL start to Look at niternative options about
where thee can have their bobLes, the turf protectlon that goes OA. Is absoLuteLu
mcizimg, U0 14- 1Rnow. you will. get all sorts of propoisavtota avtd of covrse, me
babu dies during a home detiveru, the inflated claims about what wevut wrong
And what could have been done better.
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Very few women planning a hospital birth (10%) said that they were not
interested in home birth. One of them said that she wanted to have her baby in
hospital because if everyone were to have a home birth there would be too much
pressure on the NHS, one just thought the hospital was the best place to be:
motAtienucivit: you kenow, for sovue wowtevt, thei.r choizes are their own,
but I ao feel that there are too ma nu pressures on the NH-5 i..-i we suddeiAlu triad
havi.ng more WO I/1.4.e Vt. having theix bixths at home. That's mu own opi.rdon.
oLebogeng:( couldn't olream of havi.ng the babu at home, joi,4. Iznow, I
couldn't S CT oh, I want ntu babu at home, uou lenow, it doesn't appeal. to me at
all, not at ail.
The above are examples of a negative cases, where the view differs from
those of the majority of responses. The general view given by women planning a
hospital birth is that midwives subtly encouraged them to go to hospital. 50% of
the women said they were given a choice of two hospitals and they chose the one
closest to them, which was also where the midwives caring for them were
working:
PedzAva: I had the choi.ce of two hospitals, so ( was sort of told ( could use
either one o-F the two hospitals anol so, and I have elected to go to F? I °leaded on.
F because, if there WAS, if, vt&U IDA IOU WAS 00144.1vte i.i't the rush hour traffic., it
would be ctui.cleer to get to F, than to get to c.
Tebo: 'Thee asIzed what hospital. I would Wu to have A bAbu. The disIn't
tell uou muck about home bi.rth. I'm sure if uou wanted the Lnformati.on, and
uou aslzed them, the would have gi.ven. the i.n.-Formati.on. Thee asIzeot me if I
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waiAted to go to [name of hospital] or [another hospital]. 1 chose [FI theu didn't
reallu talk much about home birth, I couLoIn't tell uou. 1..-F theu mentioned it or
not, theu probabLu talked about it but not great depth as hospitaL and everu
thing.
Ktabona: I was offered choice of two hospitaLs 	 and F]. At the time,
all the midwives at the sureru were based at IF], so I thought that showeol me
to go to F.
spa nkinu a na : I ca me to see the vvddwi-fe a KJ t was toLd that I had A
choize of L or F1. Er, sort of go awau And think about it, but maize an
appointment to see someboolu 0v., the team. -F,ut when I went to go out, I was tad
or asked which teavu are uou having? Where are uou gang? so Literallu, uou
didn't reaLLu have a chance to think about it or Loolz 1-nto the different options.
It was just A case of oh oial, oh, right F. because it was &Loser, so.
"BathateLo: The choice reaLLu that I've got Ls either 1c or Fl and it was
ju.St I su.ppose V.VV.11 4, the teAvn thAt were here, the hAlolwives that were here were
more encouraging to have it at F than thee were at the 11.rst time round.
segoslia: We had the choice of two hospitaLs, that wAS the on.Lu choice we
had to vu.alze. either c or F. we chose F. We automaticallu had it our heads
that we would have it at a hospitaL.
In some cases, the women said that when asked where they wanted to have
their babies, they felt the question meant which hospital, rather than a choice
between hospital and home. The following conversation between the researcher
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and one of the participants shows how the woman involved interpreted the
question about where to have a baby:
Mavnpenene: I wAs just asked where I wanted to have ntu babu And when
I saeol F that was et, it wasn't taken anu fu.rther thee oledn't evevt explaen the
difference between. the two hospitals, when ( saLd F that was et.
Researcher: When you were asked where you wanted to have your baby, what did
you understand the question to mean?
makk.penekte: j u_st the Lae ra L wh A t,.. I wasn't as ked a bout wa LAti.vte a
home berth or anuthens leke that. t wasn't asked ef I wanted a home berth. I
just took it to mean whech hospital do I want to go to.
Some women planning a hospital birth said they were not informed they
could have a home birth, however, they were still happy to be planning a hospital
birth:
K.hurno: Well, I was onlu told about [names of two hospitals] thee
dedn't suggest a home berth to be honest, and I wasik't Lookeng -for  one and (
don't know what the setu.ateon would have been ef I reallu wanted one, so, (
mean I don't know Wilat the setu.ateon would have been ef I reallu wanted one,
but I was ctetite hoppU to steck with [ncinte o-f hospital" found the care veru
good there.
Leungo:1 then at the bookeng veset I was asked whech hospetal t would
be gang to, home berth wasn't menteoned. Now we are tallzeng about et. I thenk
perhaps et should have been ntenteoned as a matter of course. "FAA I feel.
personallu that t, uou know, that I'm entetlegent enough to decede whether I
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wavut to ask about it, and theo.. Vol make a decisi,oin. that wau. i?..ut I suppose i,t
wouldikt i im.stil a Lot of conf,dence 1,1vt peopLe f ft wasoit menti.onect at atl, and
theu were there thiAnkIng, weLL, actualluF thi.ikk I Li-ke the i-deci of a home bixth.
if uou then just ask wch hospitaL would uou Like to go to, I suppose it KkAiZes
ft affizult to sau I'd rather love it at home.
mampertem: 1-1-ome birth i.s 'tot somethi-Kg I would have wavtted
A vt WAU, blAt i.t was yt.'t melAti.oneol.
P,oithateLo: I meakk. uou otAlu ever know cis much cis Clikubodu ever teLLs
uou or uoi.t bother to fi.nd out. I Avu. sure there's Lots ntore 1-nforntati-on 1,f t can
be bothered to ft.o,d out cliA.d thi.ngs, uou know, t cart get avtd do. PAtt nteavt,
uou on.Lu, personaLlu onl.0 asked AS much imforntati-on cis I partizularl.0
want to know cowl once I've got aLL the 1.14.forokati-on I parti.cuLarLu need them. rvt.t
happu, so, uou kLA.ow,	 happu with the package that I've got.
Pedzara: I had the &ace of two hospitaLs, so I WAS sort of toLol could use
either Dm of the two hospi..taLs. t don't reallu rententber nvtubodu	 oke
about the opti.on of honte, but 1know that I waiAted to have vuu babu 	 hospitciL,
so, evevt. the had vvt.einti.orLed i.t, it would probabLu have beevt, uou. know, mUOLX.
CAM have jour bbu at home"
	 I probabLu wouLd have sai.ol, vto thaikks, uou
kiA.ow. so, F proba btu wouldn't have Let them go a vtu further.
The situation was somehow different for women planning a home birth
because, most of them (54%), although not offered information about the
available options, still found it in other ways. The following quotations represent
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the sentiments of some women planning a home birth about the midwives
attitudes towards giving information:
maipelo: thi.nlz the Lik-forvwciti-oin, eou. Pre gi-vevi„ s vuot that good. you do
have to aslz about thlnes, ao-olevev whevi- sold walAt a home birth, I alrende
Izo-ew the process because I had spolzeik to 14tU nelghbour about it, but there was
lItotlii.vt.g elven to vvte. I have vtever seen alkethi-vtg. you have to go LooIRIng -for it
or aslz -for the i.vvformati-oo, uourself
seivaga: I tlifAAIR, some viadwi.ves wLLL in-ot menti.ovt home bi-rth to eou
becau_se thee don't feel. coin-fizievtt with it. The -first vuldwife I had was vere pro
home birth, the ',text ovue I had was vere avttl, and I thi.ok most are probable
somewhere LK betweem that thee are wLLLv.g to do it, but quite, probable hap-pler
-for eou to go to hospital..
Nnese: some mit:WI-yes are more pro, sonte okistwi.ves are dublous about
home blrths themselves ao.d so thee are vvot goi-A-9 to sell it as well, but have a
partizularle good K-t.i.dwl-fe who is quite happu, vere capable and spells out the
Avol she is vere willlne to COVIke out civta otellver me at home civtd I l'el/LOW
have the support and the bacIR. ttp whi-ch malzes it mu decisloin, to have a home
birth vu.ixoh easitr.
However, 30% felt supported by their midwives in their choice of home
birth, or the midwife herself first suggested the option:
.oki-eaki..a: me mai.vt mlawl-fe, she just sald to me, If uou want to have it
at home U0t4. Gan have it Pt home, that's no problem. So she was supporti-ve, she
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dedn't sort o-F tru AAA persuade me One W CT or the other, that WAS reallu her
ovtiu comment On
segametsk. I went for mu 22-weelz checlz and was veru nervous about
menti.oneng it to the vuldw1.-Fe. I thought cant posseblu asVz for a home berth
for mu flrst locilou, but I oli,o( 12104 the Lao was welcomed bu the meolwefe.
seivana: It was ovIlu After the vv.i.o{w1.-Fe suggested the home berth to me
that i started readeng up about ft And reAdLLAg up about sAfetu, uhk, so dtd
that. The vvii,o(w-Fe saed that uou well. be
 flne and she dednt reallu geve rue anu
additeonat. enformateon ov thetAgs LI.1.e safetu. she did geve vve practecal
eviformateovt but she dedn't gi.ve vve anu safetu ertformati-on. P>ut I read that
boolz from the Lebraru, ft was an NCT book. so i read up on that vuuself.
maipelo: she sad uou ollolvit need much poen reLi.ef,uou had a straight
forward deleveru, uou ewe conslderLiAg bovwe berth then, are uou? AKA she was
Actuallu sort of suggesteng it, and sai,d, ues 1 AM..	 it I was quite tnizevt
abaciR, that she soled that because I had thought I would have to sau that I was
consedereng hohke arth avtd theu would go "oh Are uou? whu Ls theft? -E>utt she
sALd "oh good that's reallu g000l!"
Risk perception/safety
The importance of safety as related to the place of birth, which is a
component of risk perception, pervaded responses in the study. However, the
perception of safety was clearly a personal matter, and varied according to
whether the woman preferred home or hospital. 70% of the hospital group
expressed the view that in childbirth, problems could occur at any time and
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therefore one is safe in an environment that could deal with any potential
problems and emergencies immediately. The hospital birth group also felt that the
home was unsafe as there could be a delay in transferring to hospital in an
emergency, whereas in the hospital emergencies are attended to immediately.
Montleneane. -11.4.t with me it has to be safetu, that's the top pri,oritu.
you don't hove to go baclz os far as 100 ueors, 50 uears too manu women olitol,
and babies dital 1,1vt chadbf.rth, and I still thi-n1R, we tole thot too vuuCh for
gratAted and we forget the reASOnS whu those thi,ngs don't happen anumore.
lucause probabLu the fruajoritu of the women do have they babits i.vt
hospital....sut for vue I thimiz everuthi-Kg about the hospital. has to be about
safetu. you are i.n the right envi.ronment L-F, 400t forbi.ol, anuthi,ns should go
wrong.
qaboetwe: If a nUthi.ng WAS to hAppen to U0u, thee have got the facilitits
there to help uou. LAyvt, uou lenow, machi-neru, other doctors, whatever. If uou
are at home, 1 lenow uou have the midwife, but ( doinit IR,now, It must be, if there
was a probltm it must be quizizer to sort that probLem out if uou are IAA. hospital.
rather than At hOvue. Theu have got some MAC,Iii.vi.er to use or get CI vother doctor
or whatever where it is all to hand At the hospital. quite stroight, 1.sn't it?
13oithatelo:1 just feel. that if the bi-rth goes easilu and well it's the most
wonderful thf.ng, but, sonteti.mes it doesn't, and I just need to be somewhere
where thee hcive got everethi.hg reodu for uou.
ihunto: I woulol rother be around where the technoLogu i.s to assi.st with
the diffi.cultits. I would be much hcippl-er hovi-ng it LIA. hospital. Izikowi.ng that 1,f
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anuthLng went wrong theyol have aLL the equipment there necessoru to heLp
uou with a caesarean deLLveru if necessaru.
Segosha: I thi,vaz it i.siust Ln uour vulnol, ALL the equipment Around uou,
Avtof just L-f uotx intedeol to go Lnto surgeru it Ls aLwaus there, and there are extra
peopLe, surgeons there at hand, rather than just have the mi-olwife at home with
UOL4..
Levvtgo: 1 thi,nIR, uou just want to maize sure that everuthLng goes as
weLL as possLbLe, and uou have medLcaL baclzup if uou need it, havi.n,0 'wolf-cal.
peopLe LmmeolLatelu at hand if an.uthi-ng went wrong. tf uou had to have a
caesarean everuthieng wouLd be there wLth medLcaL people rather than just uour
kat:Wife.
oLebogeng: A textboolz pregnancu Ls, uou iznow, uou get path's, uou get
Labour, uou push a coupLe of timkes, but, real Life Ls, uou can have
complIcatLons, and I thLmle, the best pLace Ls Ln hospital. realLu, for me it Ls, and 1
feet. that uou shouLd have the support around uou if cinethi.ng diffLcuit should
happen deftvateLe. tf Lt happens ctuLcz,Le it wouLd just paniz me, I mean. it
would just vIA.a1R,e vvte pavtic durLng Labour, and I thi.mt that would just cause me
oiLstress, and the babu dLstress. I thi.nlz when CotX ore Ln hospital. uou Ienow
that theu hove all the equipmelAt around uou, and uou l.vow that 1.-F thee see
uou Ln olLstress, or thee /ZVLOW that the babe Ls Ln dLstress thee CAv . hap uou
LL1ze Ln. -(Lye seconds, whereas at home uott don't low if thee have the
equipment to help u OR at that ti.me. so 1 thLnlz for me personafte, it's
de-rid/Li-tau Ln. hospital, and Lt's not at home.
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cilitetsatAg I Like ha vi-ng the doctors avtol 'A/LIAM-yes p row/tot. I Like to feel
that theu have everutlilvtg. tf uou are at home ANA SOVIketliLiko goes wrovkg, it Ls
jourikeu to get to some asslsta Ace.
mampemike: I would sau hospital. Ls a safer place, everuthlvtg Ls there
should somethlvtg go wrovtg. LA.vvt, 144.0 slster had a Little bou at [vome of
hospital.] Last julu, Aol she WAS glveApethldim-e? Avtol he wevtt flat wheo- he was
loom? so covt.sectuelAti.0 it's Like pavIlc statlovx, avtd that evevt more covtflrmeot
mu sort of thLLAki.vtg, We had it beeK, at home obvlouslu theu would have gi-vevl,
her somethling that would have coulAteracted it Like tojecteoo, or the oxugevt., but
thee wouldvt.'t have had all those thLvtgs 014. havvd.
On the other hand, 62% of the home birth group felt that one is safer at
home because there is a guarantee that two midwives will attend the birth. Their
concern was that in hospital, one is left alone for long periods, and therefore if
problems did occur they would not be recognised on time, whereas at home they
have continuous care. The following quotations express what women planning a
home birth thought about safety:
Nktese: t wcvt the reassurai&Ce that I am Aot goLvtg to be Left ovi, mu °win..
SOIA.0 A : OM of the other thlvvgs t was thi.Kki-14.0 about a home berth
WAS 61 At with 	 I diztvt.'t get much ore from, the miziwtves. Fcier evt.ough
thee were reallu bus at the hospital, LAuAdated with blrtlis avtd emergeAcu
caesareavLs civtd there wasoit reallu A hkedwi-fe preseKt throughout mu Lciboutr,
she just popped IAA, atn,d out to grab ectuLpmetAt. I waswt excoulvted at all, thee
levLow how far a Lovkg I WAS at civtu poLiAt utakee she popped baolz -for
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sometKng eLse when she saist, the head's crowni.h.g, Lt's contIng, and then LA. a
coupLe of pushes ft WAS Out. I feel, tkAVIIR, g000lness nothi,ng did go wrong
because there wasn't anu monitoling gang on whereas at Least at home uott
have a vuLdwi.fe there to heLp uouc
mai-pet°. M frLend's second one arri.ved veru ctuLcIR,Luct hospitaL and
she feLt what was the pant IAA, goLng there because it was deLLvered more or Less
lou her husband because there wasn't actuallu A vu.i.olwi.fe 0vt olutu when thee
arri.ved. And that Ls another consLderatLon as weLL,	 of hospitaLJ the
rattos are so Low, but it can be, especi.cau with uour second bb u that uou don't
reatiu see anu one until uou are camost at the pant of dellveru anuwau.
uou're oletIveri.Kg ct hovue then uou're guaranteed two mi.dwi,ves. PeopLe taLlz
about safetu of home bLrths but from the safetu pant of vLew, and mu poLut of
vi-ew, thee are actualLu safer because uot . have two vuLdwi.ves there who are
observi-ng uou (ILL the ti.hke and if ALA-Utiii,tAg	 K.& gang to pLan, thee can teLL
Lvt advance, whereas posstbLu Lvt hospital. uov are onlu gang to see someone
everu now and then because thee are between two women, thee vuLght not see
that anuwau.
mx-caoshadt: most peopLe agree with me that thee ewe so over-stretched Lvt
the hospitals, i feeL I have more care at home than Ln the hospital becau_se the
vuldwi-fe comes out to the house and she's there just for uou., she's not runvang
off to see somebodu else.. ..As I saisl, thee were so 	 i feLt Lf r wanted
anuthi-ng I felt I was a nuLscince. Nobodu maole 	 feeL L1-1R,e r WAS a nuisance
but uou di.dn't want to bother them. Thee were busu doLng sontebodu eLse who
needs them more than vu.e, so olLdn't WA nt to bother them.
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segamet-si: I've had Lots o-F fritwols who have had babies and thee've sato(
thee were id& a room CM, their owvt a Lot of the ti,me, whLch I won't be, I'LL have the
vuiolwLves amd ( thi,n1R. midwLves are the right peopLe to assist at berths. .so ['vt&
hoping, weLL ( feeL that it Ls best -for the babe.
Kebabonue: I wore Lw the voLuwtaru sector awd do a Lot o-F worlz with the
commu.wite heaLth couwcil avd, um, thee dist studLes ow the shortage of
Vuldwi.ves ot Ewa me of hospitatl. t was horri-fied about how short staffed thee
were avtd t thLw1R, the midwi-ves are fa wtasttc, but ( thLwIR, thee are woriRiwg with
huge cowstraLwts aw.ot that is awother reasow whu I wasn't that cowfLdent about
goLiAt3 1.nto [name of kospitai].
Some women planning a home birth just felt that the home was safe, while
others thought the safety issue was exaggerated:
segametsL: i havew't had a babe, but I feeL, and mu husba AA feeLs that
1.-F t'm reLaiced aiA.of i.o. avt. envixonntent ( feeL Ls safe it wouLd be a vvtore positLve
experLence. ( feeL safe here avtol I feeL that ('LL be bri.o.gLing the babe Lwto ah,
ewvi.row.mewt whi-ch Ls safe. I avu. wot saeLwg the hospitaL Ls wot safe, r dowt
14keC114. that, (just mean this Ls the home where the babe 1,s 0 OIA/u3 to be clo-ol it
wow't have the trawski.on frovt the hospital. to here.
maipeLo: safete Ls the tleang that evereowe gets worIR.ed up about. -g.txt
whew. uotx taLlz to peopLe, eou rearise peopLe are havi.wg babLes aLL the ti-me so uou
are constawau wLth peopLe that have children. veru few of them actuall have
awu probLems. There Ls oiAle a coupLe I l'enow that have maube had a LLttLe bk of
Ncegew, coupLe with cords rouwd their wecizs, bu.t beibits ore born with cords
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arou.nd their necIR. all the time And it Ls not reallu an issue where theu are borvt
with the cord round their neclzs becakse the midwives k,vow how to deal. with Lt.
And I Know peopie that have had enterOenOU caesarean but thee are prettu few
and far between, so I dont thi,nIz safetu s not as big An issue as peopie maize
Women in the two groups agreed on one issue, and, that is, that the first
baby is best born in hospital. When asked where they thought was the best place
to have a baby, 62% of the home group and 80% of the hospital group said the
first birth was best in hospital as at that time the woman does not know what to
expect:
aoIape: If it's uour first DIAt, then t would de-FA/Li-tau sau go to the
hospital. because uou don't IRYLOW what jour bodu 1,s gang to, (potkse) I sixppose
go through. you. don't le,now whether uou're gang to be Stron0 et/Lough to go
through it unCii,ded or pain rellef.	 sau, get the fi,rst one over and done witin,
and uore hpu with it, then go for a lionte brth. Co for beLng 	 our own.
home, I thinIe. it's the best start for a babu.
Keabona I thi,n1R. definiteiu home is the best pLace to have our balou if
uou .now what to expect, as obviousiu I do, this Ls nt.0 second babu and uotA.
low, t vvteci n, if uot,t Mink Cin epidural. uou. Are not goi.ne to be abie to have that
cft hOvue.
masego: The reason, I went -for A hoSicaCiL loixth with wt ft,rst SOlk £5, I
thought well, I have lAever done this before, I recau dovit IRA/LOW what it Ls gang
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to be Lelq,e and I aLso suspected that weth c fLrst berth the doctors would not be
veru supporteve with the ferst berth, theu would rather uou were en hospetaL.
LetoIgo: just thought I would tru the hospetaL for the first teme, wouLd
put me more At ease. I hkenvu I vulAUweLL conseder the second teme around a
home berth, but for the first one I dedn't seve ft vu,uch thou.ght.
MaLebogo: 	 I feeL that for the purposes of the first babu, I
would be far kGrprpitr	 hospetaL just because 1lenow that everuthing Ls there
shouLd anutheng go wrong.
segosha: It's mu fIrst babu, so I thenlz et was safer to have a hospetaL
berth. i well be more con-Rotel/It beens	 hospetaL and, er, uou have the staff
around uou and thee 12now exactLu what thee are oloi-Kg.
Another factor that appears to have influenced the choice of place of birth
in the study is previous experience, which, as discussed earlier, is a component of
safety or risk perception. Sixty-two percent of the home birth group reported
previous short labour, 42% easy labour and 46% previous home birth that did not
have any complications. The perception of those with previous good labour was
that the same will follow this time, and therefore they could have a home birth
without anticipation of any problems. The following quotations illustrate the
experiences:
maepeLo: Mu first babu was borvt 	 hospetaL and Lt was quite a ctueclz
Labour.... "R.ecause et went so well anol Lt was so ciuLcIR,, (Admit theo..IR, there would
be Civt antecepateon of anu probLems ct PattA.CiiiU haveng the second ovit At
hOwte.
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senuona: Mu fLrst one I had Ln hospkol and Lt WAS a veru qui-clz
Labour. it too. about 3 hours, and IRA/Low:Kg that, expectLng that a subsequent
Labour would be vuuch ctuLcIzer, then I dLdn't want to rLsIR, truLng to go to
hospLtal and rLslz havLng the babu on the roadwau or.
 car porlz.
masego: I had the Lost one Ln hospital but Lt was veru stroLght forward
AKA ctuizIR, And Vera !Aloe AAA 1 stoued IAA, for 6 or 2 hours, whatever Lt was then.
Rm., and then. I was pregnant With viA.0 next one I thought the Last one was so
straLghtforward, so I mAlght AS well have mu vteXt one Cit home.
"Bothepha: I had the ftrst one Ln hospLtal. and the second one at home. The
ftrst DiAt MIS vtot 0 veru pleasant experLence but the home birth worIzed reallu
well. I felt Lt was such a iAlcer expertence at home and I felt thot wf-th mu thLrd
babu Lt should be A better Or A ctuLcIzer deliveru.... The whole experLence WAS just
so ciLfferent as well as beLng able to wallz around mu house and hove a bath
an.d do thLngs. •E>Ltt Lt dLdn't feel like a medLcal, an Lill/Less, I thLnIR, that was
the aLfference, as soon as uou get Ln.to hospital, Lt feels Ulu there Ls somethLng
meciLcallu wroiA.0 With Wm, And the Are trui-ng to cure, whereas ot home it
feels Wu a natural process, des, uou are giA/Lng bLrth but it's sort of normal.,
uou iZnOW.
Thirty-one percent of the home birth group had a previous bad experience
in hospital, which encouraged them to go for home birth. This is how some of
them expressed themselves about the issue:
oolope: I remember the scLssors cuttLng me, um, so, that olLan't help,
the the had we on a drfp, ono{ one of the midwtves whLch was a troLnee
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tripped over the drip and pulLed it out of 1/14.0 111P14,0I, ovtot (Laughs), anol it was
Li.lze a scene out of a contedu film. I remember Loolzi-vu3 thinIzing, weLL, hang oh,
I've just been, cut, live got A drip sticlzing out of mu hand now, uow. IR,14.0W , I
mean, it was just awful. it reallu was awful, uou know, and ( remember when
she cut me dOWI,t beLow, the scissors were coLd, so, because liumped, and it 14.4.001e
it cut more than it should have, oh, it was a reallu reallu, awful experience.
yeah, but the midwife was such a, (pause) I can honestiu sou she was awfuL,
and I mean totallu, she wasn't sumpathetic, she wasn't caring, a IAA, it WCISiu_St
a case of, with her, uou lencw, uou're uoung, uou're stupid, uou're vot marrieol
CMG( nil& 0014.144 144.01Ze UOv suffer and that's how I fat. yOlt iR, VI, 0 W anol after
that, uou lenow i sau, six uears tilL s. come oLong. I was petrified. AbsoLutelu
petrified,  cLL I Izept thinizing was, I'LL never ever go through that experience
agai.n. uott lenow, coz uou iR.now, I was so scared.
sotkepha: I had the first ovte in hospital a vtd the secohA (At home and the
first one was not a veru pLeasant experience and t felt veru much that being in
hospital, bout IR,14.0W , made it worse. I feLt that I was interfered with quite a Lot.
obviousl.u, it was a more difficuLt deLi.veru and it ended, I ended up having a
few epidurals and alit, tpi-SIAt011 4.0 and forceps and the babu was quite di-stressed
for a few dous. tt didn't feed for a few dous and the whoLe thing was a bad
experience. ( feLt as SODIA. As I got into hospitaL then- theu were °tang things to
Wte RNA I 0( Latin.'t feeL in controL....I enow I'm a bit of a fervivti.st, butt I cawaus
sau that if vvten had babies then it would be compLeteLu different. yOLC IR.VLOW, I
611.141R, uou get a Lot of male consultants, but ntu experience with consultants in,
obstetrics is appaLling. Theu float in and give n verdict A in A then thee float out
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agaLvt. when I had mu episiotomu the maLe doctor that sewed me up olidn't
even introduce hi,h(seLf to me, uok Iznow, he was just sort of taLking to vi(e at
that end, didn't even Loolz at hitu face and er, I think those sorts of things are
appaLLing, treating WOVNeN Like objects basicallu alkol I think the higher up the
hierarchu the vu.ore that happens.
Ponkcina: I have aLrendu 14,q01 four children aLL vi hospital. and tendeol to
have veru long, quite difficult Labours with cohkpLete 	 1-nterventi.on
wherebu I have been, im.duceol, on.0 waters have beew brolzen at 	 quite often
thlngs didn't go to pLan... evtcottiAtereol a Lot of staff who were veru veru nice,
but cante across sohke who it was just a job and there was vuo evu.pathu build up.
And because uou. are N& a cov6ti-vutous conveuor belt of viteeting Lots of different
people ivt the course of beivtg pregnant uou don't get a chavvce to buiLd up that
empathu, the understanding, sohke forii& of friendship so that uou feel reLaxed
in, having the babu and everthi.ns 1.1,192 that. I endeol up requesti-ng a hohke
birth, and hopefulluft will be a shorter birth and I could cope with it on h,tu owvL.
terms	 vu.0 OWN pLace better than if I was L. the hospital.
Kebabonue: I based that decision o reaLLu probabLu the care C
attention we had i-vt hospitcit. with vu. -First child. i-+e is nineteen this dear so,
but his birth was, I think I received between 15 and 22 stitches to put mu
bottook back together after he was born. fit di.dn't, when he was born, he didn.'t
cru I thought as well, avtd as Lustau as other people's babes. fte was the
shkaLLest 1-1/1. the unit avtd I was the ova	 -other who didn't svuokee avtd I fouvol
that reallu distressing....1 think. I amswered u °kr question., vuu fixst birth was
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just so craypU that, and uo 'enow, that was with uour full hospital. bits and
•Leces, that I thought quite honestlu it cavt't get a nu worse Lf uou do it at home.
E,othepha: I got LIAto hospital. avtd there was this reallu awful viki-dwLfe
and she 0[421 go and Ile down Nit, the bed and thee stualz me LK, this horri.bLe
olarlz room. with mothi,v1.0 there A not c,I.A. are havi.vtg these covttracti.oKs. No Lotea
whether I was jcms or icm di-Lofted. I had I/Lott/ILI/Ls to compare it to and she
came LA. AKA gave me AK. bitten/Wt. IA& the 144.1.ctotLe of a contractLotA. avuol I
remember the paLK. a IAA lit4St thought, well, uou lzvtow, Kever agai.n.
Thirty percent of the hospital group recalled previous complications they
had and wanted to be in hospital should any problems occur this time. The
perception in this case was therefore that because there were problems last time,
the same might occur this time and the hospital is best placed to deal with them.
P>oithateLo: The child that I had Last ti.me was LK foetal. distress. The cord
was rouiA.d his Keck?, so I had an emergewcu caesarean, so 1,f, because o-f the
eotuLpmetAt o-f the hospital. thee were abLe to discover that the chLLot was obvtouslu
Lvt. distress veru earLu ON., LA the earLu stages of Labour. PossiloLu Lf I was at
home, there naght have beet& dawtage to the child because of the cord beg
arouvtol hLs mole, so Lvt vu.0 experLevuces 1 feLt I would prefer to be somewhere where
theu have as much ectuLpmetAt as possi.bLe. ALthough there is a chavIze theft a
vvti.dwife wouLd have beet (Alt to pLcIR, u.p the balou WRS Lv6 olLstress at howte, I just
feeL that, uou lzvt.ow, thee (eLt with it veru qui.clelu so ( could hcive Cwt.
emergencu Caesarea IA..
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khuma. iviu first daughter was a caesarean birth a weelz be-Fore she was
the because it was piclzed up she was I. a breech position so it was
recommended that it would be a caesareavt birth and was quite liappu to go
aLong with that because I tru_st the judgement of the medics and I dedn't recalu
want to attempt the deliveru the wrong wau round. Even prior to that I didn't
want ci honte berth would rather be around where the teclinologu Ls to assist
with the difficulties and I still feel that wau even this time around. I've beev.
told if the babu's the right wau rot,inot I could have a norntaL deLLveru but I
would still. be vh.w.ch happier having it in hospital IR.nowing that if anuthing
went wrong theu'd have all the equipment there necessoiru to help uolx. with a
caesarean. deliveru i-F necessaru.
Twenty percent of the hospital group had previous good experiences in
hospital and did not want to change:
montlen.uane: I've alreadu had one child at	 of hospital] and I
thought I got exceptional care there so I saw no reason to change mu hospital.
motlalepula: well, t hoot 1,1& fIrst one at [1.44 Me of hospital] who Ls now
si.x. I thought thee were verb good, veru nice hospital., and I thou.ght
one there, might as well have the second one there, uou lenow, everuthing went
well, there were no problems... some people like home birth, and I said no, I
would rather have ft LIA. hospital, because, anu complications or a nuthi.ng uou
lenow, hospital is the best place to be.
The study showed that 62% of women planning a home birth knew others
who had had a home birth, and in many cases had discussed the experience with
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them. The experiences of others who had home births were positive, and,
therefore, women hearing about them thought they too could have similar safe and
satisfying births at home. This is how some women in the home group expressed
the situation:
segahAttst: I suppose uou are ideaListic to a certain extent but the Ladu
who Ls down. the road who has had two babies at home just said that the
experiences didn't compare. yOu. know, having A babu in hospital. or having a
babu at home Ls, was just so Afferent and it was just reLaxed Cind uou just had
the babu and cArritd on.
Nnese:( have had Lots of friends in the area who have howte births and
have had reallu reallu good experiences and (thought I would do it vvt.usetf.
maipeLo: vt ti.glibour next door aLso had an influence because she had
a babu six months cog and she had a home birth.
seipati: mu mum had six children and five of itS were born at home and
she was in her fortu's when she had me. so, I thinlz, uou 12now, we all survived,
VA& WleT in. this dau and age I thi.vtlz we shouLd be able to have babies at home If
we wish to have them at home and there should be no problems.
senuana: There were two peopLe who had home births just before me Ana
there was o-F course mu own mother who had c home birth, but there were two [IA&
this town]that were pregnant at the same time as nte that deLivered just before
me. ( had aLreadu decioled to have A home birth at that point, but I went into it
with great confidence, I wasn't worried About it at cLL. Thee had reasonablu
good bixthS.
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nolope: olzau, I'LL give uou a fi.ne exampLe, 1,s vuu fri-enci's UttLe bou is,
vow 1,s about three months oLd...she phoned the midwife and the midwife
arrived, and thefrt the second ii,tislwife arrived. And she was stood in her
Izitchevi., having a cup of coffee and a cigarette ElsiughingJ and the 14,ti,o{wi,fe
said, uou Izikow, what are uou truing to do to that babu, smolz,e it out? Avo
thee were Le Lcfughing	 jolzing? Alkol she said to the vul.dwife, I thi.vtlz
gang to start pushing" and theu got her washing up bowl, V.VR. because she was
stood over the l'zitchen siniz at the time and she got a wAslii-no 1,9 bowl and she
put it Like between her Legs? And she said within Ulu 5 or lo vuinutes, a couple
of pushes and the babu was out. And she sai,d the experience. I mean she'd had
four cliildrevi., AAA she said the experience, uOU coulstiAft, Olt IR,LAZW, UDv got to
be there and to have gone through ft. she said it's bliss... she said it's Lovelu,
she saidi don't actuallu feel lilze I've been through anuthing...she said it's just
unbelievable, she said because uou're so relaxed it's so qui,clz. After that
happened, I thought that was defunItelu it for me. [Laughing] uoi KYLOW, 'VV.
not sauing that mine will be Like anuthing near like hers.
Ponlzana: I had Lots of friends tallzivtg to vue, one of them is a doctor,
she has had six bous and theu've all been hospital births. ALL truing to talk me
out of having a liowte birth, so, one of them, A fri-evtot of mine, she's Viad three
.ids, the first one and the third one were hospital births. she said the nicest
birth was the one at home. It was the owe that she could have paio, relief and
didn't require it, she just felt completelu happu, relaxed about it all, she said for
some reason uou wALIR, through the hospitcil doors uou're all tensed up and
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everuthi.ng Lilze that avtal people who don't thi-nVe through what the are saulng
to dow onva.. upset uou also.
One woman was advised by others that hospital was best because of
emergency equipment.
"g.ovtanci:I to spec lz to Vlkd husband AKA fa mad,	 nkunk cm()
munt-i,n-Law to get thei.r lateas because both Vt&U 144.V.V14. 14,0(	 munk-i.n-Law
had hovwe births and hospital. birth to see what thee thought.	 t..tt thi,n3R. uou
IR.now, at the end of the dad, them civtd mu husband thought that if uou ewe at
hospital. uou've got the technizal baciz-up for the bcibu and that was the
14.1.00113A.0 thought at the baciz of vvt.0 041,0,d avt.uwou. .so t would sad that thee
dlan't tell me that should be havi-ng the babu at hospital., thee dldn't teLL vvie
should have the babu at home. It was ntu deci-slon. but havi,mg scilot that, if ntu
husband sold to me, NO, I don't want U0 U. havi.ng
 it at home, I would certalnlu
talze that on board lf he felt that stronglu, I Malin it's his babu too.
Some women planning a hospital birth, though to a lesser extent (20%),
were influenced by others who had had hospital births. They perceived that if
others delivered safely in hospital, they too could have similarly safe births in
hospital.
segosha: I was a bi.rthlng partner for mu fritytd, she had her babu at
[name of hospital-] It dldn't put me off at alt. No, it was fascinating. it
bout Loole, at filvu.s all through Life of pregnancles and it was totcau
different. it was totall.0 relaxed anol ft. er, just totallu dlfferent reall.u. It
wasn't so surgi.cal. as I thought ft would be. The room. was more relaxed than. I
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thought it would be, thlngs have ohm/toed. she was able to get Cirovnol ao,d
move around rather than stau 1,14, beol all the ti-me. The atmosphere was veru
co Lmi.vtg and frlendlu.
L-eungo: A couple of fritikols who have had bables had them Ln hospital
the flrst tiwne rotA.K.d.
oLebogevtg: t want to go to [name of hospftall because a Lot of viku
frLends had theLr babes there
maiebogo: ActttciLL, ln the Last uear I probablu 12vow or worlud with
about three or four people who all had babes at [name of hospital], so that we
probablu pass with what we see anol that's where uou go Ilau.ghs]. That's where
uotx go cow{ what uou 0I0 And that's ft. t actuallu don't znow CinUOne who has
been to [name of alternatLve hospital] or quite certalnlu I don't IR,nOW clin.uovLe
who has had a home bi.rth.
The decislon I came to was pu.relu fro .t other frlevuots who had had
bables. tjust went On SOnte of thelr recomvwendatlons I mean, I fOu.n01 them to
be verb good, I had some close frLends who had had babits at Likame of hospital.]
so I went for that apti.on.
The study found an interesting difference between women planning a
home birth and those planning a hospital birth related to the partner or husband's
involvement in the decision. This was another factor subtly related to safety
because the discussions with partners were about what venue was safer. All
women planning a home birth had discussed with their partners where they were
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going to have the baby and in some cases considered the pros and cons before
eventually coming to an agreement.
seneana: At first he was apprehensive. I-Fe Ls AK/Lei-Loan and the are
verb used to btrth beLng a veru meal-oat. thLikg ...hLs mother haat fi-ve caesarean
sectLons, so Ks Attitude wAS LvatLALLU was veru in-coati-ye but he came rou.vud SO
ctuLcIR,Lu, it was Le probabLu took Less than a dau to convi-nce
aolape: mu husband saLd to me, whatever uou want Ls ftne
	 h(e. so,
ues, he s quite unolerstandLne andiust saLd well, I can't understcind whu uou
waint to have it At home, but I'm with u Olt A 10q).
Maipela [mtu 	 s veru supportLve because, er, lie WAS born at
home, as were all. his brother and sisters bar one.
mmaoshadi: Mu husband's delLghted because he doesn't LIA.e hospitals
at all, he found it veru frustrati.ng 	 hospitaL the ftrst
K-ebabonee: It was somethi-no that [vnu husband] and I Ascussed
reasonabLu tntems£vetu about where we were goLno to have this bcibu LAA we
deaded that oLven that we were LvLvt at the ti.me, at the top of the hal, the
hospital was at the bottom& of the hal. 5ven tf the am&bulance brolze down, it was
a down hill roil so basizallu uov could be at the hospital Lvi. 5 ntinutes
gothepha: I was thLnIzi-ng, no and mu partner was thi.n121.no, I mean
hLs ftrst babu and he was all sort of what ever uou want to do. thi,n1R, he was a
littLe nervous about the fact that beLng at home, what 	 roLe would be. The
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wtedwefe came around and spolze to us about et and um, but he was fene and
sned whatever d ow. WA At to 0{0
Nnese: Mu husband and I 110 01 A in, arguhkelAk about et Last neght ...
freghtened, he Ls \Jere freghtened. me husband esiust, just hasn't got the
faeth that I have because he hasn't got the Iznowtedge that have despite what I
tell hi-fru__ -g.ut it Ls a two-wae theng, can't do this wi-thout vuu husband's
support and I must respect his deci-sLon and hZ.s attitude. And 	 CA in,
understand where he comes frot't& compieteiu because it is hes child as well as
frulne and I A VIA. Vt-Ot going to be seLfish and sae nope, nope IR,vuOW best, I ant
goeng to have hke babe at home, that es vt.ot fcier Ovt hem_
On the other hand, only 2% of the hospital group had discussed the issue
of where to have the baby with their partners. The following quotations illustrate
what some of those planning a hospital birth said about their husband or partner's
involvement:
Pedzani: we never reaLLe discussed where I wouLd have the babe,
because, hts veews I IRYLOW are the savvte as ntent,	 becau_se hLs 'other
actuaLLea vuldwefe, en hospetaL. tAnt, and I ntenv6, he Ls, he doesn't reallu have
ai preference OM wa or another, but I lenow that he's (quite happe with the
securete aspect of actualle haveng a hospetal berth rather than havi.ng it at
home, so.
ci.boelwe: We just assumed it would be LIA, hospetaL, we dedn't realle taLlz
bout Lt. we dedn't descuss et at aLL.
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Montiemeame: 	 now hku husband feeLs the same, so it Ls not
sowtethi-ng we trLed to olLscuss.
Soit-hatelo: we probabLu olLscussed the fact that he wouLol prefer to be
sowtewhere where peopLe Iznew, a Lot of peapLe were arouvt.ol to Cisfre questtons, so he
feit as well reallu that we wanted to go to hospitaL. To be hoikest 1 OCiikvvOt sit
here and sau that he de-ftniteLu scot I want to go to hospLtaL but IznowLng his
personaLitu. I would thimk he would prefer to have sowteone eLse around. I-fe's
ctuLte 513/K1101r to vut Ln that seikse.
matebogo: t don't thi.nle. I gave Kw& anu choize at all. 1 thi-nlz he would
probabLu have sciLd it was u.p to Kite CinUwC1U.
oiebogevtg: we never reaLLu olLscussed it because we Iznew when {name
of hospital] cLosed dowvt, WeitxSt thought oh weLL, next tLwte we have a babu
wal be at [name of hospital]. so, um,des, it wasn't somethLng we di-scussed,
wAS juSt, that was where we were goimg to go.
One woman planning a hospital birth expressed the husband's
involvement in this way:
mosi.bodL: I've deaded to have it Li& hospitaL, the reasons for that reaLLu
are because it Ls mu fl.rst babu and I feeL safer. P,oth mu husband and vu.useLf
have agreed that we'd both feeL happLer if was Lvt hospital., especiALLu as wtu
husband worlzs reallu funnu hours and thi.ngs so if ao have to go on mu own
there wouLd be Lots of peo-pLe to heLp 	 reaLLu, I would just feet more safe an.ct
secure Ln hospital..
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Some of the spontaneous responses from the women gave indications of
their perceptions of the childbirth process as related to risk and safety. Eighty
percent of the hospital group and 62% of the home birth group felt that the
process of childbirth was uncertain and that problems could arise at any time. The
difference was in the type of intervention they wanted, and in how confident they
thought their midwife was to recognise and deal with emerging problems.
Women planning a hospital birth thought that because of the uncertainty of the
process hospital was the best place to be:
montlenuane: I thLnk we take Lt for granted these daus, we don't expect
to hear of chLldren beLvtg born stalborn or a nuthi,vtg, but Lt hcippens, AKA there
has to be occasLons where, there are occasLons when we can predLct that tl/Lngs
vu.au be cowtplizated durLng the bixth. n can uvtoterstah.oi if the babu Ls not Lvt.
the rLght positLon., a breech delveru for uour past vutotLcal hLstoru or sovikethLng
like that. -g.ut t thLvLk AO Vvotter how hoh,u babLes a WOMPIA. Mau have there Ls
alwaus that element of the unlelA49WV6, and that to me Ln thLs otau GiAd Ci0e,
simze we have facaLtLes availabLe I CAA see vto reason whu 1 shouldn't take
advantage of Lt., so that's whu t felt stronglu that i would have Lt Lvt. hospital.
mile: t feel that Lf the bLrth goes ea sLlu a nol well Lt's the most
wonderful thLng, but sooketLvuts Lt doesn't. -F,.u.t i thi.nk for me personallu Lt Ls
probablu... I feel Lt Ls an uncertaLn., um, uou know, ov. uncertaLn thLng. I
thLnk. there is alwaus an element of doubt aAuwau with everubodu because
everubodu Is dLfferent RAO( CitA.UtlelLIA-0 can happen,.
segosha: I ant the sort of persovt who alwaus has to thin, uou_ low, 1,-F
a Authi-LA-0 does oo wrong, I just can't thLnk that everuthLng Ls goLvtg to be fLne.
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I ant a [minus prepared for the unexpected. V.V1.47 and uotA. vznow, anuthLvtg can
go wrong. Anuthi.ng c 1/6 go wrong, frovvt haentorrhagi.ng to anethi.ng Le
that, so it Ls just basLcalle the securitu o-f havi.ng somebodu that she Emlolwifel
call on, another tecint to come Lvt and toke over with her as weLL.
On the other hand, women planning a home birth thought that although
problems may occur during childbirth, it happens gradually rather than suddenly
and therefore there was plenty of time to transfer to hospital if need be:
mntaoshadi.: It Ls veru rare theft thi-ngs go wrong right at the Last
nanute avt.ol usualle thee CAL& pLcIR. up On tielf.VLOS A KA	 whi.ch case I'LL go to
hospitaL, if the babe's heartbeat dropped or sontethi.o.g. I'LL do what the nti.dwife
recommends, if the midwife wants me to go to hospital., I'LL go to hospLtaL.
maipeLo: But thi.ngs don't happen that ctui-clele Lvt. cliLLdbixth, it Ls a
Long process. evevt short Labours, uotc Ivww thimgs are happen-1,0.g thee have
got monitors and uou can teLL Lf the babu is getting distressed or sontethi.ng
uott have Lots of ti.nte to not. I don't thLvtlz avi-uthi.ng happens that ctuiclzLe
that can't be sorted out.
masego: I don't think uou should Loole at it totcille olreante geed and
thLvtiz it is aLL gang to be wonder-FLA. and perfect, becau_se thLngs CA lit go wrong
and eou have to be aware of that. if the worse covues to the worst, I can aLwaus
change me mi-vtd and go to hospitcil. if ft aLL starts talzi.ng hours and hours
and hours. I'm prette con-pent Ln. the mialwLves, thee'LL watch wte carefunu if
thee thi.nlz there are Amu reasons, I would go Lnto hospLtal if I needed to.
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One woman thought that problems could occur whether one is in hospital
or home.
ktbabonue: As Long as uou Are feeling heafthd, and as long as the
midwife Ls comfortable with how jour babu lding and where the placenta is,
thed realid dou lenow, the sorts of thimgs that go wrong from the Ov. i.14 are the
sorts of things that go wrong 1.14, hospital. anUINCIU Ana if U01.4 have got a spool
vuldwi.fe with a second midwife set up, then if theu can't deal. wi-th ft. thed uou.
are probablu going to lose jour babu nuwau, so uou might as well have it
where uou want to have it and where uou feet most contfortable
Another factor, still related to safety, was hygiene. While none of the
women planning a hospital birth commented about hygiene, sixty-two percent of
those planning a home birth were bothered by the state of hygiene at the hospital,
Seia.Idana: I thi-nk uou worru about hgiene at hospitat, t eoa. dont
have to worru about it at hOwte. )(Our house vki-AU L•Wt te per4ectlt! cLeavt., t.tt
IZPWW	 our own. eernts, a 0..c/ not other peoples' .f reaLL di.dv„'t ti.lq,e the
hugi.ene I. the hospital.
Sothepha: There were cockroaches LK. the toilet, I OVit 14.0t
bath, well t had to taiu antiseptic stuff and CLeCIK the bath before coAtof get Elsa.
I wouldn't sit Ov. the toilet seat, I know SO Kotavtt people that weptt konte wfth
Lnfecti.ovs.s,
	 k,tow, it was RIA-beiitVabie 010  that was a II5L,G3 faCtOir
thinkingI don't want to go near a hospital again tecaa..se p.600,4 are tilt6re [14-AeLd
to come honte ill than uou are, jocc know.
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Mnseso: In actual fact theu sad im, some waus Lt Ls better at home
because uou Are alreadu Lmvuune to ALL the germs LA. UOur OWIA, 11014,t.e, whereas
when, when uou go to hospital, theu Are ALL allen to U014. AtAA UDt . can pi,clzup
more Lnfecti,o1A. i,v6 hospitals than uou ociK, cit home.
maLpeLo: I mean the bathroom was actuallu appalli,no, there Ls 14.0 Owe to
ohAvtge Uour sheets, there Ls Kt) OM to reallu help, uou. have to buzz goothAtss
izikows how WO mu ti,vues.
Control
The other factors that women referred to when talking about the place of
birth related to control. Women planning a home birth were more concerned
about the amount of control they had on the process of childbirth, and the
environment in which it occurred. In a very inconspicuous way, the concept of
control is also related to safety, because the women felt that at home they feel
comfortable and relaxed, they know where everything is and as a result, they feel
things were less likely to go wrong. Eighty-five percent of women planning a
home birth referred to the home as relaxed, familiar, and giving them more
control. The following quotations represent some of the views expressed:
mkuaoshadi: mu husband feeLS more Li& controL at hom.e. I-+e feels more,
Lf the vuLdwi,fe wants sometkang then the asle, hi,vu and he Izvows where
everuthLne Ls and he feels he can be A help, whereas Ln hospikal. he feek LA. the
wau. H-e just lei.nol of, he's sowteovte who helps me or whatever, but lie doesn't feel
1,14, control Ln hospital., he's much more i.LA, covttrol. here so he Ls happu with the
decisLon, he's happu so Lovu3 as I'm happu with the whole thi,no.
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N yttx1R,IA: we have got more control. GIVIA we feet. more comfortabLe whereas
Ln hospital. theu talze theix time. well Lf uou need anuthLne specLfizatiu, uot,c
keIA,OW, LLIze a cup of tea or anuthi.ng UOIX CAN. Vvolze it, whereas i.n. hospital. theu
talze theLr ti.nke.
P,othepho: I felt as soon AS I got Lnto hospital. thevt theu were doLne
thLngs to me and 1 di.dn't feel. i.n. contra. so the secovtd ti.me I deoi-ded to have
hupnotherapu because I wanted to have the bb u at home.
SelA.UALAZi: yak are OVL WRAY ChM, territoru, UNA. Win, et what U01,4. Lbze,
have IAA rules.
seLpati.: because Lt Ls uour own. en.vixon.ment, 1 feLt I was 1.K. covx.trol and i
ocivt. do what I want to co. 1 dovct feeL that rm. Ln. Cilit alien- situatLon where, uou.
1R.vn-ow, Li.le,e someti.mes Li-i. hospLtaL uou. are scared, I wouldn't sau scared to walk
down, conidors but uou feeL someone might suddenlu sau Actuallu, u OR
shouldn't be here, go bacle to where uou were, WhereAS whe lk U0 1.4 are At 1/1014,1e Wm
Can do WhAt UOu. want. I have also gi.ven. bi.rth Lvt the bathroom, whi.ch seems
reallu Vt.CittArCiL to Vut, sort Of beiA/kg titeAr water.
segametsi.: I thi-n1R. at home 1 CaVu be more pro-acti.ve and sau I want to
do thLs and want to tru thLs.
Ponleanci: ( sup-pose the Irlkaim. factor Ls that ( vvtight have a greater degree
o-F controL at Least, ... its just beLng i.n. uour familu home where uou possLbLu
feeL mu.ch more seatre where I actuaLLu l'enow where everuthLng Ls PVLO1 aLso
whoever wLLL be dealing with .jour birth. you would have °At, vwciuloe two
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vulolwi.ves AKA that was it, there wouldn't be A constA vut Izi-nol of sea of peopLe
covvt.i.vue Lik and P covvtpLete turnover a LL the ti-me.
aoLcipe: I thLnIR. Lf uou're at home, I vvteavt olon't quote me 01A, this tilL
after rve haa the bbu ILaughsl, i tlitnlq, at home thLngs are aattcaLLu Less Liledu
to go wrong, thi.s 1..s mu personaL 0-pi-IA-Lon.. .so 1 thimk ueali, at home becau_se I
feel uou'Ll. be a Lot more reLaxed, u ow:re Less LLIzeLu for thLngs to go wrong.
Sixty-two percent of the home birth group talked about the importance of
being in their own environment, and using their own facilities. This was also
thought to be an element of control, since when one is in one's own environment
then one familiar with everything and may control how things are run:
seipati: It has been reaLLu Aloe gettieng Lnto mu owvt bed afterwards as
weLL. I thi.niz that Ls absoLute bLiss betng abLe to have a shower, with ntu owo,
shower and thenikst getti.ng i.nto mu own be whi-ch is LoveLu.
Nktese: I have got vvtu OWN, bath and mu own toilet aLL the thLngs that
maize a difference to a Laolu
mntaoshaoli.: it was LmmedLateLu after gettLng Lytto hku own bath, mu
OWN, toilet, hku own food A vvd not havLng to worru about Leavi.ng the babu.
gothepha: Also afterwards obvi-oksLu beg abLe to get 1-nto uotxr owLA,
bed afro dri.nlz tea and have or owyt mug. Not oht of those vendi-ng
144SiCielLIAtS.
mai.peLo: I have got mu own bath and own bathroom. and dont have to
worru about the state of A LA.UtifilAA.0
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Sixty-nine percent of women planning a home birth talked about the
importance of having their loved ones with them during the process of labour and
delivery. This also indicates a desire to be in control and decide who is to be
present at the birth:
segakuetsi: A veru tvikportAiAt part for wte as well Ls that mu husband
will. be here, mu husband will, be here avIzA won't have to Leave us and I thLnlz
he's such a huge part of the fa luau that it's horri.bLe when thee have to go home
after the bab's boot. That worritol me a Lot so he wilL be here and we can go to
bed as a familu and we cavLwalu up 1.14. the morning as a famile.
seipati: vvLth the Last Dm I had it was just so nize that Ulu two hours
after she was born aLL the chLLdren were there. Thee had govte to some frLends
and thee came bacle, a KA thee aLL tiptoed up the stars. me daughter Viztori-A
cried, she said "I oILdn't lenow uou were havi.ng a babe"' and it was reollu LoveLu,
whereas i don't thLniz t wouLd have got that i.n. hospital.
Nne_se: I awt, qui,te happu ji.c.st to be mobile awl vtot worrui.in.0 about mu
LLttLe bou and that is reatle the °Ale reasow. fit wLLL be so vvtuch more
spixiti,tallu kiapp I ant sure. ..u.t aLso, also if I have the babe at home, then mu
husbavt.c1, he moube here whereas Lf I hod the babe Ln hospitaL In. the VuloldLe of
the ni.ght, ini-S pri.oritu Ls aLso T. and he will be LooleLng after T. mkt) won't be
the deLivere room.
73oitumelo: I could have mu familu with me; quite a few peopLe saLd that
1.w hospital thee ontu allow jour partvter AKA OM more person. 'F.u.t at home I
couLd have mu best fri,enot a wo( wtu sister and mu husband, with me.
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Discussion of findings
The themes expressed by women in the study when referring to the place
of birth fall under three broad categories of risk perception/safety, information and
control. The three categories are related, because ultimately they all point to a
desire for a safe birth. Overall, uncertainty was pervasive in the anticipation of
childbirth and its outcome as participants expressed ambiguities and unknowns.
The two groups agreed on the view that childbirth is an uncertain process, and that
for a first birth one is safer in hospital than at home. When asked about where
they thought was the best place to have a baby 77% of women planning a home
birth and 90% of those planning a hospital birth said that for a first baby it is
better to go to hospital as one does not know what to expect. This may explain
why there was only one woman expecting a first baby who was planning a home
birth. Other studies have also reported an under representation of primiparas in
out of hospital births (Anderson and Greener 1991; Cohen 1982; Howe 1988;
Littlefield and Adams 1987; Rooks, Weatherby, Ernst et al 1989; Schneider
1986). This finding would suggest that women generally have a high risk
perception for a first birth, and therefore consider it more worthy to be delivered
in hospital.
When it comes to subsequent deliveries, however, the consensus is still
that childbirth is an uncertain process, but women differed in what they perceived
as safe or risky, and on what they considered the best place for delivery. Of
interest in the study is the way that each felt their planned venue was the right one
in the circumstances. While one group wants the reassurance of hospital
emergency facilities and the presence of backup staff in case of complications, the
other prefers continuous care by a midwife at home. The results would suggest
that women have different perceptions of risk and safety, and different
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expectations of what would best represent safety. The results are similar to those
of Mather's (1980) study where women cited safety as the most important reason
for choosing a maternity setting, whether it was a birthing room, home birth or
traditional hospital. On the other hand, in their study, Chamberlain et al (1997)
found that women planning a hospital birth were motivated by safety, while those
who chose a home birth did not mention safety as a reason for their choice.
Other studies have conceptualised safety differently, and interpreted the
belief by women that their choice is the safest, regardless of what risks others may
perceive, as bolstering their choice. Bolstering is used to indicate the tendency to
see only the best with the desired choice and the worst with the alternative (Janis
and Mann 1977; McClain 1983; Pierce 1993; White, Wearing, and Hill 1994).
For example, in the study, those women planning a home birth emphasise the fact
that at home they will have two midwives who will give continuous care, and that
they will be more relaxed and in control, with the result that things will be less
likely to go wrong. However, they overlook the fact that if their labour was
complicated and they needed to go for an emergency caesarean section, it might
not be possible to transfer them to hospital on time, for example, because of rush-
hour traffic.
Similarly, the hospital group focus on the fact that if there were any
complications they would be attended quickly. Nevertheless, they disregard the
point raised by the home birth group that due to staff shortages, it might not be
possible for problems to be identified on time. Additionally, they also disregard
the fact that the problems that occur might be because of the easy access of
equipment they so want. For example, they might be forced to go for a caesarean
section because they had an epidural and therefore are unable to push when
required. Because of its potential complications and unknown outcomes,
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childbirth has been seen as a gamble, and a lottery, in which there will sadly be
losers (Szczepinska 1995). The findings of the study that women planning a
home and those planning a hospital birth have different perceptions of risk and
safety related to the place of birth support the proposition of the thesis that
perception of risk in childbirth may influence preference for home or hospital
birth.
Another factor that came out, especially from women planning a hospital
birth, was that they were not informed of the availability of a home birth as an
option, most were given a choice of two hospitals. The practice of only informing
women about the hospital, and not home as an option for childbirth would support
the argument that women are being persuaded to give birth in hospital (Leap
1996; Stapleton 1997). Others have argued that consumer choice is limited to the
services on offer, such that those who extol choice also define the choices
available (Kirkham and Perkins 1997). According to women planning a hospital
birth in the study, the only available choices were between hospitals and did not
include the home. One study found that women felt they were given little choice
about the place of birth, and that the only option adequately explained to them
was the hospital (Rudat, Roberts, and Chowdhury 1993). In a similar survey, it
was found that women were willing to consider alternative maternity facilities
after they were given information about them (Mather 1980). Other studies have
found midwives and GPs to have negative attitudes and to withhold information
about home birth (Bathgate and Ryan 1995; Beech 1995; Devenish 1996; Hosein
1998; Kargar 1998; Leap 1996; Pengelley 1996; Walcott 1997; Warshal 1997).
The lack of information about available options as childbirth venues reiterate the
view of the House of Commons Health committee (House of Commons Health
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Committee 1992) who observed that the available choices are "often more
illusory than real. ' para 51.
On the other hand, women planning a home birth, although not informed
about the available options, were aware that they could have a home birth. Other
studies have also found that women planning a home birth are generally well
informed of the choices available (Kleiverda, Steen, Anderson et al 1990). One
explanation for the differences in knowledge of what is available might be the fact
that home birth women are generally more educated, and therefore are more likely
to read widely and discover other options. In the study, more women in the home
birth group had secondary school and college or university degrees compared to
those planning a hospital birth. The finding is corroborated by other studies
(Cohen 1982), which also found women planning a home birth to be generally
more educated (Cohen 1982; Eakins 1989; Rooks, Weatherby, Ernst et al 1989;
Schneider 1986; Soderstrom, Stewart, Kaitell et al 1990). The difference in
educational standards of women in the two groups might also explain the fact that
home birth women were able to assert their right to have a home birth, while those
planning a hospital birth just went with what was made available to them.
The thesis considered that one of the factors that might affect women's
preferences for home or hospital birth might be their awareness of what is on
offer, and the results clearly support the view. Women planning a home birth
knew that the option was available to them, and asserted their right to have a
home birth. On the other hand, those planning a hospital birth said that the home
birth option was not mentioned to them, and that they assumed they were going to
go to hospital. However, some of them said that even if they had known about the
home option they probably would still have chosen to go to hospital. The point
raised by some of the hospital group, that they probably would still have chosen
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hospital even if they were informed about home is very important. It suggests that
giving women information about all available options does not mean that they are
being encouraged to go one way or the other. On the contrary, it may help women
to make more informed and confident choices. On the other hand, women
planning a hospital birth also felt that one has to be strong to opt for a home birth
because it opposes what the midwives believe in. This would suggest that women
planning a hospital birth felt that they were not strong enough to plump for a
home birth. A woman planning a hospital birth captures the view in the following
quotation:
13>ottliciteLo: Fveruthi.vug ts posittovItd to mcourage uOu to OD to hospital, I
would SCIU. 1 tielLtAIR, U014. woulsI have to be quite strovug persovt to be abLe to turivt
it rouvta AKA sit NO, this ts vtot -for vu.e UOR kin..0W, I WCivtt to 111We it at home.
you have to be verb persuastve. I heard somebodu eLse sautvtg that the wanted
it at home auzi the vuldwtfe tritot to couvtvtce her u-ot to hove it nt home, but she
had tuststed. so I thtvtle, to get it at home ( thtvk uou reallu have to fl.ght. i
wouldut sau A 1_00 but ukaube 1.vt, some oases bleu recalu waKt jot. to 00 to
hospital.. i menu. n oltolvVt ask this ttvue rouu.d but i dovt.'t /Zin,OW what thetr
optulovLs wouLd be but I dtduit eveln. ask.
The other proposition made by the thesis is that individual women's risk
perception may also affect their preferences for home or hospital birth. However,
in the light of the results about lack of information regarding what is on offer, it
could be argued that women cannot consider the risk or safety of a home birth
compared to a hospital birth if they are not aware that home birth is available to
them. One can only worry about what they see as a possibility.
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One of the fascinating findings of the study is that all women planning a
home birth had discussed the issue of place of birth with their partners, while only
10 % of those planning a hospital did. The finding could have a two-fold
interpretation. The first interpretation is that the partner's involvement in the
decision-making is related to risk perception, because, the discussion of options
with partners in the study centred on which of the venues was safer. The couples
therefore discussed the options to make sure they were choosing what each felt
was the safest option. The second interpretation relates to information, and
reinforces the view expressed by 90% of the hospital group that they were not
informed about any other options, in which case there would have been no point
in discussing what they knew to be the only option. Since the hospital birth group
were not offered a choice of home birth, it could be argued that they resigned
themselves to a hospital birth whatever their perceptions of risk or safety related
to hospital birth.
Nevertheless, the result contradicts that of the home birth survey
(Chamberlain, Wraight, and Crowley 1997), which found that 81% of women
choosing to have a baby at the hospital had discussed the planned place with their
husbands. One explanation of the differences in the findings might be because in
a survey women were presented with a list of alternatives and asked to indicate
which one was involved in their decision. In that case, they might have felt
obliged to choose at least one of the alternatives, and the husband might have
looked the most appropriate. In contrast, in a qualitative interview the responses
were spontaneous from the women, which may signify a more accurate
representation of the situation. Nonetheless, it may just be that in the population
used in the home birth survey (Chamberlain Wraight and Crowley 1997)
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husbands were more involved in the decision-making, but the former seems a
more plausible explanation.
Eighty-five percent of women planning a home birth referred to the home
as relaxed, familiar, and giving them more control. Some of the women even said
that because they are relaxed things were less likely to go wrong. Other studies
also found that women planning a home birth value the control they perceive to
have in their own homes (Cunningham 1993; Schneider 1986; Soderstrom,
Stewart, Kaitell et al 1990). Taking control of what is happening to one during
labour, and being involved in decision-making about one's care have been
associated with a positive experience of labour (Audit Commission 1997;
Davenport-Slack and Boylan 1974; Hodnett and Simmons-Tropea 1987;
Humenick and Bugen 1981). Loss of control in childbirth is seen as
disempowerment of women who strive for normality and are faced with
medicalisation (Graham and Oakley 1981; Kitzinger 1980; Oakley 1980).
Findings of this study therefore support the view that control is an important
element for women in labour (Hodnett and Simmons-Tropea 1987), and that it is
the most important variable to having a satisfying birth experience (Humenick and
Bugen 1981). Results of the current study also suggest that women planning a
home birth perceive control to be related to safety of the childbirth process. The
social environment of the home has important effects on stress and the
physiological processes such as birth (Hodnett and Abel 1986; Kiritz and Moo
1974). Women in the study might therefore have a point in thinking that being in
control makes the childbirth process safer.
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Summary
The qualitative study has revealed several factors spontaneously
mentioned by women that influenced their planned place of delivery. The most
intensively discussed issues related to lack of information about available options,
safety, and importance of control, all of which embody risk perception. Women
in the study agreed in their perception of childbirth as an uncertain process, and
the suitability of the hospital for a first birth. However, they differed on where
they thought was the best place for subsequent births and gave their reasons why
home or hospital was the best.
The results support the view of the Department of Health (1993) that
women do not have information about options available to them. One woman
represented the situation very well when she said "when someone plants a seed of
thought in your head, like perhaps home birth, and gives you some information,
you may consider it more, but because that seed was never planted, I didn't even
consider it". The view of risk perception, that different people have different
perceptions of risk and safety depending on their circumstances, was also
supported by the results.
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Chapter 7: Discussion
The thesis explored women's perceptions of the childbirth process, and
factors influencing their choice of place of delivery. It considered that one of the
reasons women plan different venues for childbirth might be explained by their
different perceptions of risk as related to childbirth. In chapter 1, the thesis tried
to understand the present situation of place of birth in the United Kingdom, by
looking at the events that led to it. For that reason, it traced the movement of the
place of birth from the woman's own home to the hospital. History of place of
birth identified government policy, which was influenced by the opinion of the
medical establishment (Ministry of Health 1959; Department of Health and Social
Security 1970; House of Commons Social Services Committee 1980), as having
contributed to the move. The main argument for the government policy of
encouraging hospital birth was that the hospital was safer compared to the home.
However, the policy recommendations for hospital deliveries were made with no
supporting statistical evidence for the allegations of safety, and, the policy was
therefore questioned (Campbell and Macfarlane 1994; Russell 1982; Tew 1977;
Tew 1978; Tew 1985; Tew 1990). However, it could be argued that government
policy of hospital birth for all women might have left many women thinking that
home was a risky place to give birth, while hospital was safe, and that is why they
were being encouraged to go to the hospital.
The debate about the safest place of birth intensified with time
(Chamberlain 2000; Chamberlain et al 1997; Cole and Macfarlane 1995; Draper
1997; Drife 2000; Education and Debate 1996; Jowitt 1998; Macfarlane et al
2000; Settatree 1996; Springer and van Weel 1996; Young and Hey 2000;
Alibahi-Brown 1999; Newburn 1999; Rakshit 1997; Rogers 1998; Young 1999).
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Government policy about maternity care eventually moved away from a
prescriptive service, to what should be a woman centred care, introduced by two
government committees (Department of Health 1993b; House of Commons
Health Committee 1992). The two committees advocate that women should be
given information about services available to them to promote informed choice,
which would lead to a client centred service. The patriarchal biomedical model
that in the past has dominated health care in general, and maternity care in
particular, is seen by the policy as out of date (Department of Health 1993b). The
new health policy is putting forward a more participatory model in which
decision-making is shared by providers and recipients of care. The thesis took on
board the Department of Health's concern that women are not given adequate
information to allow them to make informed decisions about their care, and set
out to determine whether this was still the case.
The second chapter tried to understand the theoretical view that might
inform the way women perceive the process of childbirth, and how various factors
might influence their preferences for home or hospital birth. The view of risk
perception was considered, which posits that the perception of risk is influenced
by individual characteristics and circumstances (Douglas and Wildavsky 1982;
Johnson and Covello 1987). Examples were reviewed in the literature about how
an event might be viewed as either being risky or not by individuals or groups
depending on their circumstances and interests (Abraham et al 1992; Bagnall and
Plant 1987; Dawson and Cynamon 1988; De Haes 1987; Douglas and Wildavslcy
1982; Johnson and Covello 1987; Regis 1988). The conclusion was that
subjective factors influence decision-making, and, consequently, each person's
view can be understood only in the context of their individual circumstances.
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It was proposed at the end of chapter 2, that, women's preferences for
home or hospital birth might similarly be an indication of their risk perception
related to childbirth, which may be affected by their different interests and
circumstances. It was thought that the eventual place of birth might be preferred
because it is perceived to be safer than the alternative. The thesis then went on to
try to discover what factors influence women's views about the place of birth.
Two studies were conducted; the first, a systematic literature review looking at
research into women's views about the childbirth process, and factors that affect
their choice of place of delivery. The review served as an introductory tour of the
area, to discover how much is known about women's views, as well as what to
look for that might give clues to women's perceptions. Only nine published
studies were found, thus exposing the lack of studies addressing women's views
about the place of birth. As seen in Chapter 1, the focus of research and debate
about the place of birth is safety, and the views of women are not included.
The systematic review also revealed that the few studies that looked at
women's views about the place of birth used questionnaires. Questionnaires
devised by professionals tend to seek answers that inform the particular
professional's perspective rather than the participant's view. A recommendation
was therefore made for more studies looking at women's own perspectives to
satisfy the government policy of a woman centred service (Department of Health
1993b; House of Commons Health Committee 1992). Indeed, the traditional role
of the client as perhaps the most critical and yet underused resource for improved
health care outcomes needs to be urgently reviewed (Chewning and Sleath 1996).
For the client to be afforded their rightful role as determinant of the type of care,
there must be effective communication and recognition of the patient's right to
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choose (DiMatteo 1994), without any fear of prejudice or retribution (Stapleton
1997).
In an effort to address the need for exploratory studies about women's
views, the second study of the thesis, a qualitative investigation of women's
perceptions of the process of childbirth and factors affecting their preference for a
place of birth, was conducted. The aim was to capture original responses from the
women, but at the same time act as a test of the hypotheses proposed in chapter
three about the influence of information and risk perception on decision-making.
One of the hypotheses proposed about factors influencing decision-making
about the place of birth was that information, or the lack of it, might play a role.
It became evident from the start, that, indeed women in the study were not
informed of home birth as an available option, despite the aspirations of the
Department of Health Expert Maternity Group (Department of Health 1993b;
Department of Health 1993c) and The Royal College of Obstetricians response to
the Department of Health's report (Royal College of Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists 1994). Those planning a hospital birth did not consider a home
birth, but only chose between the options of hospitals they were given. On the
other hand, those planning a home birth found information about the option of
home by other means, and asserted their right to choose their place of delivery.
The results suggest that women's lack of information about alternatives to
hospital birth may present an obstacle to informed choice. The findings would
reinforce the recommendation of the Department of Health that women should be
made aware of all options available to them so that they could make their own
informed choice. Women should also be informed of the potential advantages and
disadvantages of both home and hospital. For example, research has revealed
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psychosocial advantages of home birth, such as greater maternal satisfaction
(Zander 1982), and improved relationships between mother and baby (Fleming,
Ruble, Anderson et at 1988).
Other hypotheses proposed in chapter 3 were that sometimes people make
conscious decisions about what risks to take or avoid depending on their
individual characteristics and circumstances (Dougals and Wildavsky 1987;
Fowlkes and Miller 1987; Nelkin 1989). There was a hint of such decision-
making in the study, for example, some women planning a home birth had other
children at home and did not want to have to leave them as indicated in the
following excerpts:
mnoosliadi,: I had ovLe sIclz child the Last ti.me, who mu iviuvit cante to
Look after and she wouLdn't have anuthIng to do with. she was too ILL, di-dinit
want anubodu but h,te avtd i wouLd have worried about her, if rci have been im,
hospital. even. just for a dau. I would have worrIed about her because I lenew that
she wasn't gettIng..., she wcis throw/no strops everu ti.line mum tried to co
anuthIng -For her, even mu husband she wasn't partIcuLariu Interested In. It
was we she wanted, a md I would have worrIed about that I thInk.
Nhtse: I have cm 12-04oh.th-oLoi sov . avt.o1 trui.vte to fi.vol soh&eovte to take
me Into hospitaL and sonteovte to Look after hi.m. Is just ooi.ng to be so diffIcult
In the vulddLe of the nIght
Many other reasons were given by women for preferring their planned
place of birth that attested to the role of individual circumstances on decision-
making. For example, some women thought the emergency equipment in the
hospital was an incentive, while for others it was a deterrent for hospital birth.
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Prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) suggests that biases rather
than rational judgements characterise decision-making. The biases, sometimes
called heuristics (Denscombe 1993; Slovic, Fischhoff and Lichtenstein 1980) are
reactions to a perception of risk, which might manifest as factors that detract from
objective reality and influence how one might react to a situation. The heuristics
may take the form of what have been called the dread factor, the vividness of the
risk, and a sense of invulnerability (Denscombe 1993; Slovic, Fischhoff and
Lichtenstein 1980). The dread factor may manifest where a woman may just have
a fear that something may go wrong with the birth. This was demonstrated in the
study when women planning a hospital birth constantly referred to the presence of
emergency equipment in case of emergency such as the following:
movttlevtalAt...13,ut for me I thLvtlz everuthLvtg about the hospital, has to
be about safetu. you are Lvt. the right etAvi-rommevtt Lf, cj oc.{ forbLd, avtuthi,Kg
should go wromg.
oithatelo: I just feel that L-F the bixth goes easilu cfin,o1 well it's the most
wovLderful thLvtg. -E,ut somettmes it doeswt, cimot t just ',teed to be somewhere
where theu have got everuthLvtg readu for uou.
Another heuristic that could influence decision-making is the vividness of
the risk, where a woman might recall an instance where something went wrong,
and thinks that the same might happen again. This was also displayed in the study
when women referred to past complications as having an impact on the present
decision:
*},oithatelo: The chaol that I had last ti-me WAS LK. foetal distress, the cord
WAS aroutkd his vLecIR. so I had ao, emergemcu caesaream sectLoo,....Possi.blu if I
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was at home there vulght have been davvtage to the child because of the cord
beLng arou.nol his neclz, so, LK, hA-U expel-Lei/toes ( felt i would prefer to be
somewhere where theu have as LA/tuck ectui,pment as possi,ble.
Mantpenene: I would sau hospLtal Ls a safer place, everuthlng Ls there
should somethlng go wrong. (A", nku sister had a LittLe bou at [name of
hospital.] lastjulu, and she was gLvenpethitAne? And he went flat when he WAS
born? so consectuev6tlu, it's like patAlc, statlon, and that even more con-RI-meat
mu sort of thLnl0,ig.
The third heuristic is the sense of invulnerability, where women might
acknowledge potential problems but feel that somehow it would not happen to
them. The sense of invulnerability might result from the fact that the woman has
had problem free childbirth before, or she knows others who have not had
problems, on the other hand, they might just feel invulnerable, such as the
following woman:
4CioiCipe: I Wte A VL we discussed the fact that V.V14., I could bleed, the Labour
could go -Rne, that the actual babu, could come out and there could be
haentorrhagi.ng on vu.0 slate afterwards, but once agai,n, ueah, uou'd get that
whether uou're at home or hospital, so the advantages there are the fact that 1,f
that happened uotx could get run down to theatre, des, ctui,c1R1u, whereas opposed
to LLIze waiti.ng for an Ci V1A.IOVIA Vitt to come up and then talRlno uou. -R,ut, I don't
lenow, I suppose I sat bacle and thought no, that won't happen (Laughs). I mean.
if it does it does (Laughs) but I've sat bacIR, and thought, no, that's not gon.na
happen. you Iznow, I'm such a relaxed person normallu anuwau, that uou.
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IRYLOW, we tAIR,e eVeruthi.ne im, our stri,de if, anot what i.s it that Uiej sa? If it
comes to, we cross that briztge then (Laushs).
The precaution adoption process proposes that in order to make a decision
about a potentially risky situation, people must first recognise that a risk or hazard
exists, and that a failure to protect oneself is a reflection of ignorance rather than
an underestimation of the threat (Weinstein 1980; Weinstein 1988). In the study,
women planning a hospital birth could not evaluate the risk or safety of a home
birth since as far as they were concerned home birth was not an option. It could
be argued therefore that these women were not given an opportunity to make a
decision.
On the other hand, women planning a home birth had considered the two
options of home and hospital birth, and discussed with their partners where they
wanted to give birth. The home birth group could be seen to have demonstrated
what the theory of reasoned action refers to as rationality of choice and systematic
use of available information (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980; Fishbein and Ajzen 1975).
The theory proposes that the individual's decision-making is related to their belief
about what outcome will follow their decision, as well as the importance they
place on the outcome. The home birth group believed that if they gave birth in
their own homes they were less likely to have complications. They used the
experiences of others who had given birth at home, and/or their own previous
experiences of home birth as evidence that they will be safe. Another important
factor for the group was being in their own homes, controlling what happened to
them, and having their family and friends with them, which they thought added to
the safety of a home birth. The theory also suggests that the individual's social
environment and immediate reference group influence what choices the individual
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makes (Kronenfeld and Glik 1991). The home birth group could be seen to have
involved their social environment and immediate reference group as they made
sure to involve their partners in the decision-making, which contributed to the
reality of the home birth. They also made their choices because of the experiences
of their friends and neighbours.
Responses from women planning a hospital birth when discussing the lack
information about the availability of home birth illuminate the fact that giving
information empowers women but does not bias their choices. Some women
planning a hospital birth felt that perhaps even if they were given the option of a
home birth they would still have preferred to go to hospital. This suggests that
when women have been given information about all the available options, there
might be some who are interested in a hospital birth, and others interested in home
birth. The difference will be that they will have chosen their venues with
knowledge of what the alternative could offer.
An interesting finding was the differences in perception of the safest place
to give birth for subsequent children, which exposed women's perceptions and
beliefs about childbirth in relation to the specific ideology they had chosen, either
actively as in the home birth group, or by default as in the majority of the hospital
birth group. The views indicated that generally women view their chosen birth
place positively whether it is home or hospital. The different views support the
perspective of the cultural theory (Douglas and Wildavslcy 1982; Johnson and
Covello 1987), that individuals have different perceptions of risk and safety that
are influenced by their individual circumstances. It is therefore important to offer
women information about what is on offer, to allow them an opportunity to
evaluate the options. It is also important to understand individual circumstances
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that may impact on the choices they make about childbirth so that they could be
supported in their choices.
Implications of the findings for women
Results of the qualitative study suggest that women who took part were
not given information about all options available about the place of birth, but were
made to believe that the hospital is the only option. Although the findings of this
study are compromised by the small sample size, they suggest tentatively that
women in the areas served by the two hospitals involved in the study might be in a
similar situation of lack of information because they are attended by the same
midwives. Women planning a home birth indicated that they became aware of the
option of home birth through reading, or from contact with others who had had a
home birth. This would imply that childbearing women may not have access to
good quality information about all options available to them, and that there
appears to be a bias towards hospital birth, which could act as an obstacle towards
informed choice about the place of birth.
Information informs decision-making inasmuch as women cannot make
informed decisions if they do not know the range of services available to them.
For example, if women know about substandard care at a particular hospital, and
do not have any other options, they might continue to go to the same hospital and
hope for the best. On the other hand, if they knew of an alternative, for example,
another hospital nearby, or their home, they might evaluate the alternatives
according to what they know about them, and then decide where they think would
be the best place to go.
Chapter 1 indicated the powerful nature of policy in determining the type
of care consumers expect to get and subsequently accept as the norm. Policy
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could therefore be used to provide good quality unbiased information to
childbearing women in maternity units. The information could then be distributed
to women by word of mouth by all caring for them, as well as in written form.
Information about all available services could be printed as part of the antenatal
record. Women would therefore have the information with them at all times and
accept it as part of their antenatal care. It could also be useful to get women with
experience of different options to talk to others about both the positive and
negative points about each option. This would give women enough information
to choose with more confidence. The information could involve the pros and cons
of each option, and the screening procedures, if any, that are used to help decide
the suitability of women for each available option.
While women clearly need more information about the available options,
an important question is when and how to reach all or the majority who might
benefit from the information. The mass media would seem to be a good
alternative, with programs introducing women to options available at the different
areas of the country, as well as the philosophies of the options (Mather 1980).
The mass media could target different groups of women, such as, through
community educational programs, childbirth educational programs, women's
groups and church groups.
Implications for Midwives
According to the history of place of birth reviewed in Chapter 1, the rate
of home deliveries fell dramatically from about 35% in the 1960's to 1% in the
1980's. The current rate is about 2%, and Chamberlain et al (1997) have observed
that midwives who trained when the home birth rate was high ended their careers
around 1994. The midwives currently in practice may not have experience of
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conducting home births, which might explain why they are reluctant to give
information about home births, because they might not feel confident to conduct
them.
Studies have found that up to 32% of midwives have not attended a home
birth in the past year (Chamberlain, Wraight, and Crowley 1997; Floyd 1995;
Northern and Yorkshire Regional Health Authority 1994). It has been suggested
that midwives' personal anxieties and lack of experience with home birth may
lead them to encourage hospital births as a way of alleviating their own distress
rather than helping women to make decisions congruent with their needs (Price
1995). It is important to determine the effect of the midwives' lack of experience
of conducting home births on the information they give women about available
services. It is also important to find ways of empowering midwives to conduct
home birth. It has been argued that if midwives are to become confident in
conducting home births, they need time to study and adapt to the responsibilities
associated with it (Chamberlain Wraight and Crowley 1997).
Finally, as Stapleton (1997) has observed, woman-centred care means
fostering an atmosphere where all women — midwives and clients — are
encouraged to express their opinions without fear of getting it wrong. If women,
or indeed midwives are afraid of retribution if things go wrong, then there will
never be free choice about the place of birth.
Implications for research
Results of this study should be accepted only tentatively, and must be
verified since they comprise perhaps a first attempt to investigate women's
perceptions of risk as related to the birth process. Hence, results only offer
hypothesis for further testing, and point to an urgent need for more exploratory
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studies looking specifically at women's views about the place of birth. Research
is also needed into effective ways of giving women information about available
options in a non-threatening way. It is also important to conduct studies looking
into why midwives are reluctant to give information about the availability of
home births even though they are willing to support those women who know
about it.
Limitations of the study
The first limitation of the study is the small sample size, which weakens
the generalisability of the findings beyond the sample that was involved. Due to
the small sample used, results can only illuminate the problem, but cannot be
generalised widely although they could possibly be generalised to women in
similar circumstances. For example, it could be argued that the results could be
generalised to those attending the same hospitals and attended by the same
midwives.
The second limitation relates to the differences in educational status of the
two groups that were involved in the study. The home birth group were more
educated than the hospital group, which may bias the conclusions drawn about the
results. Thirdly, women in the study were only interviewed about their choices
once during their pregnancy, this might mean that change of plans about the place
of birth were missed which may have significance for the women.
Another limitation of the study, which also applies to qualitative research
in general, is that it is difficult to determine whether views raised by participants
are accurate (Murphy et al 1998). This point was made vivid in the present study
especially in one interview where the participant seemed to contradict herself as
the interview progressed. The woman started by saying that the midwife who had
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looked after her during one of her labour and delivery was fantastic and caring,
and then, as the interview progressed the same midwife was portrayed as uncaring
and very cruel. The following quotations illustrate:
clolspe: -g.utt with the ftrst pregvtavLou that I loot was E. who Is KONA/
K.earLu 12, u.V14, I WAS At Dome o-f hos-pitaL civtol Caul avt.o( um., the v‘Aldwtves
there were oKze ascii.A fAiAtAStit,...ut I vi&eAtA., Like i satot, the hospi,tat wAs ooze
agaLvt WAS briaisi ink, the vtaolwi-fe wAs -RivitAstiz, Uot . kytow, she was octri.v..g,
thoughtful, amot everuthi.vtg else.
The woman then went on discuss other things before going back to talk
about the same midwife, but her version had changed:
Ciol.Ape: Avl,ol with E. um, (Laughs) vvtu vuLdwi.fe wAS cic,tunt.l.u, her vonte
was L. avtd i oavt homsttu sau, as vtastu AS it souvtois, she was a right °La bag
(Laughs)
(See Appendix 4 lines 35-37, 44-46 and 445-467 for the contradictions of
the description of the midwife).
Although the apparent contradiction in the above interview could be seen
as a weakness, on the contrary, it shows the ability of qualitative research to get
the individual to relax, get rid of the initial façade and reveal a true version of
events. When one examines Gaolape's interview transcript (see Appendix 4), at
the beginning, her narrative was superficial and she wanted to present a rosy
picture of events. However, the richness of the description of what happened to
her as the interview progresses almost takes one to the actual time of her delivery,
and it is as if one is watching it happen rather than listening to a narrative.
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Contribution to research
The thesis has attempted to address the issue of women's views of the
process of childbirth, and examined factors that influence women's preferences
for a home or hospital birth. The area of risk perception was reviewed and an
assessment made of how it could be applicable to childbirth. This was a
substantial contribution to childbirth literature as women's risk perceptions related
to childbirth and the place of birth have not been researched. Secondly, the thesis
considered the Department of Health's view of information giving to allow
women to make informed decisions about their care. The thesis investigated
whether lack of information still has an impact on decision-making. The findings
of the study therefore are a contribution towards evaluating whether the
recommendations of the Department of Health (1993b) of giving women
information are being addressed.
The thesis conducted two studies, one a systematic review of factors
affecting women's preference for a home or hospital birth. The review is a major
contribution to literature and could add to the Health Technology Assessment
literature (http://www.ncchta.org ) that makes up a large body of knowledge for
evidence based practice in the United Kingdom. The second study is a primary
qualitative study of women's views of the process of childbirth and factors
affecting their choice of place of birth. Although limited by the small sample size,
the study contributes by adding to exploratory studies looking at women's views,
which are urgently needed.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: (Information leaflet)
My name is Banyana Madi and I am a midwife, studying for a doctorate at the
University of Surrey. I would like to invite you to participate in my study looking
into how pregnant women make decisions about the most appropriate place of
birth. I will therefore ask those wishing to take part in the study to take me
through the process of how they came to decide on where they would like to
deliver. This might include information about:
Your understanding of the process of labour and delivery
What you think the appropriate management should be
Your knowledge of the options available about possible places of birth
Your source of the information about the available options
Where you thought you would like to deliver when you first discovered you were
pregnant
Whether this has changed at all
Whether you have any prior experience of the place where you want to deliver
What you think is the thing that most influenced your decision
What role your partner has on the decision
Whether you think you have adequate information upon which to make your
choice
Whether you think you made a choice about where you want to deliver or whether
you just followed what most people do
What interests you most about your planned place of birth
What you don't like about the alternative place
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I would really like to know about everything that was involved in coming to this
very important decision, and how you think it could be made it easier for you.
If I get a good handle on the issues involved, I may be able to make appropriate
recommendations to NHS management. The study is funded by the European
Institute of Health and Medical Sciences (EIHMS) of the University of Surrey.
If you are interested in taking part in the study, please sign the form provided by
the midwife. This will signify your permission for the midwife to pass your
details to me so that I could then contact you to explain the study further, and
arrange a suitable time we could meet. Your participation in this very important
study will be appreciated.
Many thanks in anticipation of your support.
Appendix 2: Consent to be contacted
I the under-signed give my midwife permission to pass my telephone number and
address to Banyana Madi to contact me about the study of decision-making about
the place of birth.
Name:
Signature:
Please write your address, telephone number, and preferred time for telephone
calls in the space provided.
Thank you very much for your participation in this very important study. I look
forward to working with you.
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Appendix 3a Consent form
I the under-signed voluntarily agree to participate in the study of decision-making
about the place of birth. I have read and understood the Information sheet
provided. I have been given a full explanation by the investigator of the nature,
purpose, location and likely duration of the study, and of what I will be expected
to do. I have been given the opportunity to ask questions on all aspects of the
study and have understood the information given consequently. I understand that
I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without needing to justify my
decision and without prejudice.
Name:
Signature:
Date:
Name of witness:
Appendix 3b: Consent form
I confirm that I have read and understood the above and freely consent to
participate in this study. I give my permission for the interview I have given to be
used in the study, and for a written record of my interview to be kept December
2001, after which they will be destroyed. I understand that all documentation held
on a volunteer is in the strictest confidence and complies with the Data Protection
Act (1984). I agree that I will not restrict the use of the results of the study on the
understanding that my anonymity is preserved.
Signature:
Appendix 4: Transcript of first home birth interview
(Gaolape)
Okay, Gaolape, like I explained beCore, I vvould like you tell e about what you
think about the process of labour and about your decision to have your baby
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at home. Anything at all that you think might have contributed to this
decision.
1. (laughs) Right, in start at the beginning, urn, I had the other three children in
hospital
2. and I've always felt like in hospital you're on conveyer belt system?
3. You go in, you give birth they want to get rid or you as soon as possible,
4. and I didn't, I've never felt relaxed in hospital. l/m, with this one, I decided
from the beginning
5. that it will be really nice to have your own home,
6. and your things around you, urn, give birth, hopefully,
7. I don't use pain reliefanyway, so, you know, totally and utterly
8. what I call natural labour? Um, a nice bath when I want to have one?
9. urn, all the (pause) I suppose the added extras of like hopping up to have a
drink,
10. and, and everything else? I, then alter-wards being able
11. to just lay in bed with the baby and not get moved from one room to another
MOM
12. and have everyone coming poking you arouncl,(laughs) and I know,
13. I've had like three friends now
14. that have all given birth at home. And they've all said,
15. you know what a magical experience it is to be laying in your bed or on your-
sora you know,
16. and have that baby, and, and no no sort ofpresence of people walking around,
17. other babies crying, and, and, that was it really, I it.15't felt like I wanted
something different.
18. This time, you know, rather than sort of with Our boy, the last one I had,
19. he's fourteen months old now, urn I had to go and be induced because I was
over.
20. And although the midwives were wonderful,
21. which they were, they were absolutely brilliant I just felt on edge the whole
time
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22. because I was in a hospital and I thought, No, you know next time if there is
anymore
23. it will be different. So that was it really. It wasn't media or anything else,
24. it was just me sort of thinking well, I've never had a problem during pregnancy
or labour?
25. It would be nice to have hopefully a quick nice one at home
26. (Laughs) But not with my luck I'll probably go overdue and have to go in
anyway
27. (laughs) Oh yeah, that was it I just decided that I wanted it in
28. the comfort ofmy home and that way I haven't got to worry
29. about the children either, because they will either be in bed or at school.
30. So it's nice and convenient for me
31. and obviously my husband said to me, whatever you want is fine by him.
32. So, so, yeah, he's quite understanding and just said well,
33. I can't understand why you want to have it at home,
34. but I'm with you a 100% So that was it.
35. But with the First pregnancy that I had was Emma who is now nearly 12.
36. Um, I was at (name of hospital and cityl
37. And urn, the midwives there were once again fantastic,
38. but it was a long process. I got induced at (pause) 9 o'clock in the morning
39. and she arrived at halfpast seven in the evening?
40. And I was put on a drip, and I ended up having an epidural,
41. and it, (pause) it put me 0E1d- childbirth because Sophie didn't follow
42. till six years later, (laughs). Because I thought well, you know,
43. I'm not going through that experience ever again.
44. But I mean, like I said, the hospital was once again was brilliant,
45. the midwife was fantastic, you know
46. she was caring, thoughtful, and everything else.
47. But yes, the actual pain and (pause) I suppose how long winded it all was
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48. I thought never again. And yeah, I fell pregnant for Sophie,
49. who is now coming up for six and I had her at [name of hospital]
50. and I was the only one in the whole hospital that night
51. I went in (laughs) and they were all sitting, the two midwives
52. that were there were sitting playing cards.
53. And I remember her saying to me, you know,
54. couldn't you wait till I've finished this hand.
55. And like we had a laugh and a joke. And I was the only one in,
56. you know I had the whole hospital like to myself and urn
57. I was shown into a private room afterwards,
58. the labour went brilliantly, three hours start to finish?
59. No sttches, and yeah, taken to a private room, which was lovely.
60. I stayed in about six hours and was taken home.
61. It was absolutely fantastic
62. and then obviously yeah, once, like I said with Our boy
63. it was hospital again induced, and, but the only thing is you,
64. you I was passed at [name of hospital] from one room to another room,
65. and then I was moved to another ward. And then I said you know
66. I want to go home because but this time I was just so tired and fed up
67. of being, I supposed pushed from pillar to post (laughs).
68. I thought, you know oh God it would be really nice to get home
69. and that, I had him at 9 o'clock in the morning and the paediatrician
70. come out at 3 o'clock in the afternoon and checked that he was okay
71. to leave hospital? which he was? And yeah, we came home
72. and you know from walking in the door it was, it was
73. completely different, you know you're at home and you can
74. porter around and it was lovely. So yeah, an d	+i k	 -1-1, +..  n, that, that was basically
75. made the decision, that that was it,
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76. the next one was being born here (laughs). You know, not in hospital
77. and my midwife, K. at the health centre was brilliant you know,
78. she sat me down she explained to me that if there is a problem, urn
79. would I consent to going in by ambulance or whatever else?
80. and I said yes of- course I want what's best for the baby. You know,
81. she said, she was, she has been behind me a 100% you know she hasn't,
82. nobody's tried to talk me out ou t, they've all said to me, you know
83. it's your decision and you know, are you happy? do you realise
84. this can happen, and that can happen? and I said yes, I'm willing
85. to take that chance. I mean, I think my point of view is
86. what can happen at home would also have happened in hospital anyway.
87. I know okay you have the advantage that the medical staff
88. are all in the hospital with you, but at home I feel that because
89. of how more relaxed you could be, urn, a lot of I suppose a lot or
90. can be avoided, so I, we'll give it a try (laughs).
91. Roll on the next three weeks (laughs).
• What information were you given about the place of birth?
92. I can honestly say with the first birth, with Emma, I was only 18 anyway,
93. and I was very young, very naive, and it was a case of 	 got
94. pregnant, you will go there to have the birth. I wasn't shown
95. around the hospital before having her, I was absolutely petrified,
96. (laughs), and I mean petrified
97. and yeah, once again with Sophie it was a case ofwell, you're booked
98. into that hospital. Um, yeah, I don't think-there's ever been
99. enough choices given to you, You know the only choices and the only
100. way you ever get spoken to is through books that you buy, and
101. magazines, you know, nobody ever actually sits you down
102. and says to you, well, this can happen, that can happen, and, they
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103. don't, I feel they don't talk to you enough, so, you know, I buy all
104. the magazines, like the pregnancy magazines, mother and baby,
105. practical parenting, you know every sort ofcouple of weeks I have
	
106,	 a new magazine, I read up about all the tips on birth,
107. on how to bring up the children, on their behaviour, obviously,
108. and I found all my information has come out orMagazines (laughs).
109. So and I know there's a lot of mums that feel the same that enough
110. information isn't given. Like with our boy I wanted originally
111.to have a water birth in hospital, and I asked about it, and
112.it was a case of yes, we do do it, we'll speak about it nearer the time
113.and then it was I suppose avoided? Every time I sort or mentioned it
114.it was brushed aside and I thought oh well,
115.perhaps you won't have that. So I feel that yeah, they don't
116.give you enough information. But then, once again it does depend
117.on the midwife. Coz some will sit down and take time with you
118. and others will try and brush things aside because they're in a rush?
119.But my midwife last time with our boy was wonderful,
120. it was just the fact that she was trying to avoid the subject of water
121.birth (laughs),but she was still a wonderful person
122. and she done a really good job, so, but yeah, no, there is not
123. enough information around.
• Now with this pregnancy, did someone tell you about the options?
124. Yes, they did, they did, yes, um, urn, it's funny this, when
125. I went for my first scan, I had my scan at 12 weeks urn, at the
126. Cambridge hospital in Aldershot and it was a man
127. that done it. And he was, I was laid on the couch and he was
128. chatting to me about, showing me all the bits on the baby, and he
129. looked at my notes and he said, Gaolape you're a dab hand at this
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130. why are you wasting the hospital's time? he said, you might as well
131.stay at home and have it and he was joking, obviously, and I come home
132. and I thought, you know, he was right! You know
133.it would be nice, so, yeah, I suppose it was him mentioning it,
	
134.	 rather than the midwife, because the midwives have never mentioned it
to me. It was him that was mentioning it
135.and making a okeofft, but yes, made me think, oh yeah,
136.I'd like that you know, and I found out the more about it the
137.more I could, and obviously, when I mentioned it to the midwife,
	
138.	 urn she said to me Yes, it can be done, but talk to me nearer
139.the time. So (laughs) I said okay 50, and I think actually looking
140. at notes (opens her ante-natal notes) I don't think it was actually
141.reached until I was about six months pregnant. (reads notes) —
142. talking about home confinement and that was in July, 50 and
143. I found out I was pregnant in February so yeah, till July
144. before she sort of said, okay we sort of talk about it nearer the time
145. and then, yeah it wasn't actually, it was still considering at
146. the beginning of September, and obviously the 15th September
147. was when she said yes, okay. So, yeah, it took a lot of, (pause),
148. I suppose keep saying, yes I want a home birth
149. (or them to I suppose be with me? But they did tell me that
150. the doctors don't approve, my doctor at the surgery doesn't
151.approve of home birth, so there is no point in going to them
152. and discussing it. You know, it had to be literally with the
153.midwives? So, I said, that's fine (laughs) You know I know
	
154.	 what I want so, I think 	 as a parent you do get to the stage
155.where you think oh, you know, hang on, you know,
156.1 want what I want. If- there'd been a problem during the pregnancy,
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157.1)m, or ii i felt that I couldn't manage on natural pain relief or
158.	 gas and air then yeah, I would've sort ofthought well, we'll go to
159.the hospital for the last one. But I'm so confident that I'm
160. thinking well, no, I will manage at home. So, (laughs)
161. Now when you look back at your previous pregnancies and probably how this
pregnancy has progressed. What is your perception ofthe process of
childbirth? How should it be managed?
162. Um, I would say possibly if you are a first time mum, then yeah,
163.it should definitely be a hospital because you don't know, sort or
164.	 like, you don't know yourself, what your body is going to
165.go through, you don't know what your body is capable or,
166.a natural birth and, d n4 obviously if you want pain reliefand
167.everything else then the hospital is the place to have it,
168.	 I would say that. But I'd say that, you know, as, as a mother
169.you, (pause) I can't spell it, you, your body knows what feels right?
170. And I think, you know, once	 in if you're strong person you can
171.cope without pain relief and everything else then you can
172. have your baby wherever you want it. But you know
173.iiyou're first time and you think there's gonna be problems
174.	 then yeah, I'd recommend anybody hospital, because
175.all the staffare there and obviously they want to do the best
176.for you and the baby. Whereas I've been lucky because obviously
177. never having any problems, you know, if I'd had problems prior,
178. then I wouldn't have considered it myself. (laughs).
• So what do you think is the main advantage of having a baby at home?
179. I think it's just the fact that you're secure in your own
180. environment and you're free to, I suppose do
181.what you want to do. You know if you want to slouch,
182.	 over the chair then go ahead (laughs) If you want to roll
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183. on the floor in agony go ahead, but I think it's the fad that yeah,
184. you've got everything around you um, 45 long as the house is
185. clean, warm, the best that you can make it, then I think it's lovely
186. for a baby to come into the world in its own home.
187. And about the hospital, what is the thing that you don't like most?
188. I think it is the fact that, which isn't the midwives fault, because
189. they have a lot of mums in, but I do feel that you are treated
190. sometimes like a conveyor belt you know, you come in here now,
191.and you do, I suppose basically what they tell you to do?
192. Like	 give an example, urn, with Sophie, I was happy laying in the
193.water in the bath, and the midwife said to me, You must get out
194.	 oithe bath now Yeah, I laid in the bath with Sophie, yes,
195.and I remember laying there and she said you must
196.get out of there now, and I said, well, no, I don't want to, and
197. you know I'm not asking you, she said, I'm telling you!! (with a high
voice)
198. And as it was, Sophie didn't come out for another two hours,
199. whereas I was so (pause) laying in the bath in the water around
200. me, it was lovely, I was so relaxed, and you know, they sort of, I
201. suppose it's the case orthey want you up on that bed and deliver,
202. because you know they might have another one, one or two
203. people coming in at the same time, so, yeah, I'd say that (pause),
204. I think hospitals just aren't relaxing, but then that could lust be me
205. coz I've never liked hospitals. But I didn't, I have never felt relaxed
206. in hospital. I've always felt like yeah, you're there to get it over and
207. done with, and out the back door sort of thing (laughs)
208. it might not be that bad for everybody, but that's howl felt,
209. 50 (laughs).
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• You mentioned that you had friends who had theft babies at home?
210. Yeah, I'll give you a fine example, is my friend's little boy is,
211.now is about three months old, and she got up at 4 o'clock
212. in the morning, went to the toilet and her waters broke.
213. 1./m she phoned her midwife and she said my waters have broke
214. I'm not having contractions as Such or yet, but obviously
215. I'm phoning to let you know. The midwife said okay
216. when you need me phone back. And it got to I think it was
217. 6 o'clock and the contractions were like very very quick, so
218. she phoned the midwife and the midwife arrived, and then
219. the second midwife arrived. And she was stood in her kitchen,
220. having a cup of coffee and a cigarette (laughs) and the midwife
221. said, you know, what are you trying to do to that baby,
222. smoke it out? And they were like laughing and joking?
223. And she said to the midwife, I think I'm going to start pushing
224. and they got her washing up bowl, um because she was stood
225. over the kitchen sink at the time and she got a washing up bowl
226. and she put it like between her legs? and she said within like
227. 5 or 10 minutes, a couple of pushes, and the baby was out, and
228. she said the experience I mean she'd had four children, and she said
229. the experience, you couldn't, you know you got to be there and to
230. have gone through it. But it's how she stood, she said with her
231. coffee on the side, her cigarette was burning in the ash tray,
232. you know, which wasn't a good thing for the baby, we know,
233. but she said you know, and it was a case ofoh, I think I have to
234. push you know, she had 110 Stitches, there was no problems at all,
235. and after the birth, she said you know, it was a case ofthe midwife's
236. got rid ofeverything, the placenta, there was no mess, one ofthem
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237. went up and ran the bath for her and her husband was away on a
238. business course that day, so he missed the birth. (laughs)
239. And he'd left at 2 o'clock in the morning and urn, when she
240. phoned him he was stuck in the traffic, 50 he missed the birth,
241. but urn, yeah, she said the midwife, one of the other midwives ran
242. a bath rot her. She went and had the bath, she come down she
243. phoned me at quarter past nine and said to me, I've got a little boy
244. and I said when, when? and she said a couple of hours ago and
245. said what are you doing on the phone? she said I'm laying on the
246. SOra, my feet are up, the baby is asleep in his bed, he's had his
247. bottle. She said I'm having a cup oicorree, a biscuit and a cigarette,
248. coz she's a very very heavy smoker. She said urn, she said it's bliss,
249. she said the midwives have cleaned up, they've gone. She had a
250. doctor going out that afternoon to just check she was okay
251. and she said it's lovely, she said I don't actually feel like I've been
252. through anything. And I went to see her the following day,
253. and you know, I said you know, "what was it like? sort of thing,
254. she said it's just unbelievable, she said because you're so relaxed it's
255. so quick. She said you know it was a case of standing one minute
256. and the next minute thinking, oh no, I've got to push, you know,
257. how am I going to make it to the bed? and she said no I'm not,
258. you know, it's got to come out here. Yes, she was actually
259. crouched over the sink, and he was 9 pounds 2, no, 9 pounds 3
260. and she didn't have any stitches or anything, and like she said,
261. you know, it was amazing, it really was a really good experience.
262. And alter that happened, I thought that is definitely it for me,
263. (laughs) you know, not saying that mine will be like anything near
264. like hers, but like she said, she was another one that never liked the
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265. hospital system. You know, it was a case or yes, she said the same,
266. you're in you give birth, and within like a couple of hours
267. they can't wait to get rid or you. So, you know (laughs) and she said
with her last one she would have loved to stayed in hospital
268. a bit longer, coz she wanted a break, but they wouldn't have her.
269. It was a case of you know yeah, you're all well, go, sort of thing.
270. And she said when you go home to four other kids,
271. sometimes you sort orthink to yourself, now, it would be nice
272. to spend a week in here. (laughs). but yeah, and that was it, you know,
273. 50, we was chatting and me sort or being round at home and holding the
baby
274. and everything and looking at how well she looked.
275. And, she said the best thing was to actually give birth,
276. have your bath, get changed into what you wanted to wear,
277. lay on the 506 and she didn't move -the rest ofthe day.
278. And she said it was just 6ntastic, there was no one coming in,
279. there was no other babies cryfng, there was no, you know,
280. there's your dinner sort ofthing. She said it was lovely.
281. So I thought right, you know that's it. I think if if you're at home,
282. I mean don't quote me on this till after I've had the baby (laughs),
283. I think at home things are actually less likely to go wrong,
284. this is my personal opinion, because I know, um not so much of
285. our boy, coz it was a very easy birth, but with Sophie and Emma, it
286. was a case ofthey are standing there, and they are saying you
287. know, the baby i5 in distress ifyou don't hurry up and push you are
288. going to have to have forceps and they show you what they are
289. and you're thinking Oh, my God! you know and you're getting
290. yourself 50, I got myself so worked up, you know because,
291. you know I've seen these things, and I thought, oh no, they're,
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292. not going near me, you know and I find I was very very panicked
293. the first two times, you know, and it was a case ofyes, just push for
294. dear life and yeah, with the first two girls I ended up with a lot and
295. lot of stitches, and yeah, yeah, with our boy, it was a case of
296. because, yeah, praise not my old midwife, Um, because of how well
297. she was, I mean my boy was nearly 9 pounds and it was fantastic!
298. you know, no stitches, nothing, because there was
299. no pressure there, Whereas yeah, with the two girls
300. there was 50 Much pressure that you know
301. it, it just put me offoi birth, lull stop. And yet this time,
302. I thought well, at home, you know, once again you're
303. not going to have that pressure because they are not going to say
304. to you, you know hurry up and push this thing out because
305. I've got two more ladies in the next room waiting to give birth,
306. and I can't spend all my time with you. So, I think yeah, at home
307. because I reel you'll be a lot more relaxed, you're less likely For
308. things to go wrong, I mean that's not saying they won't,
309. I mean we discussed the fact that urn, I could bleed, the labour
310. could go fine, that the actual baby, could come out and there
311.could be haemorrhaging on my side afterwards,
312. but once again, yeah, you'd get that whether you're at home or hospital,
313.so the advantages there are the Fact that if- that happened you could
314.	 get run down to theatre, yes, quickly, whereas opposed to like
315.waiting lor an
 ambulance to come up and then taking you,
316.but, I don't know, I suppose I sat back and thought no, that won't
317.happen (laughs). I mean i r it does it does (laughs)
318.	 but I've sat back and thought, no, that's not going to happen.
319.You know, I'm such a relaxed person normally anyway,
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320. that you know, we take everything in our stride IF and
321. vvhat is it that they say? i f it comes to, we CY055 that bridge then (laughs).
322. But yeah, I just feel that having a home birth, yeah would
323. be more relaxed so that I feel there'd be less problems. So,
324. and obviously you've got the midwife's full attention because
325. there's no other mums around you, that need her attention.
326. So, we wait and see.
• You sound very happy
327. Very much 50, very, very much 50. My Fi rst, the two girls
328. are from my first marriage, which broke down,
329. then I met My husband, and he took on like my two girls,
330. and we discussed it and he said, you know, we, I'd like children
331.because he'd never been married and had children.
332. And I thought at the time, no I can't ever go through birth again!
(laughs)
333. And in the end after two years of marriage I was persuaded that yes,
334. okay, we'd have one, and then obviously, having the boy and how
335. supportive he was throughout the pregnancy, coz we run
336. our own business and we worked together all day long
337. when I was pregnant and I didn't pack up work until two days
338. before [our boy] was born? Um because I wanted to keep busy. So
339. yeah, we work together, so I had the support at home, of you
340. know, "well, you go up and put your Feet up for halfan hour now,
341. and leave me to it' and like, when the actual birth come with
342. our boy, David spent the night sleeping in the hospital car park (laughs)
343. because I went in to be induced in the evening and it didn't work,
344. but they wouldn't let me home, urn, they said to me, no,
345. we try again at 7 o'clock in the morning,
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346. and I said, well, you know, I don't want my husband 'co- leave me,
347. so I was a bit ofchicken, and they said oh no, hell, have to go
348. home, so they sent him packing at about halfpast ten, they
349. said you know, you've got to go home nothing's happened we try
350. again in the morning. So he didn't wane come all the way home,
351.um, because the lady said, another midwife had said to him, oh
352. yeah it might not work now, but give it a couple of hours it might
353. hit full force. He was very worried I suppose being his first child
354. that he'd miss everything? So, he went out to the car which was in
355. the car park, he drove home he had a wash, he had a shower,
356. a change ofclothes he had something to eat and then he went back
357. to the hospital and he slept in the car (laughs).
358. The midwife, K, was my midwife in the health centre arrived at the
359. hospital at 5 o'clock and my contractions were like full force,
360. and I said to her can you phone my husband? and she said
361.oicourse I can and she phoned him on his mobile, he said,
362. I'm in the car park I'll be two minutes. Yeah, I mean he come up
363. pounding in, you know, and I can honestly say I mean, having him
364. there um, when the actual contractions that were very bad
365. and he was laying rubbing my back. He was absolutely fantastic,
366. and I mean fantastic. And between like him and K, the midwife,
367. it was what it was, it was really nice, and you know, even afterwards,
368. like seeing our boy come out and, everything else, I think it was
369. brilliant and he said to me, well, ifthat's how easy it is,
370. you will have them at home, coz he kept thinking and teasing me,
371.he kept saying my dear you can make it look so easy.
372. And I said, well, I can assure you it wasn't, but you know (laughs).
373. So yeah, that's why he decided that yeah, if that's what I wanted
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374. then he'd be there. So, the only thing he laughed about was, he
375. kept teasing me, he's bought plastic dust sheets and he keeps saying
376. he's going to cello tape them from the kitchen all the way up the
377. stairs to the bedroom and bathroom coz I'm not ruining his carpet
378. (laughs). Oh, that's the only thing that we've sort of like mucked
379. about on, you know plastic dust sheets and a plastic sheet for the
380. bed that he's put on already in case anything happens. And, that's
381. you know, if (pause) he's got a very very good sense of humour
382. like that. Yeah, he was against it, I suppose at the beginning when I
383. first mentioned home birth, it was a case ofdarling, what if
384. something goes wrong? And I said, but you can say that in hospital
385. as well, I said, 50, you know, it's a chance you've got to take? And
386. he sat down, and I bought a magazine, and we read that together',
387. and it was pros and cons? And believe ft or not even in the
388. magazine there was more pros to having a home birth than cons.
389. So he sat back and he said give me a couple Of days, I said alright
390. and then we sat down one evening when he wasn't at work and he
391. said, Okay, if that's what you want. You know and he's been
392. brilliant since! There has been no hostility from him about it,
393. when the midwife was I suppose sitting and chatting about it, I was
394. expecting him to sort of sit back and think you know well, hang
395. on, he didn't, he was with me 100%. So (pause)
• What worried him most about the home birth?
396. Um, I think it, like he said, it was a Case Of fanything went wrong,
397. urn, having to wait for an ambulance to come,
398. and then the ambulance to take me from here to the hospital,
399. he was worried that it might threaten my life?
400. And when I explained to him that (pause) they know in advance,
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401. it's not as ifsomething goes wrong at that exact moment.
402. They know that if you're having trouble with the delivery or
4-03.	 anything else, they know in advance, they can see, they can phone
404. an ambulance straightaway. And after that he was line, and
405. like she said, having what they call three perfect pregnancies, and
406. three perfect births, there is no reason why the fourth one
407. shouldn't run along smoothly, so, after that he was fine? (laughs)
408. I think he still is a bit worried, then he was worried when I was
409. pregnant with Our boy as well, 50, I think that's just his nature.
410. Yeah that's just his nature because after having Our boy he was
411.holding it and then all he kept saying was like thank you, thank
412. you, thank you, and all he kept saying was I'm so glad you're
413. alright. And I'm thinking, well, ofcourse I am, what did you think?
414. (laughs) You know, but yeah, once again because he hadn't been
415. through it, to him it was all new, so he said, you know you made it
416. look 50 easy, it wasn't what I anticipated. And I said, why?
417. and he said well you hear all these men say about their women
41E3.	 swearing at them he said, and everything else, he said you were
419. So good. And I said well, that's because I was high on gas and air.
420. But (laughs) I think, yeah, I think he has been brilliant since,
421. I (pause), we've had no problems at all, none whatsoever.
• And you say you never used any pain..
422. No, I had an epidural the first time, with the first one and (pause) I
423. think (pause) How can I explain it? The fear of the needle, made
424. me very very tense (laughs) and it never took, you know, they say
425. that it numbs you from like the waist downwards, I could still feel
4.26.	 everything and alter that, I thought well, ifthat's pain relief, forget
427.	 it, I'll go through it naturally, so all I've ever had is like a couple of
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428. pulls ofgas and air. That's it, and even like, with our boy, it was a
429. couple ofpuirs of gas and air and I thought, no, it makes me
430. feel sick, so I just pushed it away, and yeah it was natural, no
431. pethidine or anything. And I can honestly say, I don't think
432. the pain is actually that bad if you concentrate with it. I mean what
433. I normally, two days later thinking to myself it doesn't really hurt,
434. it's all in your mind, but then my stomach says no it's not,
435. it's definitely here (laughs) but yeah, it's, it's I don't think
4-36.	 sometimes pain relief actually helps. I think your body
437.	 is obviously designed to give birth, so, why try and block it?
438. Let it give birth.
439. And, with the previous pregnancies, did you have one midwife looking
after you?
4-40.	 No, urn, only with our boy, the last one I had like the same
441.	 midwire right through, and luckily she was there on the day that I
4-42.	 went in to have him? But no, with Sophie and Emma, it was
443. a case ofyou saw a different midwife every time
444. you went to ante-natal, and then yeah, it was a difFerent midwife
445. entirely when it actually came to give birth? And with Emma,
446. urn (laughs) my midwife was actually, her name was L. and
447. I can honestly say, as nasty as it 50L1 nds, she was a right old bag
448. (laughs) she, she was about, about 50, 55, she hadn't had children
449. or her own, and I remember her giving me a really really hard time,
450. and because I wasn't married to Emma's father at the time we were
451. both together, he was there at the birth, But because we
452. weren't married she was giving me a hard time on young
453. unmarried mothers. And (laughs) you know, I said to her,
454. well from young unmarried or not it doesn't matter, (laughs)
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455. you, I said , you're here to deliver my baby. And, yes, she was really
456. awful, you know the whole time, and she was supposed to go
4-57.	 off-duty, I think it was about half past six, and because I was being
458. so nasty to her, because I told her I thought she was an old bag,
459. she said I'm going to stay here and make sure I see this baby born.
460. And then the baby's head come down and she said to me
461. we're going to cut you urn, because obviously, she said,
462. we don't know ifthe head is going to come through.
4-63.	 And I remember thinking, oh, my God, you know,
464. coz of being SO young as well, and I remember the scissors
465. cutting me, urn, so, that didn't help, then they had me on a drip,
466. and one of the midwives which was a trainee tripped over the drip
467. and pulled it out ofmy hand, and (laughs), and it was like a scene
468. out of a comedy film, I remember looking thinking, well,
469. hang on, I've just been cut, I've got a drip sticking out of 	 hand
470. now, you know, you know, I mean, it was just awful.
471. It really was awful, you know, and I remember when she cut me
472. down below, the scissors were cold, so coz I jumped, and it made it
473. cut more than it should have oh, it was really really, awful
474. experience, yeah, but the midwife was such a, (pause) I can
475. honestly say she was awful and I mean totally, she wasn't
476. sympathetic, she wasn't caring, and, it was just a case of, with her,
477. you know, you're young, you're stupid, you're not married and
478. I'm going to make you suffer and that's howl felt.
479. You know and alter that, you know I say,
480. six years till Sophie come along, I was petrified. Absolutely
481. petrified, all I kept thinking was, I'll never ever go through that
482. experience again (laughs) you know, coz you know, I was so
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483. scared, but yeah, (laughs) but yes, she was an awful midwife. I still
484. (pause) urn sort of sit back now and I think to myself how unlucky
485. I WaS the first time. You know, to have had somebody like that,
486. and how if it'd been somebody more caring, you know,
487. then perhaps my views would have been different (laughs)
488. but oh, it was awful.
489. After that how do you feel about having a midwife looking after you
throughout?
490. Fantastic, absolutely fantastic, K., down the health centre
491. I saw her nearly every visit with our boy and I went in like I said
492. the night before to hospital to be induced and luckily, she come on
493. that morning, urn, she, she was brilliant, because she'd seen me
494. nearly every visit, she obviously knew me, she knew my husband,
495. her and my husband got on very very well
496. coz she come to all my ante-natal visits with me?
497. So, you know, she was chatting to him, she was well, fantastic.
498. It really did make a difference, and like this time,
499. I think nearly every ante-natal visit again has been by K..
500. so I'm hoping that yeah, she will actually be the one to deliver.
501. I have asked her especially, she's lovely. And, I said you know,
502. under no circumstance send anyone else I want you. (laughs)
503. But all of the Team, I must admit they've all been lovely you know,
504. I've met them all DOW over the past two pregnancies
505. and they've been fantastic. You know, they, I mean I had a student
506. in with K. when I had our boy, and even the student, she was
507. brilliant. You know, she lay there and she was like stroking the hair
508. off my Face and saying to me, you know well done, come on
509. you're doing really well, she was lovely, you know, really really
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510. nice. And the funny thing was aiterwards urn, I was giving like
511.our boy his first bottle, and I said to her, you know, I'm dying
512. for a cigarette, and I'm not a heavy smoker at all by all
513.means when I'm pregnant like I suppose like one every three,
514.	 four hours? I've really like stopped when I'm pregnant.
515.And she said to me, ah, she said, you've had three kids now,
516. how can you afford to smoke? You know, and she was so,
517.she really was nice, and she like pushed me downstairs in
518.	 the wheelchair, because they wouldn't let me walk, although I said
519.1 was capable ofwalking. She said, oh no, I'm not having you
520. pass out on me, she said, I'll take you in the chair you know, she
521. was lovely, and she's just, the student now, she's just qualified
522. From what I hear, so I said to K.. so i(you are busy, I'll have her
523. (laughs). Yeah, the care was brilliant, getting to know the midwives
524. and then having them at the actual delivery is fantastic.
525. It is a much better system more than what it used to be sort of like
526. six years ago. So they have improved you know the quality of care
527. and everything. But yeah, K. is fantastic, you couldn't wish for a
528. better midwife.
529. Have you been going for ante-natal classes?
530. No, um, I did the first time? First time round, and I've never gone
531.back, urn (pause) I find that yeah, you can go to ante-natal for like
532. nine months, to breathing classes and everything else you want to
533. call it. But on the actual clay of delivery, Ithink you're in so much
534. pain (laughs) you forget the breathing exercises (laughs) ancl
535. everything else, SO yeah, no, I've never bothered since, 1 always go
536. to like ante natal care to have like the blood pressure checked, and
537,	 things like that, but yeah, breathing classes and everything else they
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538. give you no, no, I've done it the once, never again (laughs). I knew
539. what to expect, so, you know (laughs) it's different, I mean I think
540. the classes are good, you know, ii(pause) I suppose you,
541. yeah, you're an inexperienced mother, but once you've been to
542. one set of classes, I don't see the need to go back.
543. So, how were you monitored when you were in hospital?
544. Ah, yeah, (pause) I had monitoring um, (pause)
545. with the first two right through. One, Emma had a probe on
546. her head, um, they put it in, and with Sophie it was monitored
547. with two belts? With our boy it was only monitored for (pause)
548. I think, about ten minutes at the beginning, of when the
549. contractions were strong to check the intensity ofthem, and alter
550. that K. just done it with a hand held one every now and again?
551.Which once again made it a lot more relaxed, because obviously
552. you've not got to worry about how you can move.
553. Yeah, K. used to come over every so often check blood pressure,
554. and listen to make sure heart beat was fine. So yeah,
555. that was the only monitoring that was actually done last time.
556. Which was really nice.
557. I prefer the hand one, I prefer (pause) urn, sort of midwife,
558. yeah, to be able to just come over to you, have a quick listen
559. to make sure it is okay, and walk away again.
560. I suppose too on the electronic monitoring you've got to stay
561.in one position, you know, you can't move, then you know, you
562. sort of like, if you try to move you end up loosing a heart beat
563. and things like that and it makes you more panicky,
564. so yeah, I think the hand held one in labour is fantastic, you know
565. the mothers feel a lot more relaxed, so, and I know that
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566. through friends as well, they've all mentioned this monitoring
567. coz it's something that all mums have sat back
568. and said we hate being monitored (laughs). But I mean, obviously
569. ii it's needed for the baby, then, you know, you're happy to go
570. along with it. But it is nice to every often come
571
.
and listen, and leave you alone again.
572. Have you had assisted delivery?
573. No, no, just cutting the First time, and nothing since. I've been
574. lucky (laughs) I have been lucky.
575. Is there anything else you would like to share? What would you say to
someone who was undecided about the place of birth?
576. I would like to say to them like, I've had, I've got a friend actually
577. who's pregnant as well, she's only, I think she's just come up
578. to twelve weeks, and we, she comes round once a week and we have
579. coffee and the children go to mother and toddler together. And I
580. said to her, you know, are you goanna consider a home birth?
581. And she said to me, yes I am this time. And (said, well, yeah,
582. 1 said, I gave her all my magazines actually that I had
583. and I given her them to read, but i will say to any mother,
584. if it's your first one, then i would definitely say go to the hospital
585. because you don't know what your body is going to, (pause)
586. I suppose go through. You don't know whether you're going to be
587. strong enough to go through it unaided or pain relief I'd say, get
588. the First one over and done with, and ilyou're happy with it, then
589. go Fora home birth. Go for being in your own home, I think it's
590. the best start For a baby. So, that's the only advice I can give them,
591.go along with what's right for you, you know, if you feel, like a
592.	 home birth, and you got pressure or opposition against it, urn,
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593. fight it, you know, if you want it at home have it. So, (laughs)
594. obviously you'll have to ask me again in a couple ofweeks when
595. I've had it, I might say never again. (laughs) well, now, I'm very
596. happy and relaxed about it so, I'm sure, I mean, mothers do it in all
597. parts ofthe world everyday, don't they? I mean, its not as
598. if,(pause) I mean, some, like countries obviously they give birth
599. well, what was it that my dad said? Like in paddy fields some or
600. them, you know it's a case of give birth, and you know get back to
601. work, 50, you know, like he said it's a natural thing your body is
602. designed to do it, you know, it shouldn't matter whether you
603. have it at home or hospital but go along with what you happy with.
604. So and obviously I was happy to have it here.
605. You sound really happy!
606. Yeah, I think it has been nice this time, because I felt relaxed
607. about having like I've had care at home as well.
608. So there's been no sitting in the clinic for like two hours because
609. the midwife's running late? And things like that? You know it's
610. been a case of she's come to me, I've made her a cup oftea or
611.coffee and we've sat and it's been it's been lovely, really nice, so I'd
612. definitely recommend it to anybody. So, and it makes a difference coz
613.our boy being so young as well, the fact that yeah, I haven't got to
614.	 log him backwards and forwards to doctors and hospitals, you
615.know, because everything is being done here. You know, he is
616.oblivious to what's happening (laughs) yeah, he doesn't mind, he's going to
know in a couple of weeks when he sees his brother or sister for
617.the first time, but yeah, it's been really nice, really nice.
618.	 (long pause)
649.Thank you, thank you very much.
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Appendix 5: Reflective notes
Nnese seems upset about her husband's lack or support for a home birth, but
determined to have her baby at home. It was a bit difficult to conduc-t the interview
because Nnese's son was in the room and wanting attention from her, or making too
much noise. However, despite this, Nnese put her point ofview across clearly.
Perhaps I did not give Nnese adequate time to discuss all factors affecting her decision,
or maybe I did not use the right prompts?
As soon as the tape recorder was switched off, she talked at length about the
things she does not like about the hospital. These included cleanliness, which seems to
be the main factor. She says the toilet and bath are not cleaned properly, and that too
many people use the bed linen. She also talked about shortage ors-taif, which often
results in women not having any midwife with them during labour, and she did not
want that to happen to her. Noise from other women's babies was another factor she
did not like about the hospital environment.
In the coming interviews, perhaps I should prompt for these issues ifthey are
not spontaneously mentioned. The interview was interesting because Nnese is a
midwife, so it was interesting to hear her give the same reasons as other women for
wanting a home birth. It was also interesting to hear about how midwives may feel
about providing home births, having at one point opposed home births herself
Appendix 6: Nnese's transcript
N nese, I would like you to please tell me about your decision to have a home birth
mu decisLovt. is pureLu convenitint,e, ntu partvter avIzi I aren't of the scihke
vei,v1, ovI, this, but he is soon to be wor1R.i.vto Awciu DK. Ci weeiRlu boisk, movtolad to
Fridau, avtat I licive 12' motn.th ol,o( SOL& AAA trui-vtg to ft.t&o{ someovte to talze me
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i.nto hospLtal. and sovvteone to LooIz after hLvvt Ls just goLng to be so di-ffizult LI/L
the frvaddLe of the nIght and I Labour verb ctuLaIR,Lb. I haol an hour and a half
Labour with Tefo Avtol ( want the reassurah,ce that I ant vtot goLne to be On vt&U
OWn. So it Ls reallb cot/wet/dent that I GALL out someone and I l'enow ( GALA. have a
good hkislwi-fe here withLn haLf an hour to heLp me. AKA those Pre reaLLb ntb
reasons. I have had Lots of fri,enols Lvt the area who have had hohke bi-rths and
have had reallb reallb good experLences and I thought I would do it museLf. The
hospital. bi.rth I had WAS verb fortunate i.n that I had chosein a vikisiwife who was
A veru g000l fri-end of hiti-int who cavue to dellver me Ana Lt happened verb verb
ctuLcIRlb, but Lt was a bit drantatLc at the tLnte AKA a bit cllvdcaL, but it had to
be and mu husband was verb fri,ghtened, so it had to be 1,n. hospLtaL and now
that I have a veru rapist Labour, I thidnfre I wouLd Like to do it at home. I olLolvt't
have ntuch pai,n. rellef Last ti.nte and there ts MO need for me to go i.vt and be Ln
that cli.vdcaL evLvi.ronntent Lf I am. such a Low ri.s1z categorb, whi.ch I Ont. -But
there Ls nothi.ng with the hospitaL, I win go LK., if theu waht me to go iv-, I wilt
go idn., it Ls not a probLent, but I prefer to have it 1.1/L a reLaxed covLfLnes of ntb °WK.
11004e.
How do you feel about the information that is given to you about the options that
are available?
It depends on the ntldwi-fe, it does depend on the vuldwi.fe. some
wtidwi-ves are KA,ore pro, some ntiolwi.ves are olubLous about horke bi-rths
thentseLves and so theb are not goi.ng to seLL it as weLL, but I have a parti.cularLb
good midwi.fe who Ls quite happb. verb capabLe and speLLs out the ri.sizs and she
Ls verb vs/L[11.14g to come out and dellver me at home and I 12,now I have the
support avLd the bacle up whi.ch mcilzes mu decisLon to have a home bL yth much
easLer. It Ls the same team. of wildwi.ves that dellvered me i.n. there that MIL be
dellveri.ng Vvt.e now, so I l'enow them. we have LLved here for a coupLe of bears
now. 'E,Ltt, um., I ant, not worritol at (ALL, i.h, fact verb relleved that I GA IA, have a
home bi.rth, although ntb husband is not partLcuLarl.b leeen on Lt. -But he won't
be here. so all Ln all I Avvt. Vera happ with it cmd much happLer now that I have
got a home bLrth.
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what do you think ofthe situation with home births at the moment?
thi,nIR. we vtted to educate our vuLolwi.ves Ana sass out whu miolwives are
so agaLnst home berths, some mi,dwi,ves are avtd Sowte mislwi,ves aren't. -F.ut
thi.n1R. bi,rth has been. Ln, the hospital. so Long, for the Last 20 ueArs, RM., that it Ls
aLmost nbred Ln us that a hospital. larth Ls the onle 0 .1*i-on and there are not
mane midwi,ves that cavt. see further than that avol are quite happu at home,
but I can understand that the ri,sIR, s veru small but it Is still. a rLsIR, and if
WOlevtevt. are prepared to talze that ri,sIR, and have the benefits o-f a hoh,te lartli, then
that Ls fi.vte, but the midwife has to be vere unbtased 1,n, giA/Lng avt. Lnforvued
chace av(41 I thi.nlz most, some mislwi,ves are bLased to hospital. births, onle
because of staff shortages and it is far easi-er to Lock after a coupLe of women if
uou are Ln hospital and when uou do a howte arth it Ls two staff compLeteLe out
o-f the woriR.pLace so I Cam understand the staff shortage probLem but I thi,nlz the
home birth, if it caw. be 0(01At Ls aeftnikeiu be far the better apti,on, provizti,ng
UDR Are ikovt riSIR,pati.ent.
Now, talk as both a mother and a midwife, how do you feel about home births?
when I WAS on the  I wAS vere agai,nst home larths, because
-for ten e ears, or tweLve uears I had been a Labour ward midwife aLwaes. Never
on the -post natal. ward, never OK the ante natal. ward, aLwaus at the sharp end
of the Labour and the odd Instances of placentci previ,a or Aik abrupti,on Or other
frightening thi.ngs gang wrong verb ctui,clelu, then I coutol not see the pant of
owtuovte talRing the rLslz of thLs LK, their own, home, but that was quite naiVe
because that was before had children, vvtuseLf and I can now appreaate that
there are a Lot more factors as to whe women choose a home birth and cis Long as
thee lenow the ri.SIZ, and thee are veru	 avtal thee are stilL there avtd cis
Lovtg cis thee lenow the rLsles and OAvt trutst that thee GAO, be resuscitated either
the Kk.other or babe be a competent Vuldwife then. I thi,nle. that there E-s
probLem with those women, who are a LOW risle. groups. And I trai.ned 1,0, the era
that there were veru verb few home berths. I traLned Ln 1520 and home berths
were just not done, onle GIs MA. ObjeCtLOIA, of coming Lnto hospital, it WASLA/t
offered cis avt opti,on at ciLL, but then thee offered a scheme whi,ch was the
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ofondno scheme whech uou wELLlzvtow about and that seemed to be the best haL-F
wau house where WOM614, wouLd have thee), owvt mislwefe but vtot be evt the
covtfivtes ov theer own home, thee wouLa be talzevt.bccI bu the medwefe, but that
Ls out of fasheon now asCii.n esvt't it and we now ovtlu have the two optLovts and
there Ls no Lt--betweevt avtol I actuaLLu thevtIR. as a midwife that the donti.no
sustem was better.
Why is it IOSing popularity?
olovt't lzvtow, Idovt't lzvtow whu the domevto sustem iz out, I dovt't
presume it Ls commetmeikt to the COVV.I/KwAltu sta-F-F because et es a great beg
commitmeot, especeallu a premep Labourer who cola be at for 12 hours to have
the one frui.dwife with her, that Ls avt awful comntitmevt.t for the vulawife herseLf
ai&ol with staff shortages ana the wau MOHR, place attetusles are now, medweves
are Left uvtabLe to give 12O thavt theu use to be -For vareous reasovts.
So what are your own personal reasons For choosing a home birth?
t have great faith Lift mu colleagues at the hospetaL mita fortuvote evtou.gh
to have beevt. gevevL the preveLege of choosevtg vt.j vuedwefe agai,n and RM.,
vuldwife Ls a veru sevteor 6 grade who Ls clIvtecallu excellevtt ao,of Ls ctulte happu
doi.ng a home berth or a hospital. berth. H-ospetals olowt freghtevt me, theu dovt't
faze me out, I'm ',tot worreed about WilAt OAvt happeo, to me LiA. hospital, I'm vtot
worreed about what cal& happevt. out of hospital.. B,ecause I lelAVe fgth LK the
sustem atkol have faith evt. the wtedweves ct (vtavue of hospitaL), so it Ls I'm
cifraizi to sau there Ls vtothevtg speritual I.	 eci,si,on et Ls totallu utteriu
Thomas, he iz mu one covtsi.derciteovt becau.se hes father woint be arouvta to heLp
we ou.t. H-e Ls mu top pri.oretu avtd doevtg it this wau seems to be the best theme.
H-owever,	 husbavtd AVIA I hadc v rstx.vu.eLAt about et Last vteght anol he saed
that he was at home I wouLd have to go into hospital., whech Ls at the weeleend.
Really?
I-te freghtened, he es veru freghtevted, because whevt Tom was born he
had mecovteum, he had vareabLe heart rate. At 3-4 centemetres, everuthevtg was
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going horribLu wrong and suoldenlu out of the lave I wanted to push and what
it was he was a such a rapid olecent, nvkd I lind dilated so quiclu avi41 he sort of
got a bit distressed Du the wau out avtd that was aLL ft wns, but nt ovte stage I
was goi-Kg to the crash section and everuone WPS covuing Likto the room and 4
cwt.; CMG{ then I had a (i.naudi.liLe) for 10 Vvti,vuxtes ono{ there were so vuanu peopie
1,vt the room. swinging various catheters and ventouse, uou Iznow what it Ls Like
when uou go to the crash section and suadeniu I pushed hivu out nnd vuu
husband was covupLetel,u fazed out bu this and was a losoLuteLu terri.fLed and his
reason is that it could happen agai.vt aviA it could, and I znow that, I 'z,i/Low
could. "g.itt T. was veru small, he was ovau 5th 12, but this feels bigger aireadu,
so I Iznow that it vulght be a bit bigger this tivue. -E,ut of course I wiLL go in if
there is anu deceierntion at MI, whatever the date. of course I would be liappu to
go LK.. .Stxt hntu leutSbAKA iS sittSt, juSt hASIA/t got the faith that I have because he
hasn't got the lenowiedge that 1 have. Despite what I tetl hint, but he is seeing
vuu chosen luidwife, D., on Fridau to have a talk, with her nu,d hopefullu she is
going to sort him out. "But ft is a two wauthLiitg, I can't to this withou.t vuu
husband's support and I must respect kis decision and his attitude and I OAvt
understand where he covues from covupLeteiu because it is his child as well cis
VtAlvte OKA I Avvi, vtot SOLIA.0 to be selfish and sau nope, nape I Iznow best, I A Wt.
ODLIA.Z3 to have vuu babu at home, that is ',Lot fair DIA hint. -E,ut, if he is 1A.Ot here,
then, he Ls u-ot here to give vue support or tell vue not to, so I will, have it nt hovue.
For me, I Iznow rw. an insider and t nvu a midwife, but -for vuu pence of mind I
am. so much more reLieveol VLOW I have made a conscious decision that from
Mondnu to Fri-dauI oh& goLvtg to hove a home birth and then front Friziau 7.00
pvi,t. to Movvitau hitorning 6.00 it is goiikg to be a fi,ght because I still want vuu
babucit hovue, but I still do have to thiniz about what he has to go throu.gh.
definiteLu despernteiu want a honte berth and the more I thinIR. about it the
happier I nvu CII,VA I Ant Ovau SAUINLO that because I have, I l'enow I have a veru
veru confident vuldwi.fe to Look after nte and I kow, o LA.d she tact vvte as sow, as
there Ls nuu shenagigams then I go to hospital, and that's fine, I trust her so
compietelu. so
 thAt s reALLu	 recisons
You sound like you want it For much more than just convenience
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14m, I ',Liu the iztea of bei,n0 more rel,ax.eot at home. I Le tile 1,olea of
havi.ng testi-LA.0 anol havLLA0 it if I want it. Pz.ut becau.se the lilospitciL
envi.ronment Ls not alLen to !Ake, because I avu, perfectLu reLax.eot Lv . that
envtronment, beLng a im.i.dwi-fe muself, then it wont faze me out. woulo{ Like
to have it at home, 1 would. i have got mu DWI& bath a vtot vuu owvt toi.Let all the
thi-ngs that maize a di.fference to oi Ladu ANA the wholt thi-ng, but pri-marilu
Ls LA.othi-ng spi-rituaL, it's not because I wilt. be
 more reLaxeci. That Ls not vuu
priorku, w. pri.oritu without ctuestLon Ls mu son.. 1 v.R.u.st admit I thought
everuoht wav6ted hohke bLrths because it was more fulfill.1,Kg wal more reLaxi-ng
avtol thee all. had water bi.rth pools. Well l'h& vtot anu of that, I ant ctuite
happu just to be mobi-Le and not worrui.ng about vuu LittLe bou and that Ls
reaLLu the onlu reason. Fre will be so much more spi.rituciLlu happu 1 AVIA. sure.
Sut also, aLso L-f I have the bb u at home, then mu husband, he maube here
whereas Lf t had the babu LLA. hospital. LLA, the mi.dolLe of the vtg kit, hs prLoritu
also T. and he will. be
 loolzi-ng after T. clikd won't be LK. the deLLveru r'ooh4.. Avot
he will. mLss out OVL that, although he is not too worritd. H-e dist tru and escape
the last ti.mt, but there were somanu peopLe coming through the door he
couLdn't get out, there was ytt anu ti.mt, so he had to be LLA, there, but he Ls not
om of these chaps who feels that it Ls a fut.-fall-Kg experitnce. 1--re will. be  there for
me if i want hi.m. -gut LK. uour OWIA. kOnte, thi-ngs are so LAA.u.ch
 more reLaxed.
That Ls it reaLlu.
Appendix 7: Line coding (Nnuku's transcript)
• Ok, Nnuku, please share with me how you came to decide to have your baby at
home this time.
1. There wasn't any real major factor, umm I think it's, we'd both
2. been married before, so both of our, my husband's got three
3. children from a previous marriage and I've got one from my
4. previous marriage. When we decided that we were going to try
5. for a baby I just sort ofsaid what do you think about me
6. having a home delivery (xpCirtintr i.n.voLvement)
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and he was quite sort of happy with it. (partwer support)
8. I think its ICISt that much more personal, (persovQL)
9. umm, there was no real medical reasons. I can't even say.. well
10. I didn't have a bad time at [hospital] with my first baby, (previous
experience)
11. it was just to make it very much more, that more personal 
12. to [my husband] and I. (persowaL)
13. When you say personal, what do you mean?
14. Well I think as soon as you get into a hospital they have to be
15. very technical and very clinical (hospital. cLi,wizaL)
16. because obviously that's their job, but its like ifs all sort
17. ortaken away very much from me. (Loss of oort.troL)
18. Because we have had children before I feel hopefully I don't have
19. to call the midwife out the minute we think that something's
20. happening so I can do what I want. I can have a bath (freedom. afrLol
covttroL)
21. I can wander round and I won't be bunged in a bed and 
22. strapped down (fru) restrLottows)
23. and monitors and goodness knows what else around me,
24. so you know we can take our time over a certain amount
25. of it and do it in our sort of speed Coot/Lb-00
26. you know, obviously the baby takes over and the body does
27. what it's got to do but umm, I don't know what your views, are
28. [talking to husband] I mean when I first said to you about having a
29. home delivery you were quite happy about it, weren't you?
30. I mean you didn't have any bad experiences in particular did you
31. with the three deliveries ? (asking for husband's point oiview)
32. I mean I think in a lot of ways it's more important what
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33. a man thinks, (partvLer Lvi.voLvevvtent)
34. because a woman's body just takes over and, well they're sort
35. or I ike there on the outside but it's very much their wife and
36. their baby that, and there's not a lot they can really do
37. about it (laughing) It's the same whether you're at home
3e.	 or in hospital in that respect but, umm, as I was saying earlier
it's more personal. (persoroL)
40. We've got to know Pat haven't we? (opportviA.itu to lziA.ow hadwife)
41. Yes, we've got more control and we feel more comfortable (colAtroL)
42. whereas in hospital they take their time. Well ifyou need anything
43. specifically you know, like 4 cup of tea or anything you can make
44. it, (colAtrol.)
	
1-5.	 whereas in hospital they take their time they've got
46. half a dozen other people to sort them out at the
47. same time as you  (i.i.vktited attevIti.ovt from 1441aWl.VtS)
48. It's not their particular fault, it's just the amount of people
	
4-9.	 they've got to attend to
50. And, you mentioned about getting to know the midwife...
51. P, the midwife, she's sort of, umm, 45 soon as we knew
52. we were pregnant and I phoned in the surgery she
53. came here for the first visit and I've seen her sort ofthroughout. 
54. 50 it 's like a FaM that' Face it's, LIMM, we've got to know her because
55. [my husband] has come to each of my clinic appointments with
5.	 her as well 5o we both know her so we feel at home with her as well
(fa vt&aisir mi.dwife)
	
57.	 you know it's not like going into hospital where they are going
	
52.	 to be total strangers, (u.i&lRyLowiv, staff Lv, hospital.)
	
59,	 even a total stranger coming into your house which, you know, so
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60. you are dealing with somebody you know who you build up some
61. confidence with, umm, I mean she's been very good, hasn't she?
62. Umm, so you know I mean, we do know ifanything goes wrong,
	
3.	 we will go into hospital and there's nothing you can do about that, (opevt,
viAlikci about kospital.)
64. but you know I'm sure, she can handle it, she's not the youngest
65. person in the world, But you know, she's obviously got an awful
66. lot of experience, umm, (mature experLeozea mtotwife)
67. you know we're not dealing with sort or someone who's lust come
68. out of Midwives school, which I know they still have a lot of
69. experience but she's obviously done quite a lot of borne deliveries
70. and hospital deliveries and all the rest °fit, otherwise she wouldn't
71. be prepared to do it now so, you know, you feel a lot more
72. confident I think with an older person who you know, (confidence in
midwik)
73. you feel has probably seen every situation that could possible come
74. up and know how to deal with it and be prepared to deal with it
75. and if it is above what she knows she, you know, she has made it
76. quite clear that if there is a problem, you know, straight down to
77. [hospital]
78. I arn interested in how the decision developed
I had almost made the decision up before I got pregnant, (aecizi,o0, be-Fore
preovvavuou)
80. I'd said that that was what I would like LIMM, nd I asked 
81. my husband how he felt about it.  (p-net involvement)
	
22.	 He sort Of said, Yes, fine, ifthat's what you Want Umrn, 
then go for it. (pcirtfrver skpport)
84. when I did find out . was pregnant, UMM, I was put through to P
85. from the Doctor's surgery, and again I didn't know ill Could have
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86.	 one, you know, it's very well saying I'd like that, one doesn't know
27. which areas, a lot °fa reas I think you can't go to ?
28. and he straightaway said. Yes we can, (midwife si,cp-port)
89. well was it a first baby, had I had problems and obviously made a
90. judgement on what I had told her initially which is when she said
91. yes you can have home delivery, ifthat's the choice that you want,
_92.	 so I think we were both  very relieved that we thought we could,
53. at least have that choice, (allowed to choose)
94. but you know, I did, I must admit I suppose about three months,
95. Am I doing the right thing? Should I go into hospital where,
96. you know, but the last time we went to [hospital] it was such a
97. shambles that I did know we'd made the right decision (laughing),
its still what we're doing. Urnm, I know they're busy, so are we,
99. you know we've gOt a business to run and sitting in a hospital For
100. three hours and having no answer whatsoever for the reason we 
101. came For seems totally a waste oftime, (kosTAtal, bits&
102. I mean as I say we definitely know we're definitely having the baby
103. at home, so.
104. Now, when you compare the kind ofcate you had with your first baby
and the care you are having now, what can you say?
105. I wouldn't say it was an awful lot different, probably when I had
106. my First baby I was at the clinic a lot more, probably because I went
107. to classes, did all the breathing things, and all the sort of ante-natal
108. things, where as we haven't done this time, because Pat sort of said
109. she didn't Feel the need rot them, then, unfortunately, because we
110. run our own business we haven't sort or had the time, and I can't
111. say they were terribly useful. limm, the first time round.
How were they not useful?
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112. Well I didn't Feel, you are told that everything's going
113. to be so simple and So easy, (withhoLcito-g ifrtforvvotiovt)
114. umm, it is so different in that situation and I don't think they give
115. you the full picture, I think they paint a nice little rosey sort or
116. picture over it. Umm, again I mean I had a situation where, umm,
117. the cervix didn't open correctly, so I had, I don't know the special
118. word for it, so I was in labour a lot longer than I should have been,
119. but you know, nobody tells you of these like things, I don't know I
120. just think, you're not told it's a picnic, but I think you are given
121. different picture to how it actually is, I don't know, I'm waffling
122. now! Laughing, I just didn't I don't know, I just aFterwards I
123. thought i don't know why I spent all those times going to
124. those classes because it was nothing like what they told to
125. practice, you get laid on the floor, and your supposed to think
126. of a Nursery Rhyme and I couldn't do the breathing, I just
127. couldn't I Couldn't, I was just one of those people, I couldn't Sort
128. of out of the situation imagine sitting there
129. going phew, phew (breathing sounds) it just didn't work for me,
130. I just didn't sit there and do it. all I thought was the whole thing
131. was a total joke so, yes, For some people I am sure it's absolutely
132. wonderful and they think it's the best thing they ever did, but not
133. me.
134. Is there anything in particular, you don't like about the hospital?
135. UMM, its very difficult, I think because it is very clinical, (cLi.A.Locit.)
136. again because I had this hip thing, I had to have a monitor on the
137. whole time. so you couldn't even get out of bed, (restrEcteal wtovevutint,
covttEtn.kotts wtotAltortin,e)
138. umm, even like afterwards, you know, i think their visiting hours
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iv.	 are longer now, but, like no-one was allowed to come to see you 
140.	 Until 2 o'clock in the afternoon, (restrizted visLti,frx.g kours)
14-1.	 which is a long time for a husband to wait to come back
142. I don't know, I can't, I don't think it is that we don't like the
143. hospital it's just wanting something different now. (waiAt sovuethi,K,g
di,ffereK,t)
144.
145.
146.
IA-7.	 I think
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
152.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
I mean, I can't criticise [the hospital], I've not had what I would say
a bad experience or anything like that, (iik.o bad experitiAtt)
I mean my husband's had three there, I've only had the one, umm,
if	 (sovuetki,frts di.ffereK)).1 • - II 0	 it I 41 I
it's not much criticism of one of needing something else
it's just wanting to do something else. Unfortunately, there isn't,
you know I can't pin point something and say, I'm definitely not
walking through [hospital] now and going in their labour ward
because of, umm, again I'm fully open although we plan to have
the baby at home, I'm fully open if needs be
then I'm straight up [hospital], (opew vui.wci about liospitaL)
it's not a case of No, no, no you know, don't let
me through those doors I am not going in there you know,
we just reel it would be more personal to [my husband]
and I and it's just something that we want (persovoL)
And what do you see 45 the positive things about a home birth?
I think because it will be more relaxed, (tore reLaxed)
again we don't know ( I	 hi..au	 )g...ng„ SO until the situation comes and
it happens, I mean, perhaps you ought to come back in a couple of
weeks time and can tell you more (laughing) I think it will
be more relaxed, I hope it will be more relaxed, (toe reLaxed)
timm, because again, I think it's like everybody, you're nervous of
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1.o6.	 like Doctors ncl nurses and that, and you reel sort or'Yes Sir', 'No Sir',
(hospLtai, forma L)
167.	 you know, they tell you you've got to do this and I must do that, (Loss of
comtroL)
168. I can't do that Umm... I rust think it will be just more relaxed,
169. more easy going situation. (44.ore reLaxeci) Again, I mean P will
170. have more time ,I mean if my husband says 'Well can't you give
171. her something for goodness sake', she'll probably say 'No
172. because..' and she'll have time to explain it (more ti.me at howte)
173. all to [my husband], why she can't or reasons for not doing that. (viA-ore
ti.me to expLaLIA, thf.o..gs)
174. Whereas in hospital, you know, I mean I know when I had Sam,
175. they scoot you in and be checking your monitors and making sure
176. everything's alright and scooting you offsomewhere else, (httrrLeci care)
177. where as, you know P will be able to say well no. you know, 
178. because she had her last lot of pethidine or what have you at such 
	
17).	 and such a time. she can't have anymore for another ex amount or
180. hours  or, you know, (more expisok.ati.00.. at home)
181. she'll be able to explain it to him. rather than him thinking 'Well
182. that was good, what was the point of her whizzing in then, she's
183. done nothing, we're still in the same situation' again one of these
184. typical things with hospitals, they have their 50 idelines and if_you 
185. don't fit right in that pattern, then there's a problem (hospLtat, roLtti,wes)
186. and quite often there isn't, so I was strapped down (or the
whole time, and I didn't like it (cohtivl.u.ous movUtori.K.e)
122.	 and  that was one thing I didn't like at  all was this fd that you
12_9.	 couldn't sort ofsit up or get up (restlicted movemevut)
190. I mean, I'm not one ofthese, I certainly didn't want to go jogging
191. (laughing), or into bathing pools and all that type orthing. I am
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192. sure for some people they're wonderful, but just having a bit of
193. freedom to be able to move around, (wants freedom of ovement)
194. you know, well anybody gets uncomfortable laying down for a
195. long period of time anyway.
196. And what about the pain relief, what are your thoughts on that?
197. I've got gas and air, I've got pethidine, umm, again
198. when I had Sam, I had just gas and air and nothing else, you know
199. il l have to have gas and air, I'll go with whatever I need (laughing).
200. III can manage with gas and air, fine, but ill need pethidine
201. I'll have pethidine. It might be the other way round darling,
202. my husband might have the pethidine and I'll have the gas and air
(laughing).
203. Again, I mean it's just, I mean you have all this birthing plan thing
204. and it might not be followed. I think it makes people despondent
205. because you have these great ideas about I'm not going to do this 
206. and I'm not going to have tbat, you know. you can only do what
207. you want at the time. ( fixed pl4n5 not vproptiate)
208. I mean I would be more than happy II I can manage on gas and air,
209. but if I need pethidine, I'll have it, I'm not brave (laughing).I've got
210. everything, we're covered for most areas. The only thing I
211. wouldn't like i5 one of those epidurals, I think its just the idea that
212. its to do with the spine, I wouldn't like one °ribose, but again
213. other people have told me they're wonderful. I think it's the idea
214. of an injection in the spine. No, I've got no real major plan,
215. just take it as it comes.
216. Thank you, is there anything else you would like to add?
217. No I haven't, everyone keeps saying to me that we're mad.
Don't they? As I Say we haven't made the decision because
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218.	 we are anti hospitals or anything about the treatment or anything
21_9.	 like that, it was just a decision I suppose it was a whim initially,
220. thinking	 deasi.ow)
221. because initially we said we would never have children because he's
222. got three and I've got one, and at our ages we thought well,
223. we don't want anymore, And when we did decide we'd have a baby
224. oiour own I just sort oisaid I would like you know, if we could,
225. and so it really went from a whim if you like, and as I say we feel it
226. would make it that much special for the two °FOS
How did you know about a home birth in the first place?
227. I was born at home so it comes from there I don't actually remember it,
(borw at home)
228. it was 37 years ago. No, I mean I always, you do every now and 
tht_n_you hear someone talking about home deliveries (word of mouth)
230. it is very, very rare these days, umm, I mean I know it is an option
231. but its very much a knowing and who happens to be your midwife
(i.wfornottow depewds o.vuldwLfe)
232. and, I mean at the end of the day, when I first went through the
233. Doctor's surgery, if they said No, no way, I suppose we would have just
accepted it
Would you?
234. I think I probably would have done, I'm a bit like that, I'm a bit of
235. a coward. lithey'd sort of said, well no, it has to be [hospital],
236. .	 or you know, whichever other hospital I suppose I would have accepted
(would live accepted if refused olioLoe)
237. if that is how it is done now. I think it is accepted more now just to
238. go in into hospital But where do you think is the ideal place to
239. have a baby, do you think there is an ideal place to have a baby?
240. I think at home, as long as it, well I don't think, it's difficult to say,
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241. it's very personal, (best place personal matter)
242. because again if you've got halla dozen children at home,
243. you know, that are going to want Mum and be frightened
244. by all these things and what have you, going on then it's probably
21-5.	 better they are elsewhere. I think all options should be there, (au opti.ows
shouloi be availabLe)
246.	 I think we should have the choice to have a baby at home, (choi.ce of
honte should be cu.L. *Low)
247. it perhaps would be nice to have the old Nursing Homes
248. or Maternity Units that we used to have where it was very much
249. Fam ily orientated, it was still, although it was clinical in a hospital
250. ground, I think really just a choice to choose what 
251. each individual wants. (i3A.di.vistuaLs should have a chace)
252. I am sure some people would be scared stiff or having
253. a baby at home, so why should that option be taken away, because
254. ex amount of people want babies at home
Do you think there's that Freedom there For people to choose?
255. I don't think there is. freedom to choose, it is like they couldn't
256. wait to get you in, you know, if we get the opportunity we will still
257	 get you in here, (/70 fieeclom ofchoice)
258. so, umm. I also know a lot of people who have had
259. babies at hospital and ended up with severely handicapped children,
260. so you know they say it's the safest place so, again it isn't my
261. reason for not to choosing to do with that, that's about it really.
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Appendix 8: Thematic analysis
Home themes with supporting quotations
Good place
It Ls LoveLu -for a babu to come Lnto the worLd Ln its own home. 1 su.p-pose
uou. are LoleaLLstiz to A certai.n extent but the Ladu who Ls Of OW IA, the road who has
had two bathes at home just saLol that the experLences goln't compare. you /R, now
havi-ng a babu Ln hospitaL or havi-ng a babu at home is was just so offferent
and it was just reLaxed and uou just hnd the babu and carritol on. I tliinkz, it
mu_st be far Kizer just beLng Lvt uour own su.rrounoli-ngs, and just beLng wLth
uour foLlq.s
Convenience
Mu decisLon Is puretu convevaence I have 12 month ad SOK, anot truLng
to ftno( someone to taIR,e vne Lnto hospital, and someone to Loo. after Km Ls just
gang to be so diffLcuLt Ln the viadolLe of the vaght (Nnese 1-5)
Relaxed/informal
TKS ti.vne, t thought well, at home, uou. IR,now, once agai.n. ou_ t re not
gang to have that pressure because theu are vL.ot gang to sau to u OR, U OR Iznow
Inurru up and push this thi.ng out because I've got two more LadLes 1.K. the next
room. waitimg to gi.ve tarth, and I can't spend aLL mu time with uou. so, (till-.
ueah, at home because I feel. uou'LL be a Lot more reLaxed, uou're Less LLIzel.0 -for
things to go wrong, I mean that's not saui.ng theu won't. (4aolape 7-325)
More attention from midwives
you've got the vnLotwi.ves fun. attentLon because there's no other VI&V. MS
A rOIAIA•0( uott, that tAteoi her attentLon.
so one o-f the thi.ngs I was thi.nlzi.ng about havLng ci hovvte arth was
cigcan 1 vulght have a mLolwi-fe, because at the hospital. uoi . can't guarantee it.
(oky,y a 144 56-59)
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If uou're oleltvertng at home then uou're guaranteed two vutolwtves, so
people tallz about safetu of home births but from the safetu pant o-F vLew, and
vuu pant of vi.ew, thee are actuallu safer because uou have two in/LIAM-yes there
who are observtng uou all the ti.vue, and tf anutlitng Ls not gong to plan, theu
c CNA tell t 'i. advance. whereas possibtu tn hospital uou_ are ontu gang to see
someone everu now ono( then because theu are between two WOVIkeVI., thee vutght
now see that a nuwau. (maipelo 7.2-g2)
I want the reassurance that I av.t not gang to Joe on ni. OWVI. SO it ts
reallu conveni-ent that I call out someone and ( kenow I Can have a good vuldwi:Fe
here withi.n half an. hour to help we. (Nnese 11-17)
I feel I have more care at home than Ln. the hospital because the nttolwi.fe
comes out to the house and she's there just -for uot4. she's not runni.ns o il to see
sovuebodu else I felt thee were there just for vue, thee weren't Astrocteot bu
anuboolu else (Mn&aoshadt 26-2:5)
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